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Abstract
Following a review of the UK's long term skill requirementsin 2006 (Leitch 2006), the
governmenthas been looking at ways to increasethe UK's skills basethrough employer
engagementin training and education.Trade unions and higher educationinstitutions have had
a vital role in this processthrough the establishmentof a wide variety of collaborative projects
aimed at enhancing basic, intermediateand higher skills. One example of such a partnership is
the Learning PartnershipRoute (LPR) to Social Work qualification. Whilst a number of
authorshave detailed the role of trade unions in work-basedlearning partnershipswith public
sector organisations,including in social care (see, for example, Sutherland and Rainbird
2000), there is a shortageof academicliterature relating specifically to UNISON's role in
informal learning in theseorganisations.
This researchstudy usesa casestudy method applying a critical realist approach,to look in
depth at one social care organisation in which the LPR was run. The key theory utilised for
data analysis is the Learning Network Theory (LNT) (Poell et al 2000). The LNT is one theory
which hasbeen put forward to describe organisational learning in the literature and usesthe
actors, structuresand processesto interpret and describe how learning is organised.
The casestudy findings revealed how Unison's trusting relationship with the social care
employer and their coherentnotion of the concept of a learning organisation, enabledthem to
becomeinvolved in both formal and informal aspectsof workplace learning. Evidence is also
presentedto critique and enhancethe LNT, extending the LNT to incorporate the conceptsof
formal and informal learning.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1. Introduction
Over time the UK governmenthas recognisedthe need to support the acquisition of new skills
by the country's workforce to ensure that the UK's economy can successfully compete
internationally. This has involved a substantial increasein the number of studentsin formal
further and higher education.Associatedwith this developmenthasbeen increasing interest in
how work-based training and educationcan contribute to the acquisition of the higher skills
that the UK's economy needs.A climate in which the employing organisation participates in
or leads the way in the learning and teaching of skills has been created.Policies and
intellectual endeavorin this field affecting the private sectorhave impacted on public social
care organisations.There hasbeen a growth in the expectationsof both private and public
employersthat their organisationsbecomelearning organisations. In the private sector,
arguably, this directly contributesto effectivenessin the marketplace.In the public sector the
picture is more complex. This thesis explores aspectsof the learning organisationwithin the
public sector.It examinesthe role of Britain and Europe's biggest public sector trade union,
UNISON, in social care workplace learning, and provides evidenceto enhancenetwork theory
(LNT).
Following a review of the UK's long-term skill requirementsin 2006 (Leitch 2006), the
former Labour government looked at ways of increasing the UK's skills baseby engaging
employers in training and education.Trade unions and higher educationinstitutions have had a
vital role in this processthrough the establishmentof a wide variety of collaborative projects
aimed at enhancingbasic, intermediate and higher skills. One example of such a partnershipis
the Learning PartnershipRoute to social work (LPRSW) qualification run by UNISON, the
Open University (OU) and a number of social care organisations.This researchstudy uses a
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casestudy method applying a critical realist approachto look in depth at one social care
organisationin which the LPR was run.
Researchhas shown that the developmentof a learning culture can be an important
determinant of the successof work-basedprogrammes(Kelly and Stone2003). The research
outlined in this thesishas two key objectives; to investigate the role of UNISON in formal and
informal workplace learning opportunities and to explore how UNISON can support and help
to implement a learning organisation and culture within a social care organisation.
This chapterprovides an overview of some of the key academicliterature on the creation of
learning organisations,workplace learning and the role of trade unions in theseprocesses.
Researchobjectives are then presentedwith the aim of addressingthe gapsidentified in the
academicliterature in this area. Following this, information about the LPRSW degreeis
provided along with a short summary of the casestudy method utilised in this research.The
chapterendswith a summary of the rest of the thesis.
Academic literature stemming from the 1970sdescribesthe move away from industrialist and
modern society with the emergenceof post-industrialism (Touraine 1971, Bell 1973).
Touraine (1971) describesthe changefrom a social class systembasedupon ownership and
control of private property to a classsystem basedupon accessto information. Bell (1973)
emphasisesknowledge and information as the key resourcesof post-industrial society and
with them, the creation of knowledge elites who control theseresources.These changeshave
meant that previous forms of work organisation underpinnedby the principles of scientific
managementdescribedby Taylor (1911) have been replacedby the need for higher skills and
a commitment to learning at all levels. This importance of both formal qualifications and
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informal learning in the UK workplace is highlighted in the 1998 Green Paper `The Learning
Age: A Renaissancefor a New Britain' (DfEE 1998):

To achieve stable and sustainablegrowth, we will need a well-educated,well-equipped
and adaptablelabour force. To cope with rapid changewe must ensurethat people can
return to learning throughout their lives. We cannot rely on a small elite: we will need
the creativity, enterpriseand scholarship of all our people.
(Blunkett 1998,pl)

In 2004 the Leitch Review consideredthe UK's long term skills requirements.The review
evaluatedthe UK's skills position in comparison to other countries in the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) as that of an `averageperformer' (Leitch
2006). Consequentlythe government is keen to encourageemployers and employeesto
engagein workplace learning. In 2006 the Department for Education and Skills stated in its
grant letter to the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) that it wanted to
seepriority given to widening participation and employer engagementin higher education.
The Higher Education Academy (HEA 2007) identified employer engagementas one of its
key areas for 2006-2007 policy debate.A number of strategiesfor increasing employer
engagementin higher educationhave since emerged,including the role of trade unions in
providing accessto education and training (Leitch 2006, p96). The Leitch Report addresses
the need to embed a culture of learning (ibid, pp 103-116) in line with changing global
economic circumstancesand the need for widening participation in responseto the unequal
distribution of skills identified by the review.

If Leitch (2006) is right and there is a role for trade unions engaging employers in education
3
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and training we have to ask questions about the extent to which they can achievethis
considering recent changesto trade union membership in work organisations. In 2005 only
26.2% of UK workers were membersof a trade union (ESRC 2007), a significant decline
comparedto the late 1970s,when 58% of workers were members.In 2005 only 17% of private
sectorworkers were membersof a trade union comparedto 59% of public sector workers.
There were also higher percentagesof women, older employeesand those in professional
occupations.These figures indicate that trade unions may indeed have a role to play in
widening participation in higher education,particularly in the public sector,as they are in a
key position to promote learning and negotiate workplace learning opportunities with
employers.The latest UK union membership figures provided by the Department for Business,
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) for the year 2008 indicate that 24.9% of UK
workers were trade union members(BERR 2009, p2), a decline of 1.5%of private sector
workers and 1.9% of public sectorworkers over three years.Despite this decline, trade unions
still have considerableinfluence in public sector organisations.

The UK currently appearsto be struggling to keepup with the needsof the economy in terms
of its workforce's skills levels. The need for versatile and high-level skills is of increasing
importance, particularly with the global shift from an industrial to a service and knowledge
basedeconomy. Trade unions have had and continue to play a role in training and learning in
the UK workplace. A summary of the different types of trade unions and their role in
workplace learning and training is given in the literature review in Chapter 2.

Payne (2001a) considersthe benefits to trade unions of involvement in training and education
in the workplace. He argues that trade unions `have used educationand training as a way of
4
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securing their own positions as bureaucratic, representativeorganisations' (ibid, p357). Trade
unions are able to usetheir involvement with education and training as a recruiting point from
which to rebuild their strength and membership in the new economy. Payne(2001a) also
discussesthe role of the partnershipsthat trade unions have been establishingwith educational
institutions, most frequently as a meansof widening participation and incorporating adults

Howevereducationalinstitutionshaveidentified
seenasdisadvantaged
or underrepresented.
perceptionsthat trade unions have a `narrow' perspectiveon workplace training which are
problematic.

Mahnkopf (1991) examinesefforts made by trade unions to confront political, social,
economic, cultural and environmental changesduring the last few decades,in particular since
the 1970s.Thesestudies have focused on issuesof industrial relations such as collective
bargaining arrangements,changeat the organisational level within the trade unions themselves
and union responsesand strategies.Hake (1999) arguesthat `late modernity is the period of
social development in which lifelong learning becomesthe necessarycondition of survival'.
Payne (2001b) and Sutherlandand Rainbird (2000) highlight the increasedscopefor trade
unions in educationand training to respondto this necessarycondition for survival and to
improve the position of low-skilled workers in the workplace.

Payne(2001a) identifies a lack of literature pertaining to the contribution that trade unions are
making and can make to lifelong learning. One example of how the trade union UNISON, in
collaboration with the Open University, has been involved in lifelong learning is through an
initiative to widen participation in learning in the social care sector referred to as the Learning
PartnershipRoute (LPR). This route was established in addition to UNISON's `work based
5
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learning escalator'1(Route Guide, The Open University 2006, p7). Continuing tension exists
concerning this `escalator' regarding the question of the level at which trade union
involvement should appropriately stop. Should UNISON support accessto higher education
(1Stlevel), continue to the first year of higher education (HE) study (2ndlevel K100
Foundation Course,Understanding Health and Social Care) or aim even higher? Given that
many believe the trade union's primary responsibility is the terms and conditions of
employment and crises in theseareas,is its involvement in the escalatora distraction or a
luxury?

As the largestpublic sectorunion in Britain and Europe UNISON has 1.3 million members,of
which two thirds are women (UNISON 2010a). The union lists four main objectives in its
outline `Objectives and Priorities for 2010' (UNISON 201Ob).The first is recruiting,
organising, representingand retaining members;the second,negotiating and bargaining on
behalf of membersand promoting equality; the third, campaigning and promoting UNISON
on behalf of its members; and the fourth, developing an efficient and effective union. Learning
is referred to specifically under Objective 2.1: Improving Pay and Conditions through the
Promotion of Lifelong Learning, Skills Pathwaysand Workforce Development (UNISON
2010b). Learning activities are managedby UNISON's Learning and Organising Services
(LAOS), which coordinate UNISON's education and lifelong learning opportunities for its
membership. In addition to offering a national activist training programme, lifelong learning
opportunities on the work-based learning escalator range from skills for life to higher
educationopportunities. Regional education officers provide the link between UNISON's
1Unison has worked
with partners, including employers and the Open University, to put in place a skills
escalator.This ranges from Skills for Life and Health (including English as an Additional Language), through
secondchance' learning and work-based professional qualifications.
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national learning strategy and its membersand LAOS provides workplace learning
programmessuch as `Returnto Learn'.

UNISON, therefore, has an interest in the lifelong learning of its members,many of whom
may have had limited educationalopportunities that a widening participation approachto
higher educationcould address.A review of the widening participation literature carried out
by the University of York's Higher Education Academy and Institute for Access Studies
(Gorard and Smith 2006) focuseson addressingthe barriers to participation in higher
education.This is a particularly important review for presentpurposes,as the LPRSW
aimed to addressthesebarriers to social work education.The LPR attemptedto attract social
care employeeswho lacked traditional qualifications and those who had not studied for and
gained a higher educationalqualification. This route to a degreein social work was also
known as the `grow your own' scheme.It allowed employers to invest in their current
workforce and up-skill staff to fill social work vacancies,thus avoiding having to recruit staff
from other countries or use employment agenciesto fill the social workforce gap. So there are
potential synergiesbetween the employer and UNISON objectives. Gorard and Smith (2006)
arguethat there is a gap in the widening participation literature: more information is required
about studentsparticipating in non-traditional higher education,including part time and
vocational qualifications. Their review provides additional evidenceof the importance of
researchinto the LPR.

Social care employers are required to improve opportunities for their employees and members
to develop their skills and abilities respectively. They, like UNISON, are looking for reliable
and robust routes for this which may include supporting workers with previous limited
7
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educational opportunities. Widening participation has been a key New Labour theme
(Callender 2002); hencethe relevanceof examining how the government supportsemployers,
- in this thesis, social care employers- in terms of widening participation. Government
policies on widening participation are discussedby Dey et at (2004) in relation to the present
need for skills (Leitch 2006). Dey et al (2004) highlight a governmentinitiative to ensurethat
50% of the UK's 19-30 year olds had had at least one year's experienceof higher educationby
2010. In order to reach this national target a range of strategieswere implemented including
the establishmentof the Aim Higher Partnershipsfor Progression,which were designed with
the objective of raising aspirationsand encouraging the developmentof clear progression
routes to higher education.Dey et al (2004) state:

Figures suggestthat the UK is well behind other Europeancountries in generatingthe

`technicianskills' which theeconomylackswith just 28% of theworkforcequalified
at this level comparedwith 51% in Franceand 65% in Germany. (Dey et at 2004, p1)

Evidenceprovided by the Aim Higher project indicates that for lifelong educationto be
achieved,children as young as 12 need to becomecomfortable with the idea of continuing
educationbeyond compulsory schooling age and on to university (Green 2000). Dey et al
(2004), however, reasonthat this is not achievable.It implies unaffordable growth both in
higher educationand in a support infrastructure for thesechildren and young people. Instead,
they argue for an increasein work-based learning via part-time study.

One example of this is the now discontinuedpart-time work-based learning initiative Learning
to Careintroduced by the Open University with the intention of increasingthe recruitment and
retention of studentswith low educational qualifications in the health and social care sector.
8
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This partnershipbetween the Cambridgeshire College of Further Education and the Open
University's Faculty of Health and Social Care offered a work-based distancelearning route to
a professional award, a Diploma in Social Work in line with the Open University's target of
increasingparticipation in higher educationby people of low socioeconomicgroups with low
previous educational qualifications (Open University 2001-2004). Dey et al (2004), who
evaluatethis Open University initiative, argue that this is particularly necessaryin a sector
characterisedby low pay and low aspirations, and highlight that this is a matter for concern
about this sectorboth regionally and nationally. The Learning to Care project was suggested
as part of a broaderphilosophy, that of the `learning organisation' (ibid). Researchhas shown
that the developmentof a learning culture may be an important determinant in the successof
work-basedprogrammes(Kelly and Stone 2003). For example, it may be that if employers and
others involved in the workplace, for example UNISON, with a vestedinterest in successful
outcomesfor workers engagedin higher educationare not engagedas partners in a `learning
2
organisation', expectationsmay not be realised?

The notion of organisational learning was coined by Chris Argyris in 1978, and the concept of
the learning organisation was popularised by Peter Senge(1990) in his book The Fifth
Discipline. Senge (1990, p. 3) sees the ideas he presents as a tool...

for destroying the illusion that the world is createdof separate,unrelated forces.
...
When we give up this illusion - we can then build `learning organisations'.
Organisationswhere people continually expandtheir capacity to create results they
truly deserve,where new and expansivepatternsof thinking are nurtured, where
collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn
2For further

examples of UNISON learning partnerships refer to Munro et (1997) and Rainbird et al (2010).
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together'.

According to Gould (2000), interest in the concept of the learning organisation emergedin
social care organisationsduring the 1990s.Gould recognisedthat despite:

organisational changeis not an
...rapidly changing patterns of social need where
occasional `blip' but a continuous fact of life. . .there has so far been no evident
thinking about the transfer of learning organisation theory to social work organisations.
(ibid, p585)

However, Gould appearsto have ignored the wider influence that individual training, i. e.
formal learning, could haveon the organisation. The benefits of work-basedlearning
programmes,not just for the individual employeebut for the whole organisation,are welldocumented(see Clarke 2003, Davies and Bynner 1999); and Eraut et al (1998) remark upon
the important role of formal planned learning in organisations.The benefits of work-based
learning for both the individual and the organisation involved are consideredin this thesis.

Taylor (2004) datesthe application of the learning organisation literature to the public sector
to the late 1990swith its appearancein New Labour's modernisation agenda.The agenda
drew upon the lifelong learning discourse and an assumptionthat such learning can be
achievedthrough the creation of learning organisations (ibid). However, evidencepublished in
Pedler et al's (1990) Self Developmentin Organizations indicates that there was researchinto
public sector learning organisationsduring the 1980s,with theorists such as Edmonstone
(1990) studying the application of the concept of the learning organisation to the public sector
with a particular focus on managementcompetenciesand development and the changed
10
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expectationsof managersin terms of educationand training in the public sector workplace.

Academic interest in the concept of the learning organisationand its applicability to the public
sectorcontinued to gain strength throughout the 1990s.A focus on its transferability to the
public sectorcan be found in a collection of writings edited by Cook et al (1997). Limitations
of the Investors of Peopleaward are highlighted, with Cook (1997, p.2 1) arguing:

Its focus on training as opposedto learning (quite correct in itself) is not the total
approachneededto develop organizational learning...How is learning (outside of
formal training) measuredin this sameway?

So in addition to addressingthe concept of the learning organisation in connection with public
sectororganisations, Cook (1997) also contemplatesthe difficulty of recognising and
rewarding non- formal learning.

Parallel to the interest in the concept of the learning organisation in recent years there has been
a renewed interest in work-based learning, with numerouspublications on the subject. This
rise in interest is alleged to have resulted from global competition and an era of rapidly
shifting environmentsto which organisationsmust adapt to survive (Marsick 2006); and in the
caseof the public sector, must provide adequateservices.In order for organisations to adapt
and be competitive, Marsick and Volpe (1999) argue,former training and education are
insufficient and managersneed to `unleashcreativity and innovation' (p2).

Two key types of work-based learning aredistinguished in the academicliterature, namely
formal and informal learning. Marsick and Watkins (1990, p 12) suggestthat:
11
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Formal learning is typically institutionally sponsored,classroom-based,and highly
structured.Informal learning, a category that includes incidental learning, may occur in
institutions, but is not class room basedor highly structured,and control of learning
restsprimarily in the handsof the learner.

Theresearchobjectivesincorporatean explorationof bothof thesetypesof learningin the
casestudy organisation.

Rainbird (2004, p3) argues that `most workplace learning occurs through everyday working
practices'. Discussing informal learning in the workplace, Marsick (2006) outlines the nature
of informal learning and distinguishes between two types: strategic and non strategic. Marsick
(ibid, p63) provides a description of strategic learning in the workplace and defines it as a type
of learning that `is recognisedand utilised to move the organisationtowards its objectives'.
However, he doesnot offer any contrasting description and exploration of non-strategic
informal learning.

Marsick and Volpe (1999) summarisethemesidentified through a number of studiesof
informal learning and postulate that informal learning can comprise the following
characteristics:
- it can be integrated with work and daily routines;

- it canbe triggeredby an internalor externaljolt;
- it is not highly conscious;
- it is often haphazardand influenced by chance;
- it involves an inductive processof reflection and action and is linked to the learning of
12
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others.

Marsick (2006) discussesinformal learning further to identify characteristicswhich make it
more effective, including when partnerscome together to solve problems and then modify
practicesor rules to prevent problems from reoccurring. He (2006) also draws on his work
with Volpe (1999) to discussinstanceswhen informal learning is unsuccessful,identifying
barriers such as resources,structuresand culture, for instancewhere an agencyor individual
professional is not open to or will not take into account the views of others. Marsick (2006)
also highlights potential problems with informal learning when employeesdo not fully
understandwhat they have learnt and argues:

Informal learning may suffer from its very strength,that is, that it takes place almost

unconsciouslyaspeoplemeetthedemandsthatrequiretheacquisitionof new mental
models, knowledge and skills. (p57)

Marsick and Watkins (2001) arguethat informal and incidental learning are the most
pervasive forms of adult learning and can be enhancedthrough formal learning, i. e. via
educationalintervention. They contend that formal adult learning `may also be enhancedif
adult educatorsheed the lessonslearnedinformally and incidentally' (p32). However, it could
be arguedthat both educatorsand learnersshould pay attention to lessonslearnt from informal
learning in order to enhanceformal learning.

Mumford (1996) links informal learning and the learning organisation with his learning

pyramid(seeFigure1.1).Mumford (1996)reviewsseveralbooksrelatingto learning
organisationsand suggeststhat whilst the concept of the learning organisation may be an
13
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ambition for many of us, line managersmay reject this enthusiasmwith the concern that it
could lead to their own position in the organisationbeing challengedor competed for.
Interestingly, in his learning pyramid Mumford (1996) highlights one to one learning, which
he believes hasnot been consideredby either Senge(1990) or Watkins and Marsick (1993),
who focus their thoughts about the learning organisation on team learning. In the learning
pyramid the learning organisation is seenas the final objective for an organisation to achieve.

Figure 1.1: The Learning Pyramid

The learning

pyramid

The
learnin. 9
organization
Group learning
One-to-one

learning

Individual learner

Source: Mumford, 2006, p7

These ideasabout formal and informal learning in organisationsare very much a functionalist
view; that is, any training or learning by employeesshould primarily meet the needsof the
organisationand the employee's specific job skill requirements.In the 1990s,however, with
increasingglobalisation and the emergenceof the knowledge economy, learning and training
was approachedin alternative ways. The LNT postulatedby Krogt (1995) attemptsto explain
14
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organisational learning through the perspectivesof the actors involved and as dependenton
the individual organisational context, as opposedto viewing it as a functionalist tool or as
context-independent.

The learning network theorists arguethat empirical researchconductedby training

hasnot enabledlearningprogrammesto be tunedto theworkplace,nor hasit
professionals
explained the variance in the effectivenessof such programmes(Poell and Krogt 2006). They
contendthat there should be a new direction for theory and researchin this areaand that the
diversity of relations among people in the work environment is deserving of greater attention.
They put forward LNT in an attemptto provide a theoretical framework for the study of
learning in the workplace. The account of their work below briefly provides an overview of
the origins of the theory and their earlier work before their most recent work is discussed.

LNT is succinctly explained by Poell and Krogt (2006) in their book Learning at the
WorkplaceReviewed: Theory Confronted with Empirical Research,in which they argue that
learning and developmentareprocesseswhich `happenless systematically and less
consciously than assumed'(p71). They propose a theory of work-basedlearning built on the
core premises of three different learning theories; structural, actor and cybernetic systems.
This theory is describedand critically analysedin the literature review chapterof this thesis.

LNT is potentially a useful tool for the description and interpretation of learning in an
organisation.Yet there is little published researchthat claims to have applied the theory to
real-life examples,and there is no detailed information about the method by which this can be
achieved.However, the theory does seemto provide an alternative way to think about
15
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workplace learning and the many actors involved, not just thosewithin the workplace or a
specific learning environment. The work of Krogt (1995) and Poell et al (2000) on LNT is
usedhere to further understandthe dynamics of the LPR casestudy partnershipthrough the
application of their interpretative framework to the casestudy data.

The Learning Partnership Route to Social Work Degree: Case study
The partnershipbetween UNISON and the OU's Health and Social Care Faculty selectedfor
the casestudy in this researchoriginated in 1996,when they cametogether with the aim of
widening participation and increasing employer involvement in social work education.The
protocol for widening participation the social work qualification was to ensurethat the
majority of studentswho registeredhad not previously studied for an undergraduateor
postgraduatequalification and that it incorporatedthose from a disadvantagedbackground.
The first learning partnership run by the faculty was the K100 foundation course,
UnderstandingHealth and Social Care, for which studentswere recruited in groups from the
workplace. This initial partnership was expandedto include the Diploma in Social Work
Qualification (DipSW). The DipSW-UNISON partnership route was run in conjunction with
two of the OU regions. Following this initial partnership between the OU and UNISON to
provide the DipSW, time was spentliaising with UNISON and employers to reach agreement
on the way forward for the partnership with the introduction of the Social Work degree.
The OU's Social Work degree is a work-based route designedto be completed in no less than
three years.Responsibility and managementfor it were usually shared betweenthe OU and
the employers,who fund and sponsorstudents.However, UNISON was also involved in the
managementof the LPR degree.The LPRSW degree commencedin 2006 with 36 social care
16
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employeesregistering on the OU's K100 foundation course, UnderstandingHealth and Social
Care and K113, Foundations for Social Work Practice. In launching the LPR there was the
aspiration that employeeswho took part would not have studied for a higher educational
qualification previously. The route was launched with a target of at least 60% of students from
eachemployer reflecting this criterion in addition to the normal requirementsfor those
applying for the OU's Social Work Degree programme, which include:
-a qualification at Key Skills Level 2 (Key Stage4 in English and Maths);
- evidenceof clear communication in spoken and written English;
- ability to demonstrateappropriatepersonal and intellectual qualities of a social worker;
- enhanceddisclosure from the CRB;
- attendanceat interview.
The following three key objectives are specified in the LPR guide:
1. To target employees who have experience in social care work but do not have higher

educationalqualifications
2. To provide additional support to maximise successfuloutcomesof degree-level
professional and academicstudies
3. To coordinate contributions from employers,The OU and UNISON (OU, 2006, p7).

Data obtained from the OU HSC work-based learning databaseinclude details of the
educationalbackgroundsof all students on its Social Work degree.The figures below
summarizethesedata for the 301 studentswho startedthe coursein 2006. Figure 1.2 details
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the educational background of all 301: Figure 1.3, that of the 265 non-LPR students and
Figure 1.4 the educational background of the 36 LPR students. A comparison of Figures 1.3
and 1.4 reveals that despite the widening participation objective of the LPR route, a high
percentage of these students (Figure 3.1,44%, 16 students) had previously studied for a
degree. In contrast to the non LPR students who commenced study on the social work degree

in the sameacademic year, only 18%48 students(see Figure 1.3) had previously studied for a
higher educational qualification.

Chart 1: Highest Educational Level of all 301 (2006)
Open University Social Work Degree Students

7%

iý1;

ö

22"o

Undergraduate /
postgraduate
degree
No first degree

QUndisclosed/
unknown

Chart 2: Highest Educational Level of the 265 (2006)
Open University Social Work Degree Students
not on the Learning Partnership Route

Undergraduate /
postgraduate
degree

No first degree

75%

Q Undisclosed/
unknown
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Chart 3: Highest Educational Level of the
36 Open University Social Work Degree Students
Studying on the Learning Partnership Route

8%
44%

v Undergraduate /
postgraduate
degree
No first degree

48%
Q Undisclosed/
unknown

Level of all 7 Case
Study LPR Social Work Degree Students

Chart 4: Highest Educational

70%
a

® Undergraduate/
postgraduate de
Undisclosed
o No first degree

100%

In two separate social care organisations a total of 36 of the 2006 OU Social Work degree
students were studying via the LPR. None of those recruited onto the LPR through the case
study organisation had previously studied for a degree qualification

(see Figure 1.4). Thus the

LPR surpassed the 60% widening participation target set by the OU and UNISON in the LPR

Route Guide (OU 2006, p8).
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Research Aims and Objectives
A review of the current literature pertaining to work-basedlearning uncovered a need to
further explore the role of trade unions in work-based learning partnerships with social care
organisations such as the LPR earlier described.Whilst a number of authorshavedetailed the
role of trade unions in work-based learning partnerships with public sectororganisations,
including in social care (see, for example, Sutherlandand Rainbird 2000), there is a shortage
of academicliterature relating specifically to UNISON's role in informal learning in these
organisations.This researchaims to addresstheseknowledge gapsby applying LNT (Krogt
1995, Poell et al 2000). The research'saims and objectives are as follows:
1. Identify and explore the concept of a learning organisation from the viewpoint of the
actors involved in the LPR using the SCIE learning organisation resource(2004)
2. Investigate the role of UNISON in workplace learning through the LPRSW degree:
a. explore ways in which UNISON can support and help to implement a learning
organisationand culture in social work organisations;
b. investigate the role of UNISON in formal learning through the LPRSW
degree;
c. investigate the role of UNISON in informal learning through the LPRSW
degree;
3. Contribute to and increaseunderstandingof social care workplace learning theory
and researchmethods.
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Methods used
The philosophical basisof the methodology used to investigate the researchaims and
objectives is critical realism (Christie et al 2000), and a casestudy method was employed.The
following units of analysis were identified in relation to exploring UNISON's role in formal
and informal learning in social care organisations.These units of analysisare taken from the
LNT (Poell et al 2000), which is explained in Chapter 2 and further developedin Chapter 5.
1. Actors and their action theories;
2. Learning processes(development of learning policies and programmes,and execution
of learning programmes);
3. Learning structures(content and organisational structure and learning climate).

Six of the most popular sourcesof case study evidencecited by Yin (2009) aredocumentation,
archival records,interviews, direct observation,participant observationand physical artefacts.
Both documentation(including archival records) and interviews were used as the sourcesof
evidence for this casestudy. The most common researchmethod usedto explore informal
learning in the workplace is identified by Eraut (2004) as interview studies. Researchershave
used a variety of interview techniquesto explore learning in the workplace; theseinclude
asking participant employeesto give detailed accountsof their daily work practices and
focusing the interview on critical incidents. The researchinterview technique employed in this
researchinvolved asking each of the participants to consider the SCIE Learning Organisation
characteristicsand how and to what extent, if any, they believe these are incorporated into
their organisation.The aim of the researchwas thus not to tackle the issue of informal learning
directly but to investigate where informal learning is a consciousprocess in the organisation.
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A preliminary researchsurvey was carried out via telephone interviews with OU studentsas a
sourceof evidence.A semi-structured,predominantly closed-questioninterview schedulewas
utilised. The casestudy interviews were alternatively basedon a semi-structuredinterview
scheduleand open questions, further details of which canbe found in the Method section
under Measures.It was hoped that with the interviews only slightly structured, in that there
was an outline of the topics to be covered,there was room for in-depth insights and for
intervieweesto talk at length about the topics without much restriction or steering from the
researcher,thus providing qualitative insights and enabling the exploration necessaryto meet
the researchobjectives.

Documentation was used as an additional sourceof evidence.This was collected from the
interviewees before, during and after the interviews. The types of documentationprovided
included email correspondence,minutes of meetings,internal reports, evaluation reports, news
clippings and organisational structure and process figures.

A pilot student survey was conductedusing a random sample of 50 of the total 301 non-LPR
studentsfrom England studying on the K113 course.They were all contactedby email and
askedif they would be willing to participate in an interview. The random sample was selected
by the OU survey office to ensurethe reliability and validity of results. The LPR sample had
already been identified by the student survey panel, and appropriate contact details had been
provided. All 36 of the LPR studentswere contactedby email and askedto participate. In total
16 LPR and non-LPR student telephoneinterviews were completed. This initial

piece of

researchwas a scoping exerciseconductedwith a view to eliciting the main differences
between the experiencesof studentsstudying for the regular social work degree
with the OU
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and those studying through the LPR. The results were used to formulate the case study
researchobjectives.

The site selectedfor this casestudy researchis the social care organisation and other
organisationsthat have contributed to the LPR; namely the OU and UNISON. To gather data
for the casestudy from interviews required a purposeful sampling strategy. There are clearly
key individuals or learning `actors' in eachof the organisationswho are involved in the
planning and running of the partnership,and in the social care organisation itself, key
individuals who are in charge of learning.

The population from which the snowball sample was taken comprised employeesat the case
study social care organisation, UNISON and the OU and also incorporated other individuals
identified as having played a part in the Learning Partnership.Seventeeninterviews were
carried out; thirteen face to face and four via telephone.Data were also collected via sixteen
preliminary field work telephone interviews carried out with OU Social Work degreestudents.
Sevenof thesestudentswere studying on the LPR. Table 1.1, below, presentsa summary of
the casestudy participants.

Table 1.1: Summary of Case Study Participants
Participant Group

Number of Participants

OU (nonstudentparticipants)
OU Students
UNISON
SocialCareOrganisation

6
16 (LPR = 7)
5
5

Other

1

Total

33
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Participants were identified using the snowball approach.This was achievedby asking initial
contactsto identify and provide contact details of others involved in the partnership.
Telephoneor email contact was made, asking if they would be willing to participate in a face
to face or telephoneinterview at their convenience.

Thesis Chapter Outline
Chapter 2: Literature Review
The study of learning opportunities through the partnership casestudy calls for the
incorporation of academicliterature from a number of areas including current and historic
industrial relations in the UK; politics; widening participation; human resourcemanagement
practices(HRM); and literature pertaining to the concept of the learning organisation,in
particular that regarding informal and formal learning. In addition to this literature, the work
of Poell et al (2000) on the LNT was critically analysedbefore being used to further
understandthe dynamics of the casestudy partnershipin question. This current political
perspectiveon skills and learning is addressedfirst and then the role of trade unions is
outlined. Literature on the concepts of the learning organisation, organisational workplace
learning and the LNT is then outlined and reviewed

Chapter 3: Methods
The philosophical assumptionson which this researchis basedare outlined and discussed.The
philosophical basis of the methodology usedwas critical realism. The philosophy of social
researchis detailed before moving on to an explanation of the researchand data collection
methods employed.
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Chapter 4: The Context of the Learning Partnership Route
In this chapter the context surrounding the LPR is describedand analysed.The first part of the
chapterexplores the developmentof trade union involvement in workplace learning. The case
study's social care context is then presentedto support an understandingof its implementation
of LPR and why the initiative was taken forward. Lastly, drawing on evidence from the case
study, details are provided about when the partnershipwith the employer was first set up and
how this initiative built on the trust establishedthrough earlier programmesdelivered through
the partnership.

Chapter 5: Interpretative Framework
The key principles of LNT theory are outlined in the literature review. The first part of this
chapter explores LNT in greater detail to support and further understand the theory in the data
analysis/discussion chapters. In the second part of the chapter the theory is applied to the LPR
in order to describe the actors, processes and structure of this learning partnership. Evidence is
presented from both the interview and the documentary data gathered during the case study
research.

Chapter 6: The Role of UNISON in Formal Learning
The nature of formal learning, consideredin the literature review chapter, is defined by
Marsick and Watkins (1990) as `...typically institutionally sponsored,classroombased,and
highly structured'. This researchaimed to uncover not only the formal but also the informal
learning that occurs as a part of this network. The focus of this chapter is solely on the formal
learning aspectsof the LPR learning network, and in particular the role that UNISON has
played in this process.Following this, evidencefrom the researchdata is used to explore the
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concept of a formal learning network and to identify what type of learning network this
representsbasedon Poell et al's (2000) descriptions,which are outlined in Chapter S.

Chapter 7: The Interaction between Formal and Informal Learning
This chapterexplores the interaction between formal and informal learning in the LPR
learning network. This analysis is important, as learning in the LPR learning network was
clearly not limited to formal learning. For this discussion, however, consideration must be
given to the very nature of formal and informal learning themselvesto identify whether these
terms areuseful in our understandingof workplace learning and LNT, and more importantly
for the casestudy, whether or not they are useful terms to employ in relation to learning in
social care.

Chapter 8: Enhancing Learning Network Theory
In this chapterthe analysisin Chapters4,5,6 and 7 are drawn together to reflect on the
benefits and limitations of the LNT and some substantialmodifications are proposed.
Following this, somealternatives to the theory are consideredto enhancethe interpretation of
the casestudy data.

Chapter 9: Conclusions
This chapter summarisesthe main findings from the casestudy researchand addressesthe
researchquestionsoutlined in the introductory chapter.This is followed by a summary of the
key conclusions that can be drawn from this LPR learning network casestudy research.
Proposalsfor additional researchthat would contribute to further progressin this academic
area are then outlined. Finally, reflections on the casestudy are presented,including a brief
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look at alternative approachesand the future of workplace learning in light of recent political
changes in the UK.
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2. Literature Review
Introduction
The main focus of this thesis is the nature of workplace learning in social care with an
investigation into the role of one trade union in a learning partnership with a social care
organisation and the OU. This is achievedthrough the developmentof LNT. This literature
review provides a background to the empirical researchpresented.The learning opportunities
studied through this partnership casestudy call for a complex integration of academic
literature from a number of areasincluding widening participation, the concept of the learning
organisation,and workplace learning, in particular informal and formal learning. In addition to
this literature, the work of Poell et al (2000) on LNT is critically analysedbefore being usedto
further understandthe dynamics of the casestudy partnership in question. The current political
perspectiveon skills and learning is addressedfirst and the role of trade unions in this in
relation to learning opportunities and the LPR casestudy is discussed.Literature on workplace
learning, LNT and conceptsof the `learning organisation' and `organisational learning', which
have been investigatedmost widely in the private sector,are then outlined and reviewed.
Lastly, the latest researchinto learning in the workplace is discussed.

UK Skills and Trade Unionism
In 2004 the Leitch review consideredthe UK's long-term skills requirementsand found the
UKto be an `averageperformer' regarding the skills of its workers comparedto other OECD
countries (Leitch Report 2006). Consequentlythe governmentwas and is still keen to
encourageemployersand employeesto engagein workplace learning. In 2006 the Department
for Education and Skills statedin its grant letter to the Higher Education Funding Council for
England (HEFCE 2006) that it wanted priority given to widening participation and employer
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engagementin higher education. The Higher Education Academy (HEA) also identified
employer engagementas one of its key areasfor 2006-2007 policy debate (HEA 2007). A
number of strategiesfor increasing employer engagementin higher educationhave emerged
since, including a role for trade unions in providing accessto educationand training (Leitch
2006, p96). The Leitch Report addressedthe need to embed a culture of learning (Leitch 2006,
p103-116) in line with changing global economic circumstancesand the need for wider
participation in learning in responseto the review's identification of the unequal distribution
of skills.

If Leitch (2006) is right and there is a role for trade unions engaging employersin education
and training we have to ask questionsabout the extent to which they can achievethis
consideringrecent changesto trade union membership in work organisations.In 2005 only
26.2% of UK workers were membersof a trade union (ESRC 2007), a significant decline
comparedto the late 1970s,when 58% of workers were members.In 2005 only 17% of private
sector workers were membersof a trade union comparedto 59% of public sector workers.
There were also higher percentagesof women, older employeesand those in professional
occupations.Thesefigures indicate that trade unions may indeed have a role to play in
widening participation in higher education,particularly in the public sector, as they are in a
key position to promote learning and negotiateworkplace learning opportunities with
employers.The latest UK union membership figures provided by the Department for Business,
Enterpriseand Regulatory Reform (BERR) for the year 2008 indicate that 24.9% of UK
workers were trade union members(BERR 2009, p2), a decline of 1.5%of private sector
workers and 1.9% of public sectorworkers over three years.Despite this decline, trade unions
still have considerableinfluence in public sector organisations.
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The emergenceof the first trade unions is dated by the Trade Union Congress(TUC) to the
period 1815-1835(TUC 2010). Flanders(1968) describesfive types of trade union that have
appearedover the years; craft, general,industrial, non-manual and industrial federations.Craft
unions were the first committed form of local organisationto emerge,later amalgamatinginto
national form with the creation of large multi-craft unions such as the Amalgamated Society of
Woodworkers. The generaltrade unions, namely the Transport and General Workers' Union
and the Municipal Workers' Union, were open to fields of employment that most unions
ignored. Industrial unions such as the British Iron, Steel and Kindred TradesAssociation
(BISAKTA) resulted from the amalgamationof smaller industrial unions, although none were
successfulin dominating their industriesdue to the strengthof the General Workers' Union. In
contrastto industrial unions, industrial federationswere made up of several unions
representingthe sameindustry such as the Confederationof Shipbuilding and Engineering
Unions. Thesejoint organisationsallowed the various types of union to work together,
enabling a closer unity between them and a reduction in conflict.

Historically one role of the trade unions hasbeen controlling entry to various crafts through
the useof apprenticeship schemes.They had a dual role in producing highly-skilled workers
earning high wagesthrough limiting the labour supply (Payne 2001a). Currently, and as
highlighted above,the UK appearsto be struggling to keep up with the needsof the economy
in terms of the skills level of its workforce. The needfor versatile and high-level skills is
increasingly important, particularly with the global shift from an industrial to a service and
knowledge-basedeconomy.
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Sutherlandand Rainbird (2000, p192) identify three major stakeholdersin workplace learning:
`government,employers and individual employeesrepresentedby their trade unions'. The
major stakeholdersin the LPR casestudy are analysedand further discussedin Chapter 5.
Sutherlandand Rainbird (ibid) also describethe reasonsbehind trade union interest in
workplace learning. Firstly, as trade union membersreceive learning and training
opportunities at work, this hasan effect on employees' bargaining power and employability,
factors at the heart of trade union concerns.Secondly,some membersare already employed in
educational institutions. Thirdly, trade unions' involvement in workplace learning is another
meansby which they can tackle wider social issuessuch as widening participation and social
exclusion. Lastly, unions such as UNISON provide learning opportunities themselves.

While thesefour reasonsfor trade union involvement all point to altruistic motives, the

benefitsto tradeunionsthemselveshavebeentheorised.Payne(2001a)considershow trade
unions benefit through their involvement in training and educationin the workplace. He
arguesthat they `have used educationand training as a way of securing their own positions as
bureaucratic,representativeorganisations' (Payne2001a, p357). Trade unions are able to use
their concernwith education and training as a recruiting point from which to rebuild trade
union strengthand membership in the new economy.

Like Sutherlandand Rainbird (2000), Payne (2001a) also discussestrade unions' role in
tackling social exclusion, in particular through the partnershipsthat they have been
establishingwith educational institutions. Thesepartnershipshave most frequently been
establishedas a meansof widening participation and incorporating adults who are seenas
disadvantagedor underrepresented.One example of the way in which a trade union has been
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attempting to widen participation in higher education in the social care sector is through the
introduction of the LPR in collaboration with the OU. This route was establishedin addition to
their `skills escalator" comprising Skills for Life and Return to Learn courses,introductory
care coursesand work basedstudy of the OU's foundation course UnderstandingHealth and
Social Care (OU 2006, p7).

A review of the widening participation literature carried out by the University of York's
Higher Education Academy and Institute for Access Studies(Gorard and Smith 2006) focuses
on addressingthe barriers to participation in higher education.This is a particularly important
review for presentpurposes,as the LPRSW aimed to addressthesebarriers to social work
education. The LPR attemptedto attract social care employeeswho lacked traditional
qualifications and thosewho had not studied for and gained a higher educationalqualification.
This route to a degreein social work was also known as the `grow your own' scheme.It
allowed employers to invest in their current workforce and up-skill staff to fill social work
vacancies,thus avoiding having to recruit staff from other countries or use employment
agenciesto fill the social workforce gap. So there are potential synergiesbetween employer
and UNISON objectives. Gorard and Smith (2006) argue that there is a gap in the widening
participation literature: more information is required about studentsparticipating in nontraditional higher education, including part time and vocational qualifications. Their review
provides additional evidence of the importance of researchinto the LPR.

Social care employers are required to improve opportunities for their employeesand members

1UNISON has worked with partners, including
employers and the Open
in
University to put place a skills escalator. This ranges from Skills for Life
and Health (including English as an Additional Language), through `second
chance' learning and onto work-based professional qualifications.
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to develop their skills and abilities respectively. They, like UNISON, are looking for reliable
and robust routes by which to do thi, s which may include supporting workers with previous
limited educational opportunities. Widening participation was a key New Labour theme
(Callender 2002); hencethe relevanceof examining how the government supportsemployers
- in this casesocial care employers- with it. This is particularly important considering the
recent change in government and skills and training policy to this end. This political change
and its impact on workplace learning are consideredfurther in Chapter 9. Governmentpolicies
on widening participation are discussedby Dey et al (2004) in relation to the presentneed for
technician skills discussedearlier (Leitch 2006). Dey et al (2004) highlight a government
initiative to ensurethat 50% of the UK's 19-30 year olds have at leastone year's experienceof
higher education by 2010. In order to reach this national target a range of strategieshave been
implemented,including the establishmentof the Aim Higher Partnershipsfor progression.
These partnershipswere designedwith the objective of raising aspirations and encouraging the
developmentof clear progression routes to higher education.Dey et al (2004) state:
Figures suggestthat the UK is well behind other Europeancountries in generatingthe
`technician skills' which the economy lacks with just 28% of the workforce qualified
at this level comparedwith 51% in France and 65% in Germany. (Dey et al 2004, p1)

Evidence provided by the Aim Higher project indicates that for lifelong educationto be
achieved,children as young as 12 need to becomecomfortable with the idea of continuing
their educationbeyond compulsory schooling age and on to university (Green 2000). Dey et al
(2004), however, reason that this is not achievable.It implies unaffordable growth both in
higher educationand in a support infrastructure for thesechildren and young people. Instead,
they argue for an increasein work-basedlearning via part-time study.
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One example of this is the now discontinuedpart-time work-based learning initiative Learning
to Care, introduced by the OU with the intention of increasing the recruitment and retention of
studentswith low educationalqualifications in the health and social care sector. This
partnership betweenthe CambridgeshireCollege of Further Education and the OU's Faculty
of Health and Social Care offered a work-based distancelearning route to a professional
award, a Diploma in Social Work, in line with the OU's target of increasingparticipation in
higher educationby people of low socioeconomicgroups with low previous educational
it
qualifications (OU 2001-2004). Dey et al (2004), who evaluatethis OU initiative, argue that
is particularly necessaryin a sector characterisedby low pay and low aspirations, and
highlight that this is a matter for concern about this sectorboth regionally and nationally. The
Learning to Careproject was suggestedas part of a broaderphilosophy, that of the `learning
be
organisation' (ibid). Researchhasshown that the developmentof a learning culture may a
Stone2003). For
crucial determinantin the successof work-basedprogrammes(Kelly and
involved in the workplace with a
example, if employers and others such as UNISON that are
in
vested interest in successfuloutcomesfor workers engaged higher education are not
engagedas partners in a `learning organisation', expectationsmay not be realised.

Organisational Learning
The term organisational learning was coined by Chris Argyris in 1978 and the concept of the
learning organisation was popularisedby Peter Senge(1990) in his book The Fifth Discipline.
Senge(1990, p.3) seesthe ideas he presentsas a tool...

for destroyingtheillusion that theworld is createdof separate,
unrelatedforces.
..
When we give up this illusion - we canthen build `learning organisations'.
Organisationswhere people continually expand their capacity to createresults they
2For further examples of UNISON learning partnershipsrefer to Munro at (1997) and Rainbird et (2010).
al
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truly deserve,where new and expansive patternsof thinking are nurtured, where
collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn
together.

A rise in the number of publications in this areaduring the 1990sis documentedby EasterbySmith et al (1999). The different strandsof literature that have emergedare outlined followed
by a discussion of the application of the learning organisation literature to the public sector,
with particular consideration of its value in the social care sector.This review details the
literature concerning both learning organisations and organizational learning, as the two
terms are usedinterchangeably by authors (Finger and Brand 1999).

Easterby-Smith et al (1999) discussadvancementsin the learning organisationliterature since
the 1980sin Organisational Learning and the Learning Organisation: Developmentsin
Theory and Practice. They highlight the surge of literature during the 1990s.Its proliferation
at that time is also documentedin Crossanand Guatto's (1996) survey, which reveals that in
1993 the number of publications in this subject areaequalled that of thosepublished in the
whole of the 1980s.The continued increasein publications on organisational learning is
identified by Bapuji and Crossan(2004), whose searchof the Web of Sciencedatabase
revealed that articles published in this arearose from just 4 in 1990 to 98 in 2002. A recent
searchof the Web of Science(April 2010) for articles with `organisational learning' in the title
revealed 820 publications. This representsa substantialrise since 2002, when 417 articles
were found using the samesearchcriteria.

Easterby-Smith et al (1999) describe the field as `conceptually fragmented', and I explore their

perceptionof this fragmentationhere.Much of theliteraturein thefield detailsthedifference
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between the learning organisation and organisational learning, and Easterby-Smith et al
consider this. They describethe literature on organisational learning as observationand
analysis of the `processesinvolved in individual and collective learning inside organisations'
and that which attendsto the learning organisationas action-orientated,`using specific
diagnostic and evaluative methodological tools which canhelp to identify, promote and
evaluatethe quality of learning processesinside organizations' (ibid p2). This distinction is
made in light of discussionsheld at the University of Lancasterin September1996 during a
symposium on organisational learning. Whilst Easterby-Smithet al (ibid) statethat they are
divergent tracks in the literature, the definitions they provide do not explicitly detail the
distinction betweenthe two concepts:more specific definitions have beenprovided, and these
are discussedlater in this chapter.

According to Easterby-Smith(1997), the literature which can be classified as about
organisational learning is split between thosewho theorise this as either a technical or a social
process.Easterby-Smith gives the example of Argyris' technical perspective in his work on
organisational learning in the late 1970s.Argyris (1978) is well known for his work on single-,
double- and triple-loop learning. In his more recent writing, Argyris (1994) critiques the useof
corporate communication techniquessuch as focus groups and surveys as learning tools. He
believed thesemethods promote defensivebehaviour rather than resulting in what he terms
double-looped learning, where transparencyand taking responsibility enableproblem solving.
Easterby-Smith (1997), however, recogniseslimitations to the technical approachin its
assumptionthat people behaverationally and its exclusion of the role of factors such as
political agendas.He considersorganisational learning from a social perspective which has
emergedfrom those who attend to issuessuch as social construction, the role played by
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political processesand the culture of an organisation. From the social perspectivehe outlines
that: `Learning is somethingthat emergesfrom social interactions, normally in the natural
work setting' (Easterby-Smith 1997, p4).

Easterby-Smith(1997) also outlines what he consideredto be the literature pertaining to the
learning organisation,highlighting the work of Senge(1990) and Kolb (1984) on the learning
cycle. The social/technical debatediscussedearlier under the organisational learning literature
is also said to be present in that which contends with the learning organisation.

Finger and Brand (1999) conceptualisethe learning organisation and organisational learning
slightly more explicitly than Easterby-Smith(1997), focusing specifically on public sector
organisations.In line with the earlier depiction they seethe learning organisation as `an ideal
towards which organisationswill evolve in order to respondto pressures'(these pressuresare
discussedin more depth later in the review). They describeorganisational learning as the
activity and processby which organisationscan becomelearning organisationsand statethat
`organisationallearning is therefore, in our view, a particular form of a processof
organisational transformation' (Finger and Brand 1999,p137).

Finger and Brand (1999) also highlight that while the literature can be placed under the two
distinct headings,the dominant work in this areaoften fuses the two concepts.They recognise
a limitation in their own conceptualisation,as organisational learning doesnot inevitably lead
to the formation of a learning organisation in all circumstances.

Easterby-Smith(1997) argues that whilst a number of theorists of organisational learning have
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called for the developmentof a comprehensivetheory, heputs forward the following three
reasonsto supporthis conclusion against sucha move:
-

The literature in this area is mainly understoodfrom a limited number of disciplines
which all approachorganisational learning with a distinct ontology;

-

It would be inappropriate to combine the literature on organisational learning and the
learning organisationas they have eachalready developeddistinctive approaches;

-

The dissimilar ontological approachesof eachof the disciplines would lead to
confusion in the researchagenda.

Easterby-Smith (1997) outlines what he considersto be the main six academicperspectiveson
organisational learning. He states:`The key point here is that each `discipline' employs a
distinct ontology with regard to the social phenomenathat are consideredto be the core of
organisational learning' (pl086). These disciplines are summarisedin Table 2, below. Later in
this chapter I introduce and discussLNT. This theory on workplace learning arguably
incorporatesa number of the disciplines outlined by Easterby-Smith (ibid). LNT is an
alternative, integrative approach.With referenceto Table 2, LNT incorporates elementsof
psychology and organisational development,managementscience, sociology and
organisational theory.
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Table 2.1: Disciplines of Organisational Learning
Discipline

Ontology

Contribution/Ideas

Problematics

Psychology

Human

Hierarchical organization;

Defensive routines; individual

and OD

development

importance of context;

to collective transfer

cognition; underlying values;

learningstyles;dialogue
Management

Information

Knowledge; memory; holism;

Non-rational behaviour;

science

processing

error correction; informating;

short vs. long term; information

single and double loop

overload; unlearning.

Effects of power structure and

Conflict of interests; organizational

organizational

hierarchy; conflict is normal;

politics

theory

ideology and rhetoric; interests

Sociology and

Social structures

of actors
Strategy

Competiveness

Organization-environment

Environmental alignment;

interface; levels of learning

competitive pressures;

progressively more desirable;

general vs. technical learning

networks; importance of direct
experience; population-level
learning
Production

Efficiency

management

importance of productivity;

Limitations of unidimensional

learning curves; endogenous

measurement;uncertainty about

and exogenoussources of e

outcomes

learning; links to production
design
Cultural
anthropology

Meaning systems

Culture as cause and effect of

Instability and relativity of culture

organizational learning; beliefs;

as barrier to transfer of ideas;

potential cultural superiority

whose perspective dominates?

Source: Disciplines of Organizational Learning (Easterby-Smith 1997,p1087)
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Senge(1990) states:`It is no longer sufficient to have one person learning for the
organization' and arguesthat `the organizations that will truly excel in the future will be the
organizationsthat discover how to tap into people's commitment and capacity to learn at all
levels of an organization' (p4). He outlines five disciplines, or, as he calls them, `component
technologies' which together lead to a learning organization: personal mastery,mental models,
building a shared vision, team learning and `systemthinking'. He (ibid) identifies system
thinking as the fifth discipline, as he believed it to be the discipline that integratesall the
others.

Senge'swork of (ibid) is revisited by Flood (2000), who reviews the `fifth discipline' in light
of the work of severallater authorsincluding Ludwig Von Bertalanffy, Robert. H. Koff and
Peter Checkland. Flood (2000) is less positive about the role of systemthinking as the key
factor in the creation of a learning organisationand concludesthat it `is nothing more than a
directed processof critical reflective inquiry looking at the relevanceof possible different
ways of handling the situation' (p73). If Flood's argumentsare to be believed then Senge's
(1990) five disciplines alone are not sufficient for the development of a learning organisation.

Pedler et al (1997) discussthe learning organisation in their contemplation of strategiesfor
sustainabledevelopment.They summarisewhy the developmentof a strategy such as the
learning organisation was necessaryat the time:
Today's organisational leadersare experiencinga consciousnessshift. Where they
sought excellence,they now seeklearning - not only to achieve excellencebut to stay
that way through being flexible, intelligent and responsive. This doesnot just apply to
commercial organisations.Schools, hospitals and cities find themselvescompeting for
scarceresourcesand coping with turbulent and rapidly changing times, while trying to
maintain and improve the quality of their services.(p10)
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Theseauthors describea three-stageevolution; surviving, adapting and finally sustaining the
learning organisation.

Ortenblad (2007), asking what more we needto know about the learning organisation,
identifies four distinct notions of what the concept of a learning organisation can standfor:
learning at work; a climate for learning; organisational learning, and a learning structure.A
fifth notion, `new organisational learning' is also described.He distinguishesbetween three
unique perspectives:that of the employer, that of the employee and that he refers to as the
societal perspective.After providing this concise summary of the learning organisation
literature, Ortenblad (ibid) concludes that there are in fact 30 different adaptationsof the
learning organisationthat can be implemented.

Finger and Brand (1999) discussthe application of the learning literature to public sector
organisations.They proposethat whilet changeis a given in private sector organisations,in the
public sector it is not so straightforward. They point to the double challenge facing public
sector organisationsat this time -increasing targets and competition, and the erosion of the
nation state- and proposethat to meet thesechallengespublic sector organisationsneed to
develop collective learning capacity and become learning organisations. This argument is
relevant to many public sector social work organisations,which are increasingly subject to
changesin job roles and tasks (GSCC 2008).

Considering theseobstaclesfacing the public sector,and indeed other challengesand obstacles
such as changesin job roles, which Finger and Brand (1999) overlook, it would be difficult to
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consider learning in theseorganisationsas a purely technical process (Argyris 1978). The
social perspective,which also encapsulatesthe world outside the organisation,is visible here.
The LPR case study researchis basedaround notions that trade unions are not obstaclesto but
rather advocatesof learning for organisations in the public sector.

The sociological perspective on the learning organisationhas been discussedmore recently by
Gould (2004) with regard to social work organisations.While acknowledging the relatively
recent emergenceof the learning organisation literature during the 1990s,he discussesthe
longer tradition of literature theorising the relationship between the structureof organisations
and their behaviour. He points to the works of Weber on bureaucracyand later to the scientific
views stemmingfrom Fordism and Taylorism and their critique by the human relations
movement in the 1960sand '70s (for further information refer to the key theorists Taylor,
1911, Antonio and Bonanno, 2000 and Mayo, 1949).

As noted in the introduction to this review, there has been and continuesto be confusion in the
way in which the terms `learning organisation' and `organisationallearning' are employed in
the literature. Gould (2004) asks `whetherthere are real differences betweenthe managerialist
slogansof `organizational learning' (the processesthough which learning takes place) and the
`learning organization' (the characteristicsof an organization that learns) (p3). Gould (ibid)
arguesthat there is a broad overlap between thesetwo conceptsand identifies two shared
premises on which they are based:first, that individual learning is a necessarybut not
sufficient condition for organisational learning, and secondly, that:
`the learning experienceis more pervasive and distributed than that delivered through a
specific, designatedtraining or educationalevent; learning incorporates the broad
dynamic of adaptation, changeand environmental alignment of

organizations,takes
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place within multiple levels within the organization, and involves the construction and
reconstruction of meaningsand world views within the organization.' (p3)

Here however, Gould (ibid) appearsto have ignored the wider influence that individual
training could have on the organisation. The benefits of work-based learning programmes,not
just to the individual employeebut to the whole organisation,are well-documented (e.g see
Clarke 2003, Davies and Bynner 1999); and Eraut et al (1998) remark upon the important role
of formal planned learning in organisations.

The application of the learning organisation literature to the public sectoris datedby Taylor
(2004) to the late 1990swith its appearancein New Labour's modernisation agenda,which
drew upon the lifelong learning discourse and an assumptionthat this could be achieved
through the creation of learning organisations (ibid). However, Pedler et al's (1990) Self
Developmentin Organizations indicates that researchinto public sectorlearning organisations
had been carried out in the 1980s.At this time theorists such as Edmonstone(1990) wrote
about the application of the concept of the learning organisation to the public sectorwith a
particular focus on managementcompetenciesand development,and to managers' changed
expectationsin terms of education and training in the public sector workplace.

Academic interest in the concept of the learning organisation and its applicability to the public
sectorcontinued to gain strength throughout the 1990s.A focus on the transferability of the
concept to the public sector can be found in a collection of writings edited by Cook et al
(1997). Cook et al (1997, p21) highlights limitations to the Investors in Peopleaward: `Its
focus on training as opposedto learning (quite correct in itself) is not the total approach
neededto develop organizational learning...How is learning (outside of formal training)
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measuredin this sameway?' So in addition to addressingthe conceptof the learning
organisationfor public sectororganisations, Cook (ibid) also discussesthe difficulties of
recognising and rewarding informal learning. This is discussedin depth later in this chapter
under workplace learning.

Summarisingthe work of Gould (2004) and others, Baldwin (2004) concludesthat there is no
evidenceto suggestthat social care organisationshave become fully functioning learning
organisations,although he statesthat `encouragingly [there are] indications that aspectsof the
learning organisation are appearingin someorganisations.' (p168).

In January 2005 the Social Care Institute for Excellence (SCIE) launched its first training
resource.This included a learning organisationself-assessmentresourcepack designed `to
enablesocial care organisationsto assesswhether they are a learning organisation (an
organisationthat usesevidence-basedpractice and evidence informed decision-making) and to
help them move towards a learning culture' (SCIE 2004). The aim of distributing this resource
pack online was to improve human resourcemanagementpractices which SCIE had identified
as underdevelopedin social care organisations and which could lead to improvements in
performanceand staff morale and help to achieveeffective recruitment and reduce staff
turnover.

SCIE's (ibid) definition of a learning organisation,on which the resourcepack is based,points
to the useof evidence-basedpractice and informed decision making as the key to making
social care organisations learning organisations.This definition seemsvery limited
considering the many definitions of a learning organisation identified and discussedearlier in
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this chapter.

In the resourcepack the following 12 key characteristicsof a social care organisation learning
organisationare identified:
Organisational structure
1.

Service user and carer feedback and participation are actively sought,
valued and resourcedand usedto influence and inform practice.

2.

Teamworking, learning and making the best useof all staff skills are
integral to the organisation.

3.

There is cross-organisationaland collaborative working.
Organisational culture

4.

There is a systemof sharedbeliefs, values, goals and objectives.

5.

The developmentof new ideasand methodsis encouraged.

6.

An open learning environment allows learning from mistakes and
the opportunity to test out innovative practice.

7.

Messagesfrom researchand new evidenceare thought about and
incorporated into practice.

8.

Information systems
There are effective information systemsfor both internal and
external communication.

9.

Policies and proceduresare meaningful and understoodby everybody
(based on a human rights and social justice approach).

10.

Human resource practices
There is continuous development for all staff including a clear
supervision and appraisal policy.
Leadership

11.

There is capacity for the organisationto changeand develop services

12.

over and above day-to-day delivery.
Leadership at all levels embodiesand models the key principles of a learning

(SCIE 2004)
What attempts have been made by social care organisationsto assesswhether they are a
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learning organisationsince SCIE's introduction of the learning resource?Have they made any
progresstowards become learning organisations or implementing organisational learning? The
literature on this is limited. There are, however, examplesof where the developmentof a
learning organisationor learning culture in the public sector hasbeen assessed.Wallis and
Stuart (2007) conducteda qualitative study of workplace learning agreements.They carried
out detailed casestudies in six English workplaces where there were learning agreements
between trade unions and employers,and concludethat ` the best outcomesin terms of the
trajectory of employeeparticipation in learning and the developmentof workplace learning
cultures are associatedwith learning partnershipsin which there is a relatively evenbalance of
power betweenemployers and unions' (p3). The six casesinclude private and public sector
organisations,one of which was a city council.

Wallis and Stuart's (ibid) assessmentof the city council revealedthat from the perspective of
managementthe learning agreementwas viewed as symbolic rather than significant. However,
they note the agreement'ssuccessin leading to the establishmentof a learning centre and the
provision of basic skills and IT coursesfor staff who had received little formal training in the
past. Wallis and Stuart (ibid) proposethat theseactivities had thus resulted in `a fledgling
learning culture within the Town Depot and in improved relations between management
representativeand the Combined Unions' (p38).

Thus far the literature review hasfocused on the contrasting theories in the learning
organisation literature, and in particular the discussionhas rested on the assumptionthat the
processof organisational learning and the learning organisation are ideals that social care
organisations or any organisation should be seekingto achieve. This hasbeen contested:
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Gould (2004) namesseveral establishedcriticisms of the learning organisation literature. This
includes the work of Driver (2002), who critically discussesthe evolution of two opposing
researchcommunities, one for which the learning organisation is a dreamlike ideal and the
other for which it is a nightmare,to reach middle ground where the two perspectivescan be

combined.

Coopey (1998) seesthesetwo opposing views as a contrastbetween the learning
organisation's promise of `Utopian sunshine' with that of `Foucauldiangloom'. The utopian
view of the learning organisation is that it is an antithesisto the traditional bureaucratic
organisation (Driver 2002). Here the learning organisationenablesegalitarianisation and the
distribution of power through the knowledge of membersof the organisationat all levels. The
`Foucauldian gloom' perspectivehas been usedto criticise the positive view, and the `liveable
reality' is questioned.Coopey (1998) doesnot believe either of theseperspectivesto be
accurateand warns that the learning organisation should be approachedwith critical
awareness,which could be a positive force for increasingdemocratisation in social
organisations.

Despite this criticism of the learning organisation literature the benefits of its application to
social care organisations are outlined by Baldwin (2004), who concludes with the argument
that `the learning organization is a useful concept for analysing social care organizations
around the world. The concept gives pointers to what an effective social care organization
might look like as well as a tool for critically evaluating how much they currently are' (p175).
He arguesthat initiatives and changesthat have recently taken place in social work education
such as the introduction of the degreequalification highlight why social care organisations
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should maximise individual learning as a catalyst for learning at the organisational level.

Work-based Learning
Having looked at learning organisationswe now turn to the ideaof work-based learning,
which Gould (2004) calls attention to. In recent yearsthere has been renewedinterest in workbasedlearning, with numerouspublications on the subject. Many of these,like the literature
on the learning organisation, arebasedon corporate casestudies,but there are others, such as
thosebasedon health care and schools. This rise is purported to have resulted from global
competition and an era where rapidly shifting environmentscall for adaptive responsesby
organisationsin order that they survive (Marsick 2006), and in the caseof the public sector,to
provide adequateservices. , Marsick and Volpe (1999) arguethat for organisations to adapt
and be competitive, former training and educationare insufficient and managersneed to
`unleashcreativity and innovation' (p2).

Two key types of work-based learning are distinguished in the academicliterature: formal and
informal learning. Marsick and Watkins (1990) argue: `Formal learning is typically
institutionally sponsored,classroom-based,and highly structured. Informal learning, a
category that includes incidental learning, may occur in institutions, but is not classroom
basedor highly structured,and control of learning restsprimarily in the handsof the learner.'
The presentresearchobjectives incorporate an exploration of both of thesetypes learning in
of
the casestudy organisation. The LPR arguably incorporatesaspectsof both formal and
informal learning. Practiceworkshops offered as part of the programme

are clearly examples

of formal learning; other aspectsof distance learning, such as studying OU material in the
home, shareaspectsof both formal and informal learning. To some extent these
materials are
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formalised and structuredthrough timetables and deadlines;however, control of this learning
in the home restsprimarily in the handsof the learner.

Rainbird (2004, p3) arguesthat `most workplace learning occurs through everyday working
practices'. In a discussionon informal learning in the workplace, Marsick (2006) outlines the
nature of informal learning and distinguishes betweentwo types: strategic and non-strategic.
Sheprovides a description of strategic learning in the workplace and defines this type of
learning as that which `is recognisedand utilised to move the organisation towards its
objectives'. However, no contrasting description and exploration of non-strategic informal
learning is given.

Marsick and Volpe (1999) summarisethemes identified through a number of studiesinto
informal learning and argue that informal learning comprisesthe following characteristics:
- it can be integratedwith work and daily routines
-

it can be triggered by an internal or externaljolt

- it is not highly conscious
- it is often haphazardand influenced by chance
- it is an inductive process of reflection and action and is linked to the learning of others.

Marsick (2006) discussesinformal learning further and identifies other characteristicsthat
make it more effective, including when partnerscome together to solve problems and then
modify practicesor rules to prevent problems from reoccurring. She also draws on previous
work when discussing instanceswhen informal learning is unsuccessful(ibid). Barriers
identified include resources,structures and culture. An example of this is where an agency or
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individual professional is not open to or will not take into account the views of others. Marsick
also highlights the potential problem in informal learning when employeesdo not fully
understandwhat they have learnt. She argues:`Informal learning may suffer from its very
strength,that is, that it takes place almost unconsciouslyas people meet the demandsthat
require the acquisition of new mental models, knowledge and skills'(ibid, p57).

Indeed, in order to be fully achieved,does informal learning need at somepoint to becomea
consciousprocess?In a discussion on informal and incidental learning Marsick and Watkins
(2001) appearto indicate that informal learning may be either consciousor unconscious:
`When people learn incidentally, their learning may be taken for granted,tacit or unconscious.
However a passing insight can then be probed and intentionally explored' (p26); but they
informal
make no firm conclusions. They do however proposethree conditions in which
learning may be enhanced.First, through critical reflection to bring tacit knowledge to the
surface; second,where an individual actively identifies options and learnsnew skills that will
enablethe learner to implement those options or solutions; and thirdly, where creativity is
encouraged.Alongside this, Marsick and Watkins (ibid) argue that social and cultural norms
should not be overlooked as theseinfluence all stagesof the learning process, including
interpretation and action.

Marsick and Watkins (ibid) conclude by arguing that informal and incidental learning arethe
most pervasive forms of adult learning and can be enhancedthrough formal learning, i. e.
educational intervention. They contend that formal adult learning `may also be enhancedif
adult educatorsheed the lessonslearnedinformally and incidentally' (p32). Should not both
educatorsand learnersheed the lessonslearnt from informal learning to enhanceformal
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learning? Also, what is the relationship between formal and informal distancelearning? To
what extent doesformalised distancelearning such as practice workshops enhancethe
informal distancelearning which restsin the handsof the learner? Or is it the informal
learning resulting from studying the distancelearning social work programmethat enhances
formal distancelearning situations, as Marsick and Watkins (ibid) propose?

The processesby which informal learning is brought to consciousnesshave been explored and
theorised. Schon(1983) proposesreflection in action and reflection on action as one such
theory. This processis also illustrated in Nonana and Takeuchi's (1995) knowledge creation
cycle through explicit (articulated) and tacit (implicit) knowledge.

Marsick (2006) outlines the following as instancesthat initiate informal learning
- problem solving
- action learning
- benchmarking
- reward schemes
- punishment
- risk taking

It would be useful to know whether theseprocessesare thought to be related to learning by
employeesat the casestudy social care organisation.

The link between informal learning and the learning organisation is made by Mumford (1996)
in his learning pyramid (see Figure 1.1, p14. Mumford (ibid) reviews several books
relating to
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learning organisationsand suggeststhat whilst the learning organisation may be an ambition
for many, line managersmay reject this enthusiasm,worried that it may lead to their own
position in the organisationbeing challengedor competedfor. Interestingly, in his learning
pyramid Mumford (ibid) highlights one-to-onelearning, which, he believes, is not considered
by either Senge(1990) or Watkins and Marsick (1990), who focus their thoughts around the
learning organisation on team learning. In the learning pyramid the learning organisation is
seenas the organisation's final objective.

Earlier in the discussionvarious obstructions to informal learning were identified. These
include resources,structuresand culture, as identified by Marsick (2006), and, more
specifically, where an agencyor individual is not open to the views of others or when a goal of
a learning organisation is not sharedby all employeesin the organisation (Mumford 2006).
Mumford (2006) points to the significance of having line managerson board.

The role of the line manageror supervisorin workplace learning has also received more recent
attention. Macneil (2001) discussesthe role of supervisorsin promoting informal learning and
argues:`Creating effective changein an organisationusing a positive learning environment,
which will promote informal learning in work teams, will require an increase in the use of line
managersas facilitators' (p250), and suggeststhat it is the `supervisor as facilitator who
provides the link between individual and organisational learning' (p251). This can be
contrastedwith Marsick's (2006) definition of informal learning, in which control of informal
learning restsprimarily in the hands of the learner.

Macneil (2001) discussesa number of barriers that may result from relying on the line
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managerfor such a crucial role in the learning of teams:these include heavy workloads, lack
of communication from senior management,underdevelopedcoaching skills, a reluctancein
line managerswho seetheir own position threatenedby developing staff and the potential for
the latter's own personal goals to take precedenceover the team goals.

Gibb (2003) discussesfurther advantagesand disadvantagesof reliance on line management
for learning and developmentin organisations.One purported advantageof involving line
managementis that learning will be more equally spreadthroughout the organisationand will
involve employeeswith a range of educationalbackgrounds,thus enabling broad
organisational changerather than individual pocketsof learning and developmentactivity.
Gibb (ibid) recognisestwo contrasting views of the significance of the line manager's
responsibility for learning; the minimalist view, which seesit as a small evolution of their
managementrole, and a maximalist position in which this changing role of the line manager
has profound significance and representscontinuing transformation. Despite also recognising
the disadvantagesalready discussed,Gibb (ibid) believesthat his review and analysissuggests
that greater `involvement of line managersas developerscan provide mutual satisfactionsfor
organisations,for managersand for learners'.

As the line manageris seenas a key factor in both implementing and inhibiting individual

learningwithin organisations,
in formal andinformallearningin
the roleof line management
thecaseorganisationis exploredin the researchinterviews.

Introducing Learning Network Theory
Early ideas about learning and training in organisationswere very much focused
on a
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functionalist view; that is, that any training or learning by employeesprimarily met the needs
of the organisationand the employee's specificjob skills requirements.Since the 1990s,
however, with increasing globalisation and the emergenceof the knowledge economy,
learning and training have been approachedin alternative ways (see, for example, Sutherland
and Rainbird 2000; Gould 2004). Krogt (1995) attemptsto explain LNT as organisational
learning through the perspectivesof the actors involved and dependenton the individual
organisational context, as opposedto a functionalist tool or independentof context.

Learning network theorists haveproposedthat empirical researchconductedby training
professionalshave not enabled learning programmesto be tuned to the workplace, nor
explained the variance in the effectivenessof such training programmes(Poell and Krogt
2006). They contendthat there should be a new direction for theory and researchin this area
and that the diversity of relations among people in the work environment is deservingof
greaterattention. LNT is thus arguedin an attempt to provide a theoretical framework for the
study of learning in the work place. The following account of Poell and Krogt's work provides
a brief overview of the origins of the theory and their earlier work before their most recent
work is discussed.

Poell and Krogt (ibid) succinctly explain LNT in Learning at the WorkplaceReviewed:
Theory Confronted with Empirical Research.They argue that learning and developmentare
processesthat `happenless systematically and less consciously than assumed'(p71), and
proposea theory of work-basedlearning built on the core premises of three different learning
theories; structural, actor and cybernetic systems.Krogt (1998) lists thesethree theories as
deservinggreaterattention, and elementsof eachare incorporatedinto the learning network
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approach.Someof them have been discussedearlier in this chapter.

The systemselement of LNT is detailed as drawing upon systemsanalysis, and more
specifically on cybernetic systemstheory. In the learning network theory of learning in
organisations,the organisation itself is seenas a whole, and the `learning system' is
understoodto be a subsystem.When combinedwith the work system,according to Krogt
(1998), it constitutes the environment of the learning system.

The secondsetof theories that LNT draws upon quite heavily are the actor theories of social
constructivism and actor politics in which, in sharpcontrast to systemstheories, individuals
are seenas rational actors with a central role. The actor politics perspective incorporatesthe
conflicts, compromisesand coalitions that emergein the attemptto shapethe learning
structure. Krogt (ibid) identifies the role not only of managers,trainers and employeesbut also
of trade unions in this process.As a result the `learning systemsare to a certain extent the
outcome of the balanceof power between actorswithin and around the organisation' (p161).

The final set of theories on which Krogt (ibid) draws are the structural theories of
functionalism and contingency theory. Followers of this approachview learning as a function
that the organisation must implement to improve the organisationand survive. Contingency
theorists, in contrast, do not often apply their notion of an effective structure and a `fit
hypothesis' to learning systems(Krogt ibid). However, Krogt outlines the potential usefulness
of thesein `pointing out where structuresare appropriate for which types of work, thus
providing useful guidelines for redesigning structures' (p159). In a description of LNT Krogt
(ibid) outlines the link between the systems-and actor-basedtheories, arguing that `network
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structurescome about as the result of the actors' actions but the structurein turn influences
those actions' (p163).

This amalgamationof theories in LNT potentially provides a strengthenedapproachto
workplace learning as the strengthsfrom the three different disciplines can be combined. The
ontologies of the theories are also combined. Easterby-Smith(1997) outlines six different
disciplines and their correspondingontologies (see p39 Table 2.1). Here lies another potential
problem with LNT. If severalacademictheories derived from disciplines with conflicting
ontologies are combined, this must be a point at which LNT is unconvincing.

To extend his learning theory to that of a networking perspective,Krogt (1998) incorporates
the `network perspective on organising'. The chosennetwork perspective `meansthat any
organization is conceived of as a network of actors who interact and shapethe structure.
Actors create organisationsby interacting and they do so on the basis of their action theories
and their positions in the network' (p 163).

In Learning Network Theory: Organizing the Dynamic Relationships betweenLearning and
Work Poell et al (2000) discussLNT in relation to contemporarywork-related learning issues.
They recognisethe popularity of the term learning organisation and the challengesfacing
organisations in terms of a move from Tayloristic principles to the flexibility and adaptability
required by the current economic climate and the fast-pacedchangesthat they face.

In outlining LNT as an interpretive framework Poell et al (ibid, p32) claim:
There is a need for a theoretical framework that regardsorganizing work related
learning differently. One that acknowledgesemployeesas central actors who co56
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organize learning on the basisof their ideasand interests,instead of reducing their
participation to being at the receiving end of a training course.One that regards
multiple ways of organizing work-related learning not only as a didactic principle, but
as an expressionof the various organising strategiesusedby the employeesand other
actors in order to learn. One that recognizesthe immanent tensionsbetween learning
and work between employeedevelopmentand work performance, insteadof viewing
learning simply as functional for work. One that reducesthe dangerof creating a
learning elite by enabling people to adjust work to their qualifications as well as to
adapt their competenciesto work innovations.

The rest of the article addressesthe question of whether this theory can meet the needs
outlined in the above quote. Theseneedswere identified from a review and critique of several
theories on work-basedlearning, in particular functionalism, which they identify as the most
prominent in this area.I focus here on a description of LNT and the key premises upon which
it is based.This is of vital importance,as LNT is utilised in interpreting the LPR casestudy
data.

Poell et a] (ibid) statethat LNT is basedupon the following key premises:
-a

learning network is operating in every organisation;

- learning networks are not limited to a particular type of organisation;
- people learn in every type of organisationand the learning network representshow
this learning is organised;

networks;
- LNT is not relatedto computeror interorganisational
- LNT consistsof the various learning activities organised by the membersof the
organisation and is basedupon three key components.

The theory hasbeen useful in the interpretation of how learning has been organisedthe
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learning partnership activity with UNISON. However, Poell et al's (ibid) premise statesthat
LNT is not related to interorganisationalnetworks, and in my casestudy, understandingthe
dynamics of the organisation's relationship with UNISON and the resulting impact on learning
in the caseorganisationare key researchobjectives. The three componentsof LNT are
identified as the learning actors,the learning processesthat they organiseand the learning
structuresthat they create. In their further discussion of the learning actors, Poell et al (ibid)
statethat this can also include external actors, such as trade unions. So from this perspective
the relationship betweenUNISON and the caseorganisationcan be seenas one of learning
actors as opposedto an interorganisationalnetwork.

Looking at the relationship between the learning network of the casestudy organisationand
work, or the so called `labour network', may be valuable in terms of seeing how learning
activity betweenthe partners may impact on work policies, programmes,content, relations and
climate. Poell et al (ibid) concludethat LNT `is a descriptive and interpretative model of how
learning can be organised rather than a prescriptive model' (p42). So the theory's strength may
lie in assistingan understandingof the current learning processesin the case study
organisation. However, my view, acknowledgedin part by the authors,is that the model is an
oversimplified version of reality.

Poell et al (ibid) go on to describethe different types of learning networks and their
relationship to the work processesand structures.First they describe the liberal learning
network: here individual employeesare empoweredand the learning policies and networks are
individually orientated. The vertical learning network involves linear planning of learning
activities and the organisational structure is centralisedand dominated by management.The
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third learning network is horizontal and is found in organisationscharacterisedby egalitarian
relationshipswith no predesignedlearning policies, which instead develop through learning
from current programmesand activities. Finally, the external learning network, as the name
suggests,is coordinated from outside the organisationand the learning programmesadopted
result from innovations that emerge from the professional field. The authorspoint out that
LNT does not rest on the assumptionthat an organisation's learning network will fit neatly
into one of the four types, as it will have the characteristicsof more than one type.

A question to ask about LNT theory is how and when it hasbeen usedby researchersin
its
practice. Poell et al (ibid) provide in-depth accountsof the exact nature of the theory and
link to other theories of work-based learning. However, to gaugethe value of the theory in
understandingthe casestudy organisation it is necessaryto seehow it hasbeen put into
practice. Most recently the theory was testedby Pahor et al and is reported in their article
`Evidencefor the Network Perspectiveon OrganisationalLearning' (2008).

Pahor et al (ibid) identify two perspectivesin the literature on work-basedlearning:
acquisition and participation. They arguethat LNT incorporatesboth perspectives,recognising
the individual as the primary source of learning whilst acknowledgingthat the site of learning
is often social interaction. They conducteda social network analysis in two companiesand
conclude that their findings support for the network perspectiveon organisational learning,
arguing:
The results presentedin this article stressthe importance of key individuals in the
network. However, it is not just the individuals that are important; it is also the context
in which the learning network emergesthat is of crucial importance. Companiesthat
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wish to promote organizational learning should nurture the different contexts in which
the learning network emerges.(p 193)

Whilst Pahor et al (ibid) claim to have provided evidence for the network perspectiveand have
paid particular attention to LNT, they only apply social network analysisas a meansof
investigation. LNT is, however, distinct from social network analysisand other network
perspectives.Poell et al (2000) do not advocatethe use of this method to explore the learning
networks in organisations.They report the useof LNT as a frame of referenceto describeand
explain how work-related learning projects are organised,thus going further than social
network analysis,as the action theories of the individuals are also collected as data as part of
the researchmethod(Poell 2006).

LNT is potentiallyausefultool for the descriptionandinterpretationof learningin an
organisation.Yet little published researchclaims to apply the theory to real-life examples,and
there is no detailed information about the method by which this can be achieved.Poell et al
(2009) offer one example of LNT being utilised in a comparative multiple-case study of two
learning projects. They give a short description of the application of the theory and outline and
how this was achievedthrough coding eachof the interviews against the elementsof the
conceptual lens. Following the application of the theory to the data they arguethat this
`perspectiveis basically analytic and descriptive in nature, aiming to understandhow learning
is organized in different organizational types' p86).

The theory doesseemto provide an alternative way of thinking about workplace learning and
the many actors involved, not just those within the workplace or specific learning
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environments.Despite this advantage,will the application of the theory lead to the
`oversimplified version of reality' that the authorscaution against?They claim that this theory
is merely a descriptive and interpretive tool, (an heuristic3);but to place an organisation into
one of the four specified learning networks calls for a certain amountof analysisand
assessmentby researchers.

Alternative approachesto the analysis of learning in organisationstake their position from
Lave and Wenger's notion of `a community of practice', that this is `setof relations among
persons,activity and world.. .an intrinsic condition for the existenceof knowledge' (1991,
p98). This communities of practice approachled academicsaway from the previous
concentrationon learning as a solely cognitive formal experience,to an understandingof
learning which encompassesinformal learning experiencesin a rangeof practice settingswith
unplanned social interaction and activity (Fuller et at 2005). A key criticism aimed at Lave and
Wenger's approachis describedby Fuller and Unwin (2003) and they explain that `it does not
include a role for formal educational institutions in the newcomer's learning process.Indeed,
the formal, off-the-job educational componentsreferred to in the.. .casestudies are seeneither
to add little to the processof learning via legitimate peripheral participation in a community of
practice, or, even, as having a detrimental effect' (p408).

Fuller & Unwin (2003), Unwin (2004) and Evans et at (2006) move away from the concept of
the learning organisation to a restrictive versus expansive framework (see Appendix A) to
outline one way in which the quality of learning environmentsmay be analysedand assessed.
This framework of workplace learning environments is usedto assessspecific characteristics
3The theory and practical application of techniques for solving problems approximately that
cannot be solved
exactly. J Heuristics (2009) http:/twww.springer.com/math/applications/journal/10732
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such as the availability of qualifications and support for employees.Through application of the
framework it is possible to identify to what extent a workplace is either an expansiveor
restrictive learning environment. The expansive/restrictive continuum is for application to
specific workplaces and learning environments in one organisationand doesnot easily lend
itself to analysisof a partnership learning network involving more than one organisation. It
may be possible for each organisation's learning environment to be placed along the
continuum; however, the casestudy data do not provide enoughdetailed evidenceto address
eachof the featuresof the learning environment outlined. Also I wish to approachthe analysis
of the casestudy data without holding on to any framework or preconceptionsof what
illustrates formal and informal learning in the LPR.
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Chapter Summary
The main focus of this thesis is the nature of workplace learning in social care and the role of
one trade union in a learning partnershipwith a social care organisationand the OU. This is
achievedthrough the developmentof Learning Network Theory. This literature review has
provided a background to the empirical researchpresented.The learning opportunities studied
through this partnershipcasestudy call for a complex integration of academicliterature from a
number of areasincluding current and historic industrial relations in the UK, widening
participation, the emergenceof literature pertaining to the concept of the learning organisation,
and workplace learning, in particular informal and formal learning. In addition to this
literature Poell et al's work on LNT hasbeen describedbefore being usedto further
understandthe dynamics of the casestudy partnership in question. The current political
perspectiveon skills and learning are addressed,and the role of trade unions discussedin
relation to learning opportunities and the LPR case study. Literature on the conceptsof the
learning organisation and organisational learning, and on workplace learning and LNT are
outlined and reviewed.
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3. Methodology
Theoretical Paradigms
The philosophical assumptionson which this researchis basedare outlined and discussedin
this chapter.The philosophical basisof the methodology usedwas critical realism. The
philosophy of social researchis outlined and an explanation of the researchand data collection
methodsusedis presented.A clear summary of four basic belief systemsand their alternative
inquiry paradigms as provided by Christie et at (2000, p9) is shown in Table 3.1, below.

Critical realism has been discussedby a wide variety of academicsin a number of disciplines.
The ideas behind the approachstem from Bhaskar's writings on transcendentalrealism and
critical naturalism. Bryman (2004) seescritical realism as an epistemology,whilst others
discusscritical realism as first and foremost an ontological position (Kaboub 2007). Christie et
al's (2000) summary of the work of Guba and Lincoln (1994) and Riege (1996) provides a
clear and concise approachto critical realism uncovering the ontology', epistemology2and
methodologieswhich they seeas associatedwith critical realism as a theoretical paradigm.

Christie et al (2000, p6) argue that critical theory, constructivism and realism are believed to
be most appropriate:
for exploring complex social phenomenathat require working with people and real life
experiencesand where the researcherseeksto understandthe researchproblem by
reflecting, probing, understandingand revising meanings,structuresand issues.

1Ontology is concerned with the study of existence and the categorization of existence, or rather for present
purposes the assumptions about existence underlying any given approach to social research - see for example
Russell(1980).
2'Epistemology is concerned with providing a philosophical grounding for deciding what kinds of knowledge are
possible and how we insure they are both adequate and legitimate' (Maynard 1994 p10)
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Table 3.1: Basis belief systems of alternative inquiry paradigm
Item
Ontology

Positivism
Naive realism:
Reality is `real' and
apprehensible

Critical Theory
Historical realism:
`Virtual' reality
shaped by social
economic, ethnic,
political, cultural
and gendervalues,
crystallized over

Constructivism
Critical relativism:
Multiple local and
specific
`constructed'
realities

Realism
Critical realism:
Reality is `real' but
only imperfectly
and probabilistically
apprehensible and
so triangulation
from many sources

is requiredto know

time
Epistemology

Objectivist: findings
true

Subjectivist: value
mediated findings

Subjectivist:
findings created

Common
methodologies

Experiments/
surveys:
Verification of
hypothesis; chiefly
quantitative
methods

Dialogic/
dialectical:
Researcheris a
transformative
intellectual' who
changesthe social
world within which
participants live

Hermeneutical/
dialectical:
Researcheris a
`passionate
participant' in the
world being
investigated

it
Modified
objectivist: findings
probably true with
awarenessof values
betweenthem
Case studies/
convergent
interviewing:
Triangulation,
interpretation of
researchissues by
qualitative and/or
quantitative

methods(suchas
structural equation
modelling)

Source: Based on Guba and Lincoln (1994), Riege (1996)

Critical realism can be contrastedwith positivism where the data collection techniques
implemented, such as experimentsand surveys,are outcome-orientatedand assumenatural
laws and mechanisms(Christie et al 2000). Subscribing to positivism would not fit the nature
of the presentcase study, which assumesawarenessof the valuesthat the learning actors hold
and of the impact this will have on the researchfindings. On the other hand, this researchdoes
not fit perfectly with a critical or constructivist paradigm, where the data are dependentupon

theinteractionbetweenthe researcher
it is not my view
andtheinterviewer.As a researcher
that the casestudy findings are subjective and createdor value mediated; I subscribeto a
modification of the objectivist view. The researchquestions fit more comfortably with an
epistemologywhich seethe findings as `probably true' but with an `awarenessof the values
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betweenthem' (Christie et al 2000), and for this reasonI examine realism in further detail
below.

For Bryman (2004, p 12), realism has two commonalities with positivism: firstly `a belief that
the natural and social sciencescan and should apply the samekinds of approachto the
collection of data and to explanation', and secondly `a commitment to the view that there is an
external reality to which social scientistsdirect their attention (in other words there is a reality
that is separatefrom our descriptionsof it)'. The close link betweenpositivism and realism are
outlined by Christie et al (2000) as having an objectivist epistemology and an ontology where
reality is `real', despitethesetwo paradigmsbeing located at the opposite endsof the belief
systemsparadigm. Those who follow a critical realist approachsuch as Porter (1993) seek out
`generativemechanisms' which we are not able to directly observe but are, however, realised
through their effects.

The focus of this researchis the experiencesof the learning partnership actorswho have been
subjectto such `generativemechanisms'. For example,we may analysethe light from a given
star and deduce from the wavelength of its light the star's colour and thus the type of star,
although we cannot directly observethe star itself. The star representsa generative mechanism
which has definite effects, and from thosedefinite effects we can characterisethe nature of the
star or at least make conjecturesabout it. By establishingthe effects of the LPR it is hoped that
the researchwill provide further knowledge and evidenceinforming the debatessurrounding
the role of trade unions in social work educationand the importance of a learning organisation
and culture.

Case Study Research
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Defining and justifying

the method

The previous section highlighted the realist nature of the research.In this casethe `generative
mechanism' is not a physical object such as a star but rather a set of relationshipswithin and
betweenorganisations. Theseeffects can be conceptualisedas forms of learning, typically
informal or formal learning, and how they may characterisethe nature of this caseas
organisational learning/learning organisation.3 As a realist researcher,I could usea number of
researchmethodsto addressthe researchobjectives of capturing the reality of these
relationships.As the learning partnership hasbeen under way for a number of yearsthe choice
of method was limited to non-action or experimental methodsand neededto be met by indepth qualitative researchto meet the `why' and `how' questions.Ethnographical methods
could have capturedreal `natural' relationships but would not have beenpractical. The
researchobjectives call not only for an investigation of the current learning situation but also a
reflection and description of the partnershipover approximately the last sevenyears. So whilst
using a method such as direct observationwould have provided an insight into current
informal and formal learning in the organisation, it would not have beenpossible to look at the
role of UNISON in this process.Also the very nature of the partnership involves three separate
organisationsand a whole host of individual actors,in different geographicallocations.

Another method which would have provided evidence on learning in the social care
organisationwould have beento survey the partnershipactors and social care organisation
employees.However, this would not have allowed for in-depth and reflective accountsof the
role of UNISON. Also, whilst a survey could have beenemployed to quantify the learning
opportunities available to the social care employees,it might have failed to uncover informal
3See Chapter 2 for a discussion the
on
nuances and differences between organisational learning and the
learning organisation.
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learning opportunities. In the literature a number of characteristicsand activities believed to
leadto informal learning (Marsick and Watkins 2001) are identified. However, to utilise
informal learning theory and to survey the employeeswould entail an assumptionof what
activities or processeslead to informal learning in the social care organisation.An in-depth
qualitative account was employed to explore informal learning practiceswithout imposing any
preconceivedideas of what thesemight be.

Vennesson(2008) emphasisesfour key points that are raised in defining the casestudy
method. One particularly important point here is the acknowledgementthat the casedefinition
is the result of the theoreticalconceptualisationof the researcher.
First, the caseis not just a unit of analysis or an observation,understoodas a piece of
data. It is not a data category, but a theoretical category. Second,the case is not a
priori spatially delimited. The delimitation of the case,spatial or otherwise, is the
product of the theoretical conceptualisationusedby the researcher.Theseboundaries
are by no meansobvious or to be assumed:they result from the theoretical choices.
Third, the phenomenonunder study doesnot haveto be contemporary; it can be from
the past. Fourth, in casestudy research,data can be collected in various ways, and it
can be both qualitative and quantitative. (ibid, pp226-227)

Vennesson(2008) outlines four main types of casestudy: the descriptive case study, which
provides a description of phenomenawith no indicated theoretical intention; the interpretative
casestudy, in which theoretical frameworks are usedto provide explanationsof particular
cases;casestudies that generate and refine hypotheses;and theory-evaluating casestudies, in
which the casestudy is usedto assesswhether existing theories account for the processesand
outcomesof the selectedcases.
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In this LPR casestudy a theoretical framework was usedto provide explanations,describe,
evaluate and refine. The casestudy thus has featuresof both the interpretative and descriptive
casestudiesdefined by Vennesson(2008) and reflects the fourth type of casestudy, as the
casedata are usedto assessexisting theories.The LPR casestudy appearsto fit three of the
four types of casestudy outlined, and thus I turn to Yin (2003,2009) for a more concise
approachto defining it.

Robert Yin (2003) discussescasestudy design and researchmethods in great depth. I have
alreadyjustified the researchdesign, and this further writing details the specific featuresof
this casestudy. Two possible casestudy designswere consideredfor the researchand also to
identify how the casestudy was to be analysed,basedon illustrations in Yin (2003) and
sourcedfrom the CosmosCorporation (Yin 2003: p40). Four different casestudy design types
basedon a mixture of multiple versus single caseand embeddedversus holistic caseswere
considered.Figure 3.1, below, depicts an embeddedsingle casedesign for the LPR research.
Here the context of the case is the role of UNISON in formal and informal learning within the
social care organisation. The actors,their action theories; the learning processesand learning
structuresform the units of analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Embedded single case design
The role of UNISON in formal and informal
learning in a social care organisation

Units of analysis
1. Actors and action
theories
2. Learning processes
3. Learning structures

Yin (2003) arguesthat holistic casestudy designsare useful in circumstanceswhere there are
no logical subunits.In my researchdesign there are clearly several units of investigation
within the overlying casestudy of the role of UNISON. A holistic approachto the casemay
lead to limitations in the analysis identified by Yin (2003) such as failure to analysethe casein
any operational detail, i. e. not gaining the micro perspective.On the other hand, it is important
to recognisethe potential problems of an embeddedcasestudy, in which a focus on the
specific units of analysismay lead to neglect of the overriding casestudy. To prevent this I
took several stepsfrom the design stagethrough to the analysiswhich included ensuring that
the researchquestionswere kept visible and highlighted at each stage,and that the discussion
incorporated a separateanalysis of eachunit of analysiswhich would lead back to the
overriding case.

It may have been possible to conduct this researchusing a holistic multiple casedesign, but
whilst I wanted to incorporateanalysis on the role of UNISON, important knowledge could be
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gained from looking at the units of analysis and the information they provided about
UNISON's role in creating learning. Analysis was carried out on all units of analysisso that
micro-level information and knowledge could be extracted, and this formed part of the overall
caseanalysis.

The Units of Analysis
Prior to choosingthe researchmethodsand the measuresto employ to meet the research
questionsand objectives it was important to consider the different units of analysisthat could
be investigated.The following were identified in relation to exploring the role of UNISON in
formal and informal learning in social care organisations.These units of analysisare taken
from LNT (Poell et at 2000), as explained in principle in Chapter 2, and are further developed
in Chapter 5.

- actorsandtheir actiontheories
- learning processes(development of learning policies and programmes,and execution
of learning programmes)
- learning structures (content and organisational structure and learning climate).

Sources of Evidence
Six of the most popular sourcesof casestudy evidencecited by Yin (2009) are documentation,
archival records,interviews, direct observations,participant observationand physical
artefacts,as previously mentioned. Documentation (including archival records) and interviews
were usedas the sourcesof evidencefor this case study.
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Interviews
Eraut (2004) identifies interview studiesas the most commonly-used researchmethod for
exploring informal learning in the workplace. Researchersusea variety of interview
techniquesto explore learning in the workplace; theseinclude askingparticipant employeesto
give detailed accountsof their daily work practices and focusing the interview on critical
incidents. Yin (2009) lists only two strengthsof the interview as a source of evidencein case
study research:they can be targetedto focus directly on the casestudy topics; and they may
provide insights into causal inferencesand explanation, thus meetingthe needsof
Vennesson'sinterpretative casestudies.The weaknessesthat Yin (ibid) cites are bias that may
arise from poorly-articulated questions and the interviewee providing a responsethat they
believe the interviewer wants to hearor that is expected.Another key problem Yin (ibid) listed
is inaccuracy of the data due to poor recall of events and experiences.It was important to
consider this weaknessin the casestudy, which relied on the partnershipparticipants
accurately recalling the partnership and its resulting learning programmes.To counteractthis
potential weakness,supplementaryevidencewas gatheredfrom documentation.Yin (2009)
only briefly considersthe interview and its usefulnessas a sourceof evidencein casestudy
research:I now consider it in greaterdepth as a researchmethod.

Fontanaand Frey (2005) acknowledgethat interviews are a popular researchmethod usedfor
a range of functions including market research,opinion surveysand academicresearch.They
highlight the emergenceof an `interview society' in the United Statesin their reflections on
`The Interview: From Neutral Scienceto Political Involvement'. The purpose of conducting an
interview is defined by Patton (1990) as finding out `what is on someone'smind.... We
interview people to find out from them those things which we cannot directly observe'. This is
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one of the key reasonsI employed interviews as the key researchmethod. Observationsof the
learning processesin the organisationwould have been one methodthat the researchquestions
could have addressed;however, they would only have led to the current informal and formal
learning in the organisation being explored and evidenced.Through observationalone it
would not have beenpossible to identify UNISON's role in planning, implementing and
evaluating the social work programmes.

Fontanaand Frey (2005) discussthe history of the interview as a researchmethod.They date
the beginnings of the academicqualitative researchinterview to the work of the Chicago
School. The methodsemployed by researchersat the Chicago School included reliance on
observations,personal documentsand informal interviews. In the 1950s,however, the
qualitative accent of interviewing for academicresearchwas beginning to be replacedby the
useof interviews in survey researchas a method that helped to quantify data. The
quantification of interview data was not a novel concept in the world of research,as the useof
interviews in market researchand opinion poll data collection before then is well documented.
The novelty lay in the move of this survey interview into the academicarena;Fontana and
Frey (ibid) claim that this perspectiveon the interview method dominated academicsociology
for the next three decades.

More recently post-modernethnographershave concernedthemselveswith the implications of
the control and power that the interviewer hasover the interview processand outcomes,and
the presenceof underlying assumptions.Researcherswho acknowledgethe subjectivity
surroundingthe researchprocessemploy what Fontanaand Frey (2005) describe as an
`empatheticapproach'. They arguethat theseinterviews are conductedfrom a more ethical
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stance, advocating the role of the interviewer as a partner in the process. King et al (2002) take
a similar approach to the role of interviews in academic research, arguing that the `interview is
bound in historical, political, and cultural moments and that as those moments change, so does
the interview'. Fontana and Frey (2005) refer to King et al's (2002) work as radical work

which they believe hascollapsed `decadesof objective interview findings'.

This distinction betweenthe objective and the subjective interview parallels the use of
interviews in quantitative researchsuch as surveys,and those employed for qualitative
researchsuch as ethnographic studies.What draws the two approachestogether is the common
purposeof data collection.

Robson (2002) describesa common typology usedto distinguish types of interview on the

basisof thedepthof the responsesought:
The fully-structured interview: The interview questions and their order are
predeterminedwith fixed wording.
2. The semi-structuredinterview: Whilst the questionsare predeterminedas in the fullystructured interview, this type of interview is more flexible and the question order and
wording may be revised by the interviewer as appropriate in eachinterviewee
situation.
3. The unstructuredinterview: This interview is the most flexible of the three. There are
no predeterminedquestions,merely themes of interest to be explored.

Robson(2002) claims that semi-structuredand unstructured interviews are usually associated
with flexible qualitative research.From this it can be assumedthat the fully-structured
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interview can be connectedwith a quantitative approach.

In addition to the distinction between structured,semi-structuredand unstructuredinterviews,
Robson(2002) describesa further meansby which interviews may be classified: whether
or
not they consist of open or closed questions.When closed questionsare askedthe interviewee
is forced to choose betweentwo or more fixed alternative answers.With open questionsthere
is no limitation on the reply that the respondentmay make. This open approachis said to
produce a greaterdepth of response(ibid). This type of interview is one that is usually
associatedwith qualitative research.Robson (ibid) points to a number of advantagesof this
approachfor the researcher,including the fact that during this type of interview it is easierfor
the interviewer to clear up any misunderstandings,and he highlights the benefits of cooperation and flexibility in encouraging the establishmentof rapport between the interviewer
and interviewee, in contrast to closed-questioninterviews where the interviewee's response
can only be positioned on a predeterminedscale.The differencesnoted here betweenthe
closed- and the open-questionedinterview often reflect whether the researcheris at the
positivist or the interpretive end of the scaleand whether qualitative or quantitative data are
sought.

As Robson (ibid) describes,the type of interview conductedwill be reflected in the type and
nature of, and the context in which, data are gatheredduring an interview. In planning the case
study it was important to also consider the practicalities of using an interview methodto
gather data. The practical advantagesand disadvantagesof these interview types are listed
(ibid). But whilst difficulties such as limitations to money and time
and establishingrapport
are indeed important considerationsfor researchers,theseare not the only variables that shape
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interview practice. Conducting a telephone interview survey of social work degreestudents
proved feasiblewithout having to conduct face-to-face interviews and establish rapport.
Interviews with participants in higher level managementpositions in the casestudy's social
care organisation,however, required a greater investment in terms of time. Sometimesseveral
meetings with participants were required to establish rapport and gain trust before the formal
interview could proceed.

Price (2002) arguesthat `the researchparadigm employedby the researcheris at least as
important as the contextual difficulties of conducting interviews in the field' (p273), and lists
the philosophical considerationswhich influence interview practice: ontology, epistemology,
inquiry, deduction or induction and the data analysisprocess.Price (ibid) considersthe
influence of researchparadigms in the researchdesign as problematic, as they influence the
practical ways in which an interview is carried out. Interviewing is `profoundly influenced by
the researchphilosophy' (ibid, p274). In the context of this critical realist casestudy research,
the interview proved a suitable researchmethod not only to obtain the relevant data from
participants but also to ascertainthe value and credibility of the findings.

A preliminary researchsurvey was carried out via telephone interviews with OU social work
students.A semi-structured,predominantly closed-questioninterview schedulewas utilised.
The interviews carried out during the casestudy researchwere basedon a semi-structured
interview scheduleand open questions,further details of which are given in the Measures
section. It was hoped that while the interviews were slightly structured,in that there was an
outline of topics to be covered, there was room for in-depth insights and for the interview
participants to talk at length about the topics without too much restriction or steering from the
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researcher, thus providing qualitative insights and enabling the exploration necessary to meet
the research objectives.

Documentary Evidence
Documents were used as an additional sourceof evidence. They were collected from the
intervieweesbefore, during and after the interviews. The types of document provided by the
participants included:
- email correspondence
- minutes of meetings
- internal reports
- formal studiesand evaluation reports
- news clippings

- organisationalstructureandprocessfigures.

Yin (2009) arguesthat documentary information `is likely to be relevant to every casestudy
topic' (p101). The main use of this sourceof evidence is in data triangulation, with the
documentsused to corroborate and augmentevidence from the interview data. In addition to
this they provide evidencefor areasthat are difficult to fully understandand explore in the
interview and clues for further investigation of the interview data. Yin (ibid) points out that
one of the weaknessesof the useof this sourceof evidencein a case study is over-reliance on
the source.For the purposesof this casestudy the documentary evidencewas limited to
documentsprovided by the interviewees in recognition that thesewould reflect the
communication with the participants and their own objectives.
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Dealing with bias
Hammersley and Gomm (1997) addressthe issueof researchbias. While they acknowledge
that the notion of `bias' in social researchis commonly basedon foundationalist
epistemologicalassumptionssuch as the concept of objectivity, their conclusions are
indicative of a growth in the threat of bias in the conduct of social research.If this is true, then
the way qualitative researchersdeal with bias in their researchis of considerableimportance.

The quantitative researcherattendsto the issue of researchbias with referenceto the
calculation of significance levels (ibid). Hammersleyand Gomm explore how qualitative
researchersdeal with the issueof bias in a number of ways. They arguethat they can ask one
of two questions:how biaseshave impacted upon their research,or whoseinterests are served
by bias in the research.The former question, they argue,tends to be most frequently employed
by qualitative researchers.They give the example of the responseof a qualitative researcher
committed to a particular political position who may find some of his findings uncomfortable.
Hammersleyand Gomm concentratetheir discussionon the meaning of the issue of bias to
social researchers.

Whitley and Crawford (2005) recognisethat `atraditional critique of qualitative researchis
that it is subjective, anecdotaland highly prone to investigator bias'. Bias may creep into the
data collection and analysis when a researcher'sconsciousor unconsciouspreconceptions
about the researchareahave an effect on the researchprocess and the way conclusions are
drawn from the data. Whitley and Crawford describea number of techniques that
qualitative
researcherscan useto deal with the acceptedpotential for a high level of bias in their research:
triangulation, respondentvalidation, and multiple coding of the data. These are stepsthat can
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be taken during and after the researchto minimise bias in the researchprocess. In the present
research,as detailed, methodologicaltriangulation was employed through the use of both
interviews and documentationas sourcesof evidence.Also the data was coded using both
manual thematic and Nvivo coding.

Guba and Lincoln (1994) proposea set of criteria for the judgement of qualitative research
that encompassesa range of issuesas an alternative to the `traditional' criteria associatedwith
quantitative researchand the positivist paradigm. The traditional criteria and corresponding
issuesthey describe are detailed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Traditional

and Alternative

Criteria

for judgement of research

Traditional Criteria

Alternative Criteria

Internalvalidity

Credibility

External validity

Transferability

Reliability

Dependability

Objectivity

Confirmability

Guba and Lincoln's (ibid) alternativecriterion to internal validity, credibility, involves the
researcherensuring that the findings are credible in the eyes of the researchparticipant. A
consideration of generalisability by the qualitative researcherwill enablehim/her to determine

how transferableto anothersettingthe findingsof the qualitativeresearchare.Gubaand
Lincoln's alternative criterion of dependability refers to the qualitative researcher'sneed to
account for the ever-changingcontext in which the researchis carried out. Lastly,
confirmability addressesthe issue of objectivity. This involves an acceptanceof the subjective
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nature of qualitative research:having the accuracyof the researchfindings consideredby
another may help to identify the extent to which they can be consideredobjective.

The snowballing sampling strategyutilised in this researchrequired considerationof these
criteria set out by Guba and Lincoln (ibid), as I was exploring learning within the organisation
from the perspective of those in charge of learning and involved in the partnership.This might
have led to a distorted interpretation of the learning culture, as those not involved in learning
were likely to be excluded from the sample.The triangulation of data helped to counteract
this. The casestudy data were supplementedwith feedback from someof the non-LPR social
work degreestudentsinterviewed in the pilot survey.

In addition to data triangulation anothertechniquewas employed to increasethe design
kept.
quality. Recordsof the methodological decisionsmade during the researchjourney were
Anatas (2004) lists this approachas useful to researchersas it makesqualitative research
decisionsmore consciousand carefully considered.Keeping a record of the methodological
choices for the researchwas incorporatedas part of the overall documentationprocedure
required as part of the supervision process.A summary of thesedecisions is presentedbelow.

Record of methodological decisions
The following four extracts from the supervision records illustrate the methodological
decisions in processand how the casestudy researchevolved.
Supervision Meeting 08/08/08
Planning: Planning activity was discussed& it was acknowledged that this is to be extended
due to wait for researchgovernance approval (extended through September)still awaiting a
responsedue 11/08/08. Concerns around the difficulty in concealing the identity of the case
organisation were discussed.
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Participant Recruitment & Data Collection: Five interviews have been conducted so far and
E.G. is happy with how theseare progressing. The total number of interviews to be conducted
was discussedit was agreedthat 25 in depth interviews should be the target for data collection.
Supervisorsrecommendedthat this activity ceaseat the end of October.
E.G. raised concern over obtaining approval from the selectedsocial care organisation for the
researchand another approach was discussed.E.G. to contact second social care organisation
and invite them to participate in the research.
Data Analysis: E.G. informed supervisors that she has begun coding the student interviews
using Nvivo to analyse the data in a new light from the perspective of the current research
questions.Supervisorssuggestedthat E.G. add the new interview data alongside. It was agreed
that for the following supervision E.G. would write 2-4 pageson emerging themes from the
data.
Supervision Meeting 19/09/08
Planning:
E.G. still awaiting response from initial approach to social care organisation. Research
for review.
proposal hasnow been submitted to secondsocial care organisation
Participant Recruitment & Data Collection:

Ten interview completed &a further 9 participants identified.
Emerging ThemesDocument:
The emerging themes document was discussedbriefly. Supervisors recommendedthat whilst
this type of writing was fine for clarification purposes, he recommended E.G. spend time
putting the findings into context with the relevant literature
Supervision Meeting 14/10/08
Planning:
E.G. still awaiting responseon revised proposal to initial social care organisation. Research
governanceapproval received from application to second social care organisation.
The difficulty in obtaining research governance approval from the initial social care
organisationwas discussedand it was decidedthat a single casestudy provided enoughdata.
Participant Recruitment & Data Collection:
11 interviews completed &2 organised. 11 further participants identified.
Method Document:
Supervisors fed back their comments on the case study method piece. The two different
approachesto the case study were discussedand it was agreed that the first design (embedded
single case)to be the most appropriate for the case study research.Supervisorssuggestedthat
this type of writing as being useful for supervision. By doing this E.G. could put forward her
ideas/ options and be provided with advice on the bestway forward from supervisors.
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Bridging Workshop Attendance: Observation and Questionnaire:

Elizabeth informed all that she has the opportunity to attend a student bridging workshop on
24th October following contact with the programme tutor. E.G. suggestedthat she use the
opportunity to hand out a short questionnaireto the studentsto follow up on the findings from
the student interviews and to ask additional questions about their learning in their workplace
and future learning plans. M. D. & C.T. agreedthat this was a good idea and M. D. suggested
that in addition to this E.G. observeand take notes on the workshop to form extra data for the
case study. C.T. agreedthat this observation would provide further opportunity to explore the
presenceof the SCIE learning organisation characteristics.
Supervision Meeting 06/11/08
ResearchGovernance:
All agreedthat researchwill now focus on just the single case study- regardlessof Research
Governance.
E.G. raised a query which had come from one of the interview participants who wished to see
and check their interview transcript. It was decided that it would ok for E.G. to provide this,
but to ensurethat further to this the participant hasno involvement with the data.
Participant Recruitment & Data Collection:
15 interviews completed &I organised. 8 further participants identified.
Supervisorshighlighted concerns that there is less than two months left before the end of the
data collection period & it was recognisedthat E.G. would have more difficulty recruiting in
the run up to the Christmas period. E.G. hopesto complete 10 further interviews.

Measures
The researchinterview techniqueemployed in this researchwas to ask eachof the participants
to consider the SCIE Learning Organisation characteristicsand how and to what extent, if any,
they believed they were incorporatedinto the organisation. The characteristicsare listed on
page45 The aim of the researchwas thus not to tackle the issue of informal and formal
learning directly, as this was not the main focus of the research,although informal learning in
the organisationwas explored in investigating the SCIE characteristicsand various aspectsof
the LPRSW in order to highlight where it is a consciousprocessin the organisation.
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Sampling Strategies
The pilot student survey was conducted using a random sample of 50 of the total 459 non-LPR
studentsfrom England studying on the K113 course.They were all contactedby email and
asked if they would be willing to participate in an interview. The samplewas randomly
selectedby the OU Survey Office. The pilot study also incorporated a sampleof LPR students
who had already been identified by the StudentSurvey Panel and appropriate contact details
provided. All 36 of thesestudentswere contactedby email and askedto participate. In total 16
studenttelephone interviews were completed. This initial piece of researchwas a scoping
exerciseconductedwith a view to eliciting the main differences betweenthe experiencesof
studentsstudying for the regular social work degreewith the OU and those studying on the
LPR route, the results of which were usedto formulate the casestudy objectives. A random
sampleof these studentswas sought in order to ensurethe reliability and validity of results.

A long-establishedcriticism of qualitative researchis the lack of specific and detailed
information provided by its authorsabout the methodology they have employed (Zaruba et al
1996). As qualitative researchmethods such as the in-depth semi-structuredinterviews were
utilised for the casestudy, statistically representativesampleswere not sought. Zaruba et al
(ibid) acknowledgethat the key to the quality of the researchdesign is making the details of
how participants were both selectedand recruited transparent.The selection of the site is also
central to the sampling decision process.There is a range of sampling methods available to

includingconvenience
qualitativeresearchers
andpurposefulsamplingtechniques.

The site selectedin this case study researchwas a social care organisation and two other
organisationswho have contributed to the LPR, namely the OU and UNISON. To gather data
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for the case study from interviews required a purposeful sampling strategy. There would
clearly be key individuals or learning `actors' from eachof the organisationswho were
involved in the planning and running of the partnership,and key individuals in charge of
learning in the social care organisation itself.

Another factor which has to be consideredwhen deciding on the sampling strategy in research
is feasibility, as highlighted by Lee and Kolomer in their assessmentof caregivers' impulsive
feelings to commit elder abuse(2007). They cite their choice of a non-probability purposeful
sampleas resulting from the infeasibility of carrying out a random sample of caregivers,as
they were unable to get hold of a comprehensivelist of caregivers' names.In this part of the
case study it was not feasible to employ a random approachto sampling,principally because
of the low numbersof individuals involved in the partnership.Also, the objective of the case
study was to explore learning within this particular social care organisation,and the unique
role that UNISON has played, not to generalisefrom the findings.

Participants
The population from which the sample for the main study was taken comprised employeesat
the casestudy social care organisation,UNISON and the OU, and other individuals identified
as having played a part in the Learning Partnership.Seventeeninterviews were carried out;
thirteen face to face and four via telephone.The data also incorporated evidence from sixteen
preliminary fieldwork telephone interviews carried out with OU Social Work degreestudents.
Sevenof thesestudentswere on the LPRSW degree.A summary of the case study
participants
can be found in Table 1.1 (p23).
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Participants were identified through the snowball strategy approach.This

was achieved by

asking initial contactsto identify and provide contact details of others involved in the
partnership. Telephoneor email contact was then made, asking if they would be willing to
participate in a face-to-faceor telephone interview at their convenience.

Ethical Considerations
OU researchethics procedureswere followed and a successfulapplication was made to the
Human Participants and Materials Ethics Committee (HPMEC). This included an outline of
the justification for the researchand the ethical guidelines to be followed, as provided by the
British Sociological Association (BSA). Severalof the ethical considerationsidentified by the
BSA were identified as key in this research,and theseare detailed below together with how
they were addressed.

Written consentwas obtained from the face-to-faceintervieweesand verbally obtained from
the telephone interviewees.An information sheetwas provided to all participants prior to
consent being obtained informing them that they could withdraw from the researchat any
stage.A copy of the information sheetand consentform can be found in the appendix.

Manual data were kept in a locked cabinet in the student researchoffice. Most of the data,
including interview notes and reflections, were stored on a computer
with accesscontrolled by
password.All data, including the interview transcripts,were anonymised immediately, paying
particular attention to names,locations and other identifying information. A passwordprotected key was usedso that it was possible to keep track of information from the same
individual and record basic information such as organisationand role. A
retention and disposal
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record was kept of all the casestudy data and details of the types of data being stored,their
location and the date eachfile was destroyed(in accordancewith the length of time
permissible for storageunder the data protection act). The Health and Social CareFaculty's
Data Protection Officer was informed about this researchand the resulting dataset.

This researchdid not require any deceptionof participants; all participants and participating
organisationswere fully informed of the purposeof the researchproject. It did not involve
contact with children or other vulnerable groups.To debrief participants they were all given a
copy of the information sheetto take away after the interview. It was not foreseenthat any of
the topics covered during the interview would be of a particularly sensitivenature: however, in
the eventof personal upsetduring the researchprocessappropriate stepswere taken to reduce
harm and offer direction for further advice where necessary.Participants were informed that a
summary of the researchfindings would be made available to them at the end of the project.

In addition to following the OU studentethical proceduresand the application to HPMEC,
approval for the researchwas neededfrom the social care organisationidentified for the case
study. It is a Department of Health requirementthat all health and social care organisations
have a researchgovernanceprocess (Departmentof Health 2005). It was important that the
casestudy social care organisationwas fully aware of the planned researchand that the
partnershipparticipants identified through the snowball sampling and employed at this
location had confidence in the researchprocessand knew that their employers
were aware of
their potential participation. At the time of application (July 2008) this procedure involved the
submissionof a researchproposal to the policy unit at the organisation. The proposal was
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verbally approved in September2008, and written confirmation was received in December
2008.

Methods of Data Analysis
Thematic analysis and applying the interpretative framework
The strategy usedto analysethe casestudy data was the use of the theoretical propositions on
which the researchquestionsand objectives were basedto guide the data analysis.Yin (2009)
cites this as the most commonly-employed data analysisstrategy in casestudy research.The
strengthsand weaknessesof a number of different approachesto workplace learning are
discussedin the literature review in Chapter2. The key theory utilised for this purposeis LNT
(Poell et al 2000), a theory used in the literature to describeorganisational learning and which
usesthe actors, structuresand processesin learning projects to interpret and describehow
learning is organised.

A number of different approacheswere discussedin the previous chapter,including the work
of the learning network theorists, Poell et at (2000) and Wenger, Fuller and Unwin (2003).
The LNT approachwas adoptedfor analysisof the casestudy data as it is an amalgamationof
theories and potentially provides a strengthenedapproachto workplace learning as the
strengthsfrom three different disciplines (namely systemsanalysis, social constuctivism and
structural theory) can be combined. The theory does seemto provide an alternative way of
thinking about workplace learning and the many actors involved, not just thosewithin the
workplace or specific learning environments as has been the casewith other approachesto
workplace learning. Through application of this theory to the LPRSW I cantest the usefulness
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of the theory. Also I wish to approachthe analysisof the casestudy data without holding on to
any framework or preconceptionsof what illustrates formal and informal learning in the LPR.

The strengthsand weaknessesof LNT as a framework for the analysis of the LPR case study
could not be assessedin any depth in the literature review because,as noted, the LNT hasnot
beenapplied to many real-life circumstancesand no evidencewas found of its use in
describing and interpreting a learning partnership; this is a limitation of the data analysis.A
number of problems with the application of the theory were uncovered; for example the
learning network theorists do not distinguish between collective and individual actors,which
seemsa necessarystep for the application of LNT. In order to complete the data analysisthis
distinction was addressed(see Chapter 5). Besidesthe problems, a benefit of applying LNT to
the LPR casestudy was how it uncovered the power relations between actors in the network
when the types of learning network that the LPR casestudy representswere analysed.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter hasdescribedand examinedthe methodological choicesmade in order to address
the researchaims and objectives outlined in the introduction. The philosophical basisof the
methodology employed, critical realism, was outlined. Following this, the casestudy research
method, units of data analysis, sourcesof evidence, measures,sampling strategies,participants
and ethical implications were defined and their choicejustified. Lastly consideration was
given to the data analysis.The context surroundingthe LPR initiative is describedand
analysedin greaterdepth in the next chapter.
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4. The Context of the Learning Partnership Route
Introduction
In the previous chapter, the literature review, the history of trade unions and their
developing role in workplace learning were briefly discussed.In this chapter the
context surrounding the LPR initiative is described and analysed in greater depth
before proceeding to the application of LNT in Chapter 5. The first part of this chapter
explores the development of trade union involvement in workplace learning through
an analysis of the educational and political contexts, leading to the introduction of the
LPR. The social care context of the case study is then looked at in greater detail to
support an understanding of the implementation of the LPR and to increase
understanding of why the initiative was taken forward. This is achieved through an
insight into the employer's approach to training and development and the impact of
the wider regulatory framework on the organisation. Lastly, drawing on evidence
from the case study research,details are presentedof when the partnership with the
employer was first set up and how this initiative built on the trust established through
earlier programmes delivered via the partnership.

Trade Unions and Workplace Learning
Caldwell (2000) discussesthe development of adult learning opportunities in the
workplace and the employment and educational context in which these changes
occurred. During the 1980s and '90s there was a move away from the traditional
educational system towards `a much more flexible, diverse and responsive approach
to learning' (p245). The rise in workplace learning during this period was, according
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to Caldwell, very significant. Workplace learning fitted the requirements of the new
lifelong education approach.

Streeck (1989,1994) also contemplates the move away from the traditional

educationalsystemandthe economicandpolitical significanceof skills during the
1970s and '80s and the strategic role of trade unions at this time. The increasing trade
union involvement in workplace skills is seenas a result of the change in the political
and economic circumstancesin the UK during these years (Streeck 1989). Streeck
(ibid) statesthat in the 1970sdemand management,distributive conflict, redistributive
justice and extensive regulatory state intervention led to problems in the 1980swhere
not enough attention was paid to production, creating a need to restore
competitiveness and efficiency through a higher skills input. He highlights the key

role of tradeunions in this process:
If a widespread, equal distribution of skills is becoming a precondition for
economic successeven for firms that are capable of generating a sufficient
supply of work skills for themselves,then egalitarian interests on the part of
trade unions in generalisation of advancedupgraded production patterns, in
preventing social dualism and in defending the egalitarian elements of the
European high-wage economy, may not only be compatible with the interests
of capital, but their forceful articulation may be a precondition of such
interests being realised. (Streeck 1989: p 104)

With the advance of workplace learning came a tension between two different strands
of development (Caldwell 2000). Some were taking a flexible attitude towards
learning as a result of a vocationally-driven agendareflecting the OECD's
interpretations of the lifelong learning agendafor economic growth and development.
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There was an alternative understanding of workplace learning in those with a
humanistic understanding of lifelong learning who emphasisedlearning for personal
development, for example the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) (Caldwell 2000).

Aspin and Chapman (2001) discussthis tension between the differing motivations for
lifelong learning. They argue that lifelong learning is triadic in nature, with three
central elements: lifelong learning for economic progress and development; lifelong
learning for personal development; and third, something that Caldwell (2000) does
not consider in isolation, lifelong learning for social inclusiveness. Aspin and
Chapman (2001) seethese as fundamental to building a more democratic political
system and social institutions. The following quote from their paper `Lifelong
learning: Concepts, theories and values' encapsulatestheir arguments on the need to
merge these three motivations for lifelong learning:
We need in theseprinciples and ideals of social inclusiveness, justice and
equity; an economy which is strong, adaptable and competitive; and a range of
provision of activities which people choose for the rewards and satisfactions
they confer. To bring this about a substantial reappraisal of the provision,
resourcing and goals of education and training, and a major reorientation of its
direction towards the concept and value of the idea of `the learning society' is
required. This is the major challenge for governments, policy-makers and
educators as they seek to conceptualise lifelong learning and articulate policies
to realise the aim of `lifelong learning for all. (Aspin and Chapman 2001 p3)

Did trade unions help to reduce the tension outlined by Caldwell (2000) and bring
together the perspectiveson workplace learning? Arguably they have overcome some
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of this tension through their bargaining agenda.Caudwell (ibid) describes how he
believes that `unions can provide, or help to provide, learning opportunities for
members, learning can be a fruitful area to develop workplace bargaining and the
experience of learning can encourageunion members to become more active in their
work' (p254). As Caldwell (ibid) describes,much union involvement in workplace
learning stemmed from the movement towards accessto further and higher education
for all in line with the widening participation agendaoutlined in the literature review
chapter of this thesis. Unions, then, help to provide personal development learning
opportunities for low-skilled employees whilst at the same time aligning with the
priorities of employers through vocational skills development and encouraging
employees' renewed motivation for work.

The rise in trade union involvement emerged from three key developments (ibid);
first, the changes which occurred with the rise of post-industrial society, namely a
requirement for flexible working to meet an increasingly competitive market. These
developments led to a decreasein job security for employees, and encouragedthem to
take more responsibility for their own learning. Alongside these changes came the
election of the New Labour government in 1997, which brought about `the learning
age'. With the introduction of three key initiatives: the University for Industry (UFI),
which made basic skills a priority; Individual Learning Accounts (ILAs) which
provided the funds for self-driven learning opportunities; and in addition to these
initiatives, the Union Learning Fund (ULF) ensureda prime position for trade union
involvement in workplace learning.
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Caldwell (ibid) reflects on the reactions of private and public sector employers during
this period. While stating that there was no clear pattern of responsefrom employers,
he notes that in the private sector, education and learning for employees had increased
successfully in a number of companies aiming to improve workers' skills with an

emphasison the vocationallydriven agenda,asopposedto the wideningparticipation
found under employers in the public sector. However, a case study looking at a union
workplace learning partnership at British Telecommunications (BT) (Stoney 2002)
provides evidence of a vocational and widening participation agendain the private
sector. A workplace learning BSc in Computer Science was developed in partnership
between BT and the Communication Workers Union (CWU) to meet skills
requirements within the company as `in the UK, the BT workforce was halved
between 1989 and 1998... while, at the same time, expanding into the `new wave'
areassuch as mobile communications, data and the Internet. The BT management's
responsewas motivated by a commitment to meet the skill requirements from within
the existing pool of labour' (ibid: p62). Stoney (2002: p63) details how a `philosophy
of "diversity" underpinning the scheme' was also aimed at employees who had

previouslyhadaccessto higher education,as wasthe LPRSWdegree.

Studies conductedby Munro & Rainbird (1997,2000,2004,2010) reveal that
UNISON has been at the forefront of negotiating employer learning partnerships to
support workplace learning in the NHS trusts and other organisations. Evidence that
they provide from their evaluations supports the argument that trade unions are able to
positively bring together the range of interests in lifelong learning to provide
successful learning and development opportunities for employees in the workplace.
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This is in contrast to the noted potential dangers (McBride and Mustchin 2007) to the
health service workforce of trade union/employer learning partnerships which might
arise if partnership structures are used by management to drive reforms in their
organisations. In such circumstances the learning partnership with trade unions could

be usedasa channelto legitimisereformsthatrun counterto the interestsof staff.

A number of trade union and employer partnerships for workplace learning were
introduced into the NHS as a part of the `skills escalator' approach implemented by
the Department of Health (ibid), designed to attract people to work for the NHS and
encouraging all staff to review and extend their skills. Table 4.1, below, outlines the
skills escalator approach taken forward by the NHS. The summary of levels 1 to 7

providedby McBride and Mustchin(ibid) detailsthecategoriesof individuals
targetedandtheir meansof progressionup the escalator.
Table 4.1: The skills escalator approach
Level
1

Category
Socially excluded individuals

Means of career progression
Six-month employment orientation programmes

2

The unemployed

Six-monthplacementsin `starter'jobs

3

Jobs/roles requiring fewer skills
and less experience

NVQs*, Learning Accounts, appraisal, PDP**

4
5
6

Skilled roles
Qualified professional roles
More advanced skills and roles

NVQs or equivalent
Appraisal and PDP to support career progression
As above, role development encouraged in line

7

`Consultant' roles

with service priorities/personal career choices
Flexible `portfolio careers' informed by robust
appraisal, career and PDP

*NVQ: National Vocational Qualification; **PDP: Personal Development Plan
Adapted from Department of Health (2001: 18). McBride and Mustchin (2007)

Casestudies conducted by Munro et al (1997) and Rainbird et al (2002) evaluate the
NHS/union partnership prior to and following the introduction of the escalator. Munro
et al (1997) describe the development of the Return to Learn initiative set up in 1989
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by the National Union of Public Employees in collaboration with the Workers
Educational Association (WEA). Return to Learn was delivered by WEA tutors and
offered educational opportunities to union members who had previously been
disadvantagedin the educational system, thus reflecting the widening participation

objective.Munro et al (ibid) reportthat by 1996,3000studentshadcompletedthe
programme. Following this, Return to Learn became known as UNISON's Open
College flagship programme. The Munro et al (ibid) study focuseson two health care
organisations, one university and one county court in which Return to Learn was
adopted. In a very positive report they summarise the benefits to students,
managementand UNISON uncovered through the case studies.

Students experienced:

"a growth in confidence
"a senseof the value of their opinions
" the ability to critically assessothers' views
" evidence of continued education following participation in Return to Learn
" someprogressedto new jobs or careers

"a senseof achievement.

Managementwas reportedto:
" be enabled to provide personal development and sharethe costs of learning
" benefit from the WEA's input into the delivery and development of learning.
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There was also mutual benefit to both management and UNISON in that they were
able to build and consolidate good working relationships, facilitating mutual respect
and trust. Communication between different groups of employees at different levels is
also reported to have been opened up. These findings are considered later in the thesis
and compared to the LPR casestudy evidence.

Rainbird et al (2002) conducted a more recent evaluation of the UNISON and health
care employer partnership looking into the UNISON/employer partnership in the then
Lambeth Community Healthcare Trust. This offered a Communications Skills course
in 1996 to employees who were nervous about taking part in formal training
programmes. Following this, a number of courses were delivered as a result of the
initial partnership including Return to Learn and the OU's K100 (Understanding
Health and Social Care). Rainbird et al (ibid) point to the continuing involvement of
`enthusiastic local actors'. This was also evident in the present case study from an
interview with Participant M, the Assistant Director of Learning and Development at
a Health Care Trust:
[I] had an excellent relationship with UNISON going back to 1995, when I
was looking around for a particular programme that would support me in
delivering an individual approach or strategy that would engage with that part
of the workforce, that had traditionally been neglected. One suggestion was to
work with UNISON on their Return to Learn programme... that was the
beginning of the relationship, working with UNISON around Return to Learn
and basic communication skills. The communication skills and also Return to
Learn was a specific piece of work that had been tried and tested for the
workplace, perhaps not so much within the NHS context itself, so it was an
exciting development. (Participant M)
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This extract from the interview transcript outlines the motivations of this `enthusiastic
local actor' with a widening participation agenda to work with UNISON and bring
Return to Learn to the NHS.

McBride et al (2006) report on their researchinto the development of skills in the
NHS, which looked specifically at the implementation of the skills escalator.Through
telephone interviews with managementand a number of case studies of NHS Trusts,
they conclude that there were multiple understandings of the skills escalator concept
and that the escalator had been utilised by the NHS in three ways: to target specific
groups of staff for learning opportunities in order to improve retention and
recruitment in these areas; as a tool in the redesigning of roles; and, less commonly,
by trusts it had been utilised across the whole organisation. McBride et al (ibid) report
that the most common understanding of the skills escalator concept was found to be
that it facilitated career development for existing and entry-level staff. A small
number of interviewees understood the skills escalator to be for widening
participation in learning and employment; and some saw it as a tool for the holistic
development of the workforce. McBride et al (ibid, p75) conclude:
There is an assumption from the `subject matter experts' that the Skills
Escalator concept is widely understood in the NHS, and that the constituent
parts of this holistic model will be widely adopted. However... it can be seen
that interpretations do vary, and so does practice. Furthermore, the assumption
that the Skills Escalator is a well known and established concept is in part
contradicted by the high proportion of interviewees at Trust level that did not
seemto know or clearly understand the concept put forward.
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Conflicting interpretations of concepts such as the skills escalator are reflected in the
case study reported in this thesis. An assessmentof the LPR actors' understandingof
the concept of the learning organisation is detailed in Chapter 5 through an
application of LNT. This leads to the question of what could be achieved if concepts
in organisational learning development were fully understood by all individuals trying
to implement them within their organisations, and how this could be achieved.

This section has described the development of learning opportunities in health and
social care, UNISON-employer partnerships and UNISON's involvement in the
development and implementation of the skills escalator in the NHS. It has included an
analysis of UNISON's strategy towards union and workplace learning; why it has
negotiated partnerships with employers; and how opening up routes to professional
qualifications, which the LPR exemplifies, builds on UNISON's wider strategy for
workplace learning. The role of UNISON in the development of the LPR is outlined
later in this chapter.

SCIE and the Social Care Organisation Context
This section details specificities of the social care sector and explores why there is an
agency disseminating the learning organisation resource best practice model. It also
provides information about the case study employer's approach to training and
development, the impact of the wider regulatory framework on the organisation, and
the extent to which SCIE criteria were being met by the case study social care
organisation.
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Information about the case study social care organisation was obtained from
interviews and documentary evidence. The services of the organisation are provided
within an English county council. The figure below presentsthe structure of its
workforce development team, which had recently undergone restructuring at the time
of the data collection in spring 2009.

Figure 4.1: Case Study Social Care Organisation Workforce Development Team
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Participant P, the Job Development Manager at the casestudy social care

organisation,referredto a numberof Departmentof Healthinitiatives in socialcarein
progressat the time of interview, namely the holistic approach of `personalisation' set
out in the ministerial concordat `Putting people first: A shared vision and commitment
to the transformation of adult social care' (DoH 2007). Participant P also talked about
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the role of SCIE at a conference s/he had attended, `coming to talk about their new
booklet on personalisation'.

SCIE sets out its mission and role in social care as follows:

[Our mission] is to identify and spread knowledge about good practice to the
large and diverse social care workforce and support the delivery of
transformed, personalised social care services. We aim to reach and influence
practitioners, managers and the sector leadership who have responsibility for
service delivery in adults' and children's services. (SCIE 2011)
Its role as an independent charity funded by the Department of Health is also to
identify and disseminate `the knowledge base for good practice in all aspectsof social
care throughout the United Kingdom. Only by understanding what works in practice and what does not - can services be improved, and the status of the workforce be
raised' (ibid). The extent to which SCIE is achieving its mission and role can be
investigated using case study evidence about learning in the social care organisation
to uncover knowledge about the SCIE Learning Organisation resource and the extent
to which the characteristics are present in the organisation. An analysis of data
gathered from the LPR students' questionnaire (described below) and the in-depth
qualitative interviews with the casestudy social care employees who had been
involved in the LPR provides some evidence of this success.The limitations of this
analysis should be recognised, however, as the data cannot provide a full picture of
learning in the social care organisation, being restricted to that gathered from those
already involved in learning in the organisation.
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Findings from the LPR Student Questionnaire
In addition to the telephone interviews with students, data were also collected from
LPRSW students working in the case study social care organisation during a bridging
workshop that they attended as a part of the degree programme. All seven of these
students (a 100% response)completed a questionnaire that asked them a number of
questions based on the SCIE learning characteristics. It also asked them for other
examples of learning in their organisation, their future learning plans and their
satisfaction with the LPRSW degree. The results of the questionnaire are detailed in
the chart below.

Figure 4.2: LPRSW students' SCIE learning organisation characteristics
checklist results
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Characteristics

More than half of the students found eight of the twelve SCIE learning organisation
characteristics (for a full list seeAppendix H) presentin the organisation. This was a
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positive responseindicating that the SCIE criteria were being met by the social care
organisation, thus meeting the requirements outlined for a learning organisation. All
seven students indicated that there was cross-organisational and collaborative
working, continuous development for all staff including a clear supervision and
appraisal policy, and effective information systems for internal and external
communications. However, the responsethey gave to the open question 8b about the
weaknessesof the degree program contrasted with this finding. Six of the seven
students highlighted communication with their local authority as a weaknessof the
degree programme.

The findings of the closed and open questions conflicted, suggesting that if the
students had been asked to further explore each of the characteristics in greater depth
they may have responded differently. While thesedata provide evidence that the SCIE
learning organisation characteristics exist in the casestudy social care organisation,
they are limited and do not enable analysis of the extent to which of them is being
implemented. In responseto Question 2d, `Are messagesfrom researchand new
evidence thought about and incorporated into practice? ' the students highlighted that
they would answer `yes' regarding evidence and researchthat had been incorporated
into the legislation, but `no' when it came to messagesand evidence that had not been
legislated.

The students listed the following other examples of learning in their organisation:
" the Learning and Development Centre
" internal staff training
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" opportunities for external training
" sponsorship for higher education
" recognition of learning via non academic routes.

All seven students listed their intention to go on to study for post qualifying awards.
One student indicated a desire to complete further OU courses which s/he had been
unable to complete as a part of the degree; another indicated s/he did not plan to
continue with any more formal learning unless s/he had to.

All seven students listed the group study as a benefit of the partnership route,
particularly in terms of support and experience. Three students listed the bridging
workshops as a strength of the degree programme. Other strengths listed included the
study leave made available by the employer and the opportunity to complete the
degree as a work-based programme.

Findings from the Social Care Organisation Interviews
The questions to the LPR actors in the social care organisation (reported in Appendix
C) directly addressedorganisational structure and culture, information systems, HR
practices and leadership. Their responsesto these questions elicited information on
whether this model was being implemented in practice in the employer organisation.
As previously outlined in Chapter 3, the objective of the research was not to complete
an in-depth analysis of the SCIE's learning organisation characteristics in the case
study organisation but rather to explore formal and informal learning in the
organisation by investigating the degree of implementation of the SCIE characteristics
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and various aspectsof the LPRSW. The qualitative in-depth interviews with the
researchparticipants revealed some evidence pertaining to this. While little evidence
was found that interviewees from the social care organisation had used the SCIE
Learning Organisation resource, they referred to SCIE resources: `I think people

probablydo usethem,and certainlyin workforce developmentwhenpeopleare
training.. .1maywell signpostpeopleto themor find themreally useful to keep
myself up to date' (Participant P); and Participant 0, Social Work Development
Officer in the social care organisation, statedthat s/he also referred to the SCIE
resources as a source of information: `I have been on their website, for example, and
would... get information'.
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The development of the LPRSW degree
This section uses the casestudy interviews and documents to detail the context of the
LPRSW degreeand its development, including when the partnership was first set up
and how the initiative was then built on the trust established through earlier
programmes delivered through the partnership.

Details of the creation of UNISON were outlined during the interviews with
representativesfrom all three organisations. UNISON was created in 1993, following
a merger between the National and Local Government Officers' Association
(NALGO), the Confederation of Health Service Employees (COHSE) and the
National Union of Public Employees (NUPE). The merger was the result of a
responseto the political climate at the end of the 1980s (Terry 2000). With the reelection of the Conservative government under Thatcher in 1987, trade unions, whose
membership was in decline, were feeling the threat of eradication (ibid). The key
challenges to theseunions at the time were the Conservative government's rejection
of the post-war welfare state and the unions' reduced influence on policy regarding
service provision (ibid). The responseof newly-formed UNISON to these challenges
reflected the different political traditions and affiliations of its three components.
While NUPE and COHSE had been affiliated to the Labour party, NALGO was not
(ibid). Rodney Bickerstaffe (2000), General Secretary of UNISON until 2001,
described UNISON's determination not to simply focus on recruiting more members
but to build on campaigning skills developed prior to the merger. Bickerstaffe writes
of his intention that `in the future, no academic, no person from the media, no
politician would think of commenting on any of the key social policy areas without
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asking the view of UNISON and its members' (ibid: p18). He aimed by 2010 to
`develop an attractive union that will provide members with what they want and help
us to go out and recruit and organise those hundreds of thousands of public sector
workers who are in no union at all' (p21). These aims are reiterated by Carpenter
(2000), reviewing the effects of UNISON's efforts regarding social policy and
particularly how UNISON dealt with New Labour.

Sutherland (2000) explores the philosophy, benefits and challenges in the
development of UNISON's approach to lifelong learning work, and identifies at one
end of the membership spectrum a cross-section of the population, namely women,
who had suffered the greatest disadvantage from inadequaciesin the contemporary
education system. He outlines benefits including the 2000 members, 80% of whom
were women, who participated in the Return to Learn programme.

As McBride (2000) details UNISON's position regarding the fair representation of its
female members: `During the creation of UNISON [it was agreedthat] the promotion
of equal opportunities and fair representation should be central to the union's
organisation and structure at all levels' (p100), and how the representation of women
was amongst the organisation's founding principles. McBride (2001) argues that
UNISON indicated its intent to pursue gender democracy but did not place oppressed
groups such as women at the heart of its constitution. McBride acknowledges the new
sourcesof power that were generated for women through the implementation of
proportionality in the female-dominated union, but criticises the continuing traditional
power structures in the union.
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The rest of this chapter focuses on interview and documentary evidence provided by
the LPR actors on the development of the LPR. While neither the documentary
evidence detailing UNISON's learning agendaand strategy nor the key aims listed in
the LPR guide specifically mention women, the interview transcripts presentedon the
following pagesdo detail UNISON's role in the provision of courses aimed
specifically at them.

The Return to Learn programme discussedearlier in this chapter predated the LPRSW
degree. Participant A, Head of the UNISON Open College, describedthe
development of the Return to Learn programme, which began in 1988. The following
felt, was unsystematic:
outlines his/her own involvement in this process, which, s/he
Return to Learn was established in about 1988 and grew quite slowly but
I
significantly from 1988 through to 1993, when we got UNISON going...
becameresponsible for the whole thing. so by 1993 we had Return to Learn
..
up and running in about four of the UNISON regions; London, the South East,
West Midlands, a Northern Region and possibly the East Midlands. . .but it
wasn't systematic.

Participant A also detailed the new structure of UNISON and its impact on the Return
to Learn programme. The fast growth and successof Return to Learn is shown in the
quote below.
Within the new structure of UNISON in '93 there was a new education and training
department established. [It] had three strands to it. There was a trade union activist
strand. . .being the strong one that has always been present in trade unions, and there
was another one for staff training, and there was a third one which I was in charge of,
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which becameknown as the UNISON Open College, and that was about that kind of
work that we have mentioned.

Participant A spoke about how s/he was given the responsibility to develop the Return

to Learnprogrammeacrossthe whole of UNISON, andreflectedthat by about1994
UNISON was runningit in everyregion sothat its memberscouldtakeup the
opportunity in their own time at no cost to themselves.After developing Return to
Learn, UNISON brought out a set of courses for women called Women, Work and
Society, which ran in about four regions at this time.

Further progress with these workplace learning initiatives was not achieved without

difficulties. At this time UNISON wasproviding funding for the costsof theReturnto
Learn programme. This was noted as a problem by Participant A:
Why don't we start talking to some employers about it, becausewe know
we've have got a good programme here... we knew that employers were
beginning to think at that time about widening their training and development
to all staff lots and lots of good managerswithin the Health Service and local
..
government were aware and wanted to do something about it... we could say to
those employers - look we've got a tried and trusted programme of learning
here that is nationally accredited through the open college network with credits
at levels 1,2 and 3. And why don't we just start to talk to some employers to
seeif they are interested? So that's what I did, on spec, to some employers
around the country where I knew that they were interested in working with
UNISON. I didn't go to employers where I knew that we would get a bad
response.I went to employers who I thought ... would be interested in this. I
knew that the union locally was interested. So we started off with the very first
Return to Learn agreementswere in the Bury St Edmunds area: we had an
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NHS trust. We had Staffordshire County Council school meals workers and
another one in a health service in South London and there were a number of
others in the first six months. When we went along we very much presentedto
them the idea that here is something that you can't do - we can do this - we
can show you how to do it, with no strings attached.

Participant A also talked about how UNISON helped to initiate the development of
workplace learning partnerships with employers, leading to the LPR:
It wasn't just about the union acting as an enabler: it was the union using its
trade union organisation and trade union background and experience to
bargain with the employer on a wider range of issues than what it traditionally
had bargained on. The unions are obviously about pay and conditions, that's
what we do, most of our work. But what we say is that we can bargain on a
wider landscape,and learning is one of those landscapes.But we were coming
not with a series of demands to the employer - we were coming with answers.

The first consultative paper... was called Modernising the Social Care
Workforce and I think it was at the stagethey published their paper, and it
raised issues about registration of all staff and started to move in the direction
of qualifications for all staff at that time. Staff weren't seento be given
training opportunities, it was all in the press, you know, the sort of problems
that there were. It was known that the social care workforce, a large part of it,
about 80%, had no qualifications. So the messagethat we were giving to the
employers about we can show you how to do this, was coming at the right time
and coincided with their need and awarenessabout the need to do something
with thesegroups of staff.

Documentary evidence from Participant A provided further information on UNISON
and learning. Eight key points in UNISON's learning agenda and strategy were listed
(see below). These eight points focused on the benefits to employees and UNISON
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itself of UNISON's involvement in training and education. No reference is made to an
agendaor strategy for UNISON's relationship with employers other than that it
positioned itself in relation to employer workforce development strategies(point 8).
In this way the documentary evidence focuses primarily on the benefits to employees
-

learning opportunities; providing skills for life and personal growth; empowering

employees in the workplace - and benefits to UNISON, namely building its capacity,
increasing its rights in the workplace and aligning it with both employers and
government in terms of workplace strategies.
1. UNISON organises around learning to help provide opportunities for union
members (and potential members) and to build union capacity.
2. Asserting UNISON's right to representmember interests on training,
development and learning at work.

3. Challenginginequality.
4. A definition of learning that goes beyond economic utilitarianism.
5. Valuing skills for life and personal growth.
6. Empowering members at work, in their homes and in their communities.
7. Necessity for engaging and helping to transform vocational qualifications.
8. Positioning UNISON in relation to employer and government workforce
development strategies.

Further documentary evidence provided by Participant A details the range of learning
opportunities offered by UNISON from entry level to Level 4 degree qualifications
such as the Social Work degree programme (see Table 4.2 ).
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Table 4.2: Summary of social care learning opportunities offered by UNISON in 2008
Entry 3 to Level 2

Levels 1-3

" Skills for Life - initial assessmentand programmes
" ESOL programmes
" Careconnect Learning IT programmes
Induction in Care
" Learning for you
" Improve Your Study Skills
" Return to Learn

" Working in Care
Level 4

" Understanding Health and Social Care
" Registered Manager's Award

" Work-basedDegreein Social Work
" Work-based Diploma in Nursing

Corresponding to thesedevelopments in UNISON there were changesoccurring

within the casestudysocialcareorganisation.In 1995a workplacelearning
agreement was established as a result of the modernisation of its home-care services,
which required a whole new range of skills in home carers. Management at the
organisation recognised the training needs:
In about '95... managerswere saying to us `As a training function my team of
home help are very enthusiastic... but we feel there is a skill deficit in terms of
their ability to communicate effectively'... because of a learning need UNISON
locally said, `We think this is a wider problem and it coincides with our
representation about your reform of the home care service. We think we can
help you, because we have training and development team resources'.... We
introduced the UNISON written communication skills course and that was the
start of it. (Participant L: Training and Development Officer, Social Care
Organisation /UNISON Consultant)

Participant L went on to describe the move from a partnership for this communication
skills course to a learning partnership for numeracy and Access courses through to the
introduction of the OU K100 course, the Diploma in Social Work and then the
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LPRSW degree.The change of government to New Labour at this time was seenas a
political driver. Participant L cited a focus on widening participation as a crucial
factor in the development of the LPR: `There was a political drive around widening
participation and the council employing local people... giving them the opportunity to
develop through work-based learning'.

Participant A referred to the new Labour government as a driving force for
UNISON's advancing its workplace learning partnerships in the area of social care to
provide a new route into social work. Following the change of government and the
establishment of the UNISON Learning Fund, UNISON put in a bid to develop access
to a new route to social work training in partnership with a social care employer and
Ruskin College in Oxford. This partnership openedup social work training in a
number of councils until it became obvious that the `scale of the operation we were
trying to operate would be too big for them: [Ruskin] couldn't do it' (Participant A).
At this time UNISON had already established a partnership with the OU on K100
(Understanding Health and Social Care) and was talking at length with the university
about broadening the availability of its programmes with employers. Working with
the OU's Sub Dean for External Relations, Assistant Director of Social Work and a
lecturer in social work, UNISON adapted the existing work-based programme so that
it was able to offer the Diploma in Social Work. Working with the OU, UNISON saw
the advantageof [not only providing] a progression route for staff right through to a
professional qualification but... on a national basis.. .with a national provider of the
quality of the OU' (Participant A). This beneficial partnership was also highlighted by
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Participant L, who pointed to the OU's ethos `of being a very supportive learning
environment'.

The interview reveals that Participants L and A, amongst others, acted as key
participants in the development of the LPR. This was acknowledged in the interviews.
I do think people are quite significant in these sorts of projects.. it helped
.
becauseI was part of that network and a number of the managersat the social
care organisation would have known me... I think I was seen as a trusted
broker for UNISON becausewe were seenas one of the management good
guys... You know we didn't always seeeye to eye with UNISON but we had a
strong and healthy relationship. UNISON trusted me and the social care
organisation; I had a reputation with them which I think helped. It helped to oil
the wheels.' (Participant L)

In addition to identifying `enthusiastic local actors' (as also mentioned by Rainbird et
al (2002) in their evaluation of UNISON and health care employer partnership
discussedearlier in this chapter), the importance of a trusting relationship in
partnership work was highlighted. As Participant L outlined, s/he was a key actor in
the partnership, trusted by both UNISON and managers at the social care
organisation. This trust was crucial to the development of the workplace learning
partnership.

The need for a trusting relationship in the development of partnerships is also
highlighted in Rainbird et al's (2003) exploration of employee voice and training
at
work through NHS and other case studies looking at learning partnerships between
managersand union representatives,which found that `it is clear that joint work on
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training and development can contribute to improved communications between
managersand union representatives, which can form the basis of trust' (ibid: p74). In
addition to the recognised benefits of joint working, Rainbird et al argue that any
further benefits of the relationship may not necessarily lead to a trusting relationship
between the unions and managers.The development of the partnerships for training
were possible as a result of their being seen as separatefrom the industrial relation
structures. The importance of trust for the development of the LPR is explored in
more detail later in this thesis.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter has outlined the context surrounding the LPR initiative. The first part of
the chapter explored the development of trade union involvement in workplace
learning through an analysis of the educational and political context, leading to the

introductionof the LPR. The casestudysocialcarecontextwas then lookedat in
greater detail to support an understanding of the implementation of LPR and further
understanding of why the initiative was taken forward. This was achieved through
insight into the employer's approach to training and development and the impact of
the wider regulatory framework on the organisation. Lastly, drawing on evidence
from the case study research,details were provided about when the partnership with
the employer was first set up and how the initiative built on the trust established
through earlier programmes delivered through the partnership.

In the next chapter, LNT is explored in detail to support understanding of the theory
as it is applied in the data analysis/discussion chapters. In the second part of the
chapter the theory is applied to the LPR to describe the actors, processesand structure
of this learning partnership. Evidence is incorporated from both the interview data and
the documentary evidence gathered during the case study research.
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5. The Interpretative Framework
Introduction
A number of approachesand theories pertaining to learning in organisationswere identified in
the literature review. Learning Network Theory (LNT) integratesa number of thesetheories.
LNT was employed in the current researchto interpret the casestudy data. The key principles
of LNT have already been outlined in the literature review. The first part of this chapter
explores it in greaterdetail to understandingof the theory in the data analysis and discussion
chapters.In the secondpart of the chapterthe theory is applied to the Learning Partnership
Route (LPR) to describe the actors,processesand structure of this learning partnership.
Evidence is incorporatedfrom both the interview data and the documentaryevidence gathered
during the casestudy research.

The Learning Network
The main componentsof a learning network, as describedby Poell et al (2000), are learning
structures, learning processesand actors. These are illustrated in Figure 5.1 and described
below.

re 5.1: The learning network of an

Learning Processes
Development of learning policies
Development of learning programmes
Execution of learning programmes

Learning Structures
Content structure
Organisational structure
Learning climate

Learning Network
t

Actors
with action theories

IJ
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In Figure 5.1 it is not clear if any of the componentsof LNT are more central to the network
than any other, so it is left to the readeror interpreter to decide which component they should
start with in an exploration of the theory. A clue provided by Poell et al (ibid), but not evident
in Figure 5.3, is found in their more detailed description of the component. The quote below
reveals that the learning actors havethe most prominent position `at the heart', and for this
reasonI start with the actors in my description of the LNT.
Poell et a] (ibid) statethat
At the heart of eachlearning network are the learning actors,that is, those engagedin
organizing learning...They are referred to as learning actors, becausethey are regarded
as stakeholderswho act deliberately on the basisof their own theories and interests
with respectto work-related learning. (p33)
In contrast to social network theory (White et al 1976), it is not the different types and
numbersof actors in the learning network that are of importance in LNT: in the learning
network, learning is thought to take place when actors acquire and develop action theories.
Poell et al (ibid) utilize the notion of action theoriesbasedon the work of Argyris and Schon
(1978), arguing:
Action theoriesencompassthe norms, ideasand rules that more or less explicitly guide
and legitimise people's actions. (p33)

Poell and Krogt (2006) define learning action theories as (a) learners' views on learning
activities and (b) an actor's views on the organisation of learning programs.

The learning network theorists are not referring to mental operations when referring to
conceptssuch as the learning processesand strategies.They seetheseas socio-organisational.
Poell et al (2000) state:
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The learning network theory...focuseson what happensbetweenpeople as they interact
socially, rather than on what takesplace within a person's mind. (p34)

For Poell et al (ibid), LNT centreson behaviour rather than cognition. One distinct problem
uncoveredthrough the useof LNT in the presentstudy is that there appearsto be a conceptual
shift between the three elementsof the interpretative frame and identifying theoreticaltypes of
learning network. Following a description and outline of someof the structures,action
theories and processesfrom the case study data, it would be expectedthat uncovering the
underlying theoretical type of learning network would be straightforward. However, as shown
later in this chapterand in chapters6 to 9, interpreting the type of learning network from the
casestudy data relied more heavily on the analysisof the very mental operationsthat the
learning network theorists argue are unnecessary.

The purposeof conducting an interview was consideredin depth in the methodology chapter.
Patton (1990) defines it as `[finding] out what is on someone'smind... We interview people to
find out from them thosethings which we cannot directly observe'. This is a good explanation
of one of the key reasonsinterviews were employedas the main researchmethodhere, yet
there is a tension with the position of Poell et al (ibid) outlined above. While the research
questionscould have been addressedthrough observationsof the learning processesin the
organisation,this would have only have led to the current informal and formal learning in the
organisationbeing explored and evidenced.It would not have been possible to identify the
role of UNISON in planning, implementing and evaluating the social work programmes.
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The action theories of actors in the learning network are thought to impact on the learning
processes.The process component of the learning network comprisesthree key processes:(a)
the developmentof learning policies; (b) the development of learning programmes;and (c) the
execution of theselearning programmes(ibid). While Poell et al (ibid) recommendedthat the
processoccurs in this order, they acknowledgethat there is no fixed time order. In the
development of learning policies, Poell et al refer to the generaldirection that the learning
network will take: for example what people will learn and how this will be achieved.They list
activities such as reflecting on learning needsand listing desiredcompetenciesas part of this
process.At the next processstage,the developmentof learning programmesand the learning
activities deemednecessaryfor the organisationare put together. For example, the current
training market is scannedfor the most appropriate way to meet the learning needs.During the
final process stageof the learning network and the execution of learning programmes,people
are actively learning. Examples of activities listed include solving problems at work or taking
online courses.

Poell et al (ibid) describe learning structuresas the stable patternsthat develop over time as a
result of people interacting to organiselearning activities. They argue that learning structures
canbe observed in certain content and organisational structureand also in the learning
climate. They outline three key structures:first, the content structure,which is the profile of
the learning programmescarried out; second,the organisational structure, which details the
division of the actors' tasks and responsibilities to organisethe learning programmesand the
role of eachactor in eachof the three learning processes;and third, the learning climate. In
contrastto other approachesto the learning climate, such as the structural and cultural
approaches,the learning network theorists clearly define their approachto the learning climate
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(Poell and Moorsel 1996). A learning climate in the learning network is defined as the norms
and values regarding learning that are enclosedwithin the structureof a learning network, thus
making a distinct link to learning and structure.

Poell et al (2000) describe four types of learning network. Theseare outlined in Table 5.1,
below. In the liberal learning network, individual employeesare empoweredand the learning
policies and networks are individually orientated.The vertical learning network involves the
linear planning of learning activities and the organisational structureis centralised and
dominated by management.The horizontal learning network is characterisedby egalitarian
relationships and there are no pre-designedlearning policies, as thesedevelop through
learning from current programmesand activity. As the name suggests,the external learning
network is co-ordinated from outside the organisation and the learning programmesadopted

resultfrom innovationsemergingfrom theprofessionalfield. Poellet al (ibid) go on to outline
that LNT does not rest on the assumptionthat an organisation's learning network will fit
neatly into one of the four types, but expectsit to display characteristicsfrom several.
Table 5.1: Four theoretical types of learning networks
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Learning Projects
Following his work with Moorsel (1996), Poell (2006) further developedLNT to explore
workplace learning and, more specifically, `learning projects'. Theseprovide a modified
picture of how learning networks function. Figure 5.2, below, demonstratesthis modification:
there is no longer a one-directional flow between components,and the actors areplaced at the
heart of the figure.
Figure 5.2: Learning programme creation by a learning group of actors in a context
Perceptions
Context
-learning

Actors
In a learning group
HRD professionals,
managers, workers,
colleagues

theories
- learning action

Structure

learning action
strategies

Learning-

programme
creation

-work
Source: Poe112006:p 154

Learning projects are defined succinctly by Poell (2006) as:
A small temporary learning network of employeeswithin an organisation,a group of
people who organise learning activities together. [A learning program is] focused on
one central theme or problem that hasrelevancefor work and for those who organise
it...they can take place in a formalisedtraining setting organised by HRD professionals,
but learning is also brought about informally by the employeesthemselves in their
everyday work situation. (p153)
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The inclusion of both formal and informal learning in this definition is critical and very
relevant to later chaptersof this thesis. This suggeststhat the authorssubscribeto the existence
of both formal and informal learning, and LNT is applicable to both. Strangely, though, the
learning network theorists make no attemptsto incorporate the two types of learning more
specifically in their theory of workplace learning. The exact natureof a learning project and
what is incorporated in this definition is consideredin depth in Chapter 9 of this thesis. In this
chapter,however, and in the application of the theory to the LPR, LNT is applied as defined
by Poell et at (2006) in order to consider the benefits and limitations of the theory.

Discussion in Poell (2006) centreson the existenceand diversity of multiple learning
programs in one organisation. This is touched upon later in this chapterwhen the action
theories of the actors involved in the LPR are describedand explored, but here I look at the

thatcan
diversitythat existsin onelearningprojectratherthan theconflictsandconsensus
exist in different learning projects in one organisation.

Directions for further research
Poell (2006) proposesthat further researchinto multiple learning projects is needed,
specifically when looking at the diverse learning action theories and learning action strategies
that can exist betweenthe various actors.This particular aspectof a learning network can be
explored not only between learning projects but also within them. I attempt this in the second
sectionof this chapter,as the diversity of the learning action theories and strategiesof the LPR
actorsare uncoveredin the casestudy data.
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Applying the Interpretative

Framework

The Actors
Prior to the identification of the LPR actors it is necessaryto further understandwhat the
learning network theorists mean by the term actor. Poell (2006) suggests(with referenceto
Figure 5.1 p 117)that:
Relevant actors are workers, managers,1-IRDprofessionals,trade unions, workers'
associations,external training providers, and so forth. (p79)

Here they identify not only individual peoplebut also whole organisationsas actors. Using
this seemingly broad definition of actorshasthe potential to makeany interpretationof the
casestudy data difficult; thus I use a more concise definition of an actor here to aid my
analysisof the case study data, by defining the individuals who have, or have had, a role in the
LPR as `learning actors'.

Learning Partnership Route Learning Actors
At the most simple level of data analysisit is apparentthat learning actors come from the three
main partners, namely the caseorganisation,the OU and the trade union UNISON. However,
the interview data provide a wider picture of central and peripheral actors in this learning
network. SeventeenLPR learning actorswere interviewed (see Appendix B). A further twenty
learning actors were acknowledgedby the interviewees as having some involvement in the
LPR, meaning that in total thirty-seven LPR learning actors were identified. This included not
only central actors from the caseorganisation,the OU and UNISON but also the students
themselves.Students' involvement is evident from their inclusion at the planning and review
stagesand by their attendanceat the stakeholdermeetings.Other peripheral actors included
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the other trade unions and their facilities, input from learning and development departmentsat
other social care organisations. One key setof actors identified as absentfrom the stakeholder
meetings was the service users,' although thesewere acknowledgedto have been presentat
the potential students' application and interview stages.
I think there is one facet that we still needto learn about: that's serviceuser
involvement and how we include that if we are going to, how we include them in the
selection processand how we engagefurther with serviceusers.I think it's a piece of
work that needsdoing if we want to engagefurther... I know from the external on the
degreethere is service user involvement on the interview day, when applicants are
invited up and it's a whole day session.There is service user input as they are part of
an interviewing panel. I think it is somethingthat is very important, and we have to get
to grips with that I think a bit more if we are going to go down that route. (Participant
0, Social Work Development Officer, social care organisation)

From the quote above by a participant from the social care organisation it is apparentthat the
interviewee believes that there are additional roles for serviceusers in work-basedlearning
that should be further explored.

This brief consideration of the actorscentral to the LPR has highlighted not only who the key
actors are, but also those who are excluded but who the participants believe should be included
more centrally. At this stageit would be appropriate to employ social network analysis to
identify the frequency and strengthof the links between the actors involved in the casestudy
partnership.This will not be done, however. Poell et al (2000) clearly distinguish LNT from
social network analysis, which is one of the most commonly-used ways of investigating
I Definition

of `service users' (taken from a Department of Health literature review undertakenin preparation for
introduction
the
of the social work degree):`Those who are eligible to accesssocial work services- but
those
who define themselves as potential usersof social work services, either becausethey anticipate a
also...
future need, or becausethey choose not to use the servicesthat are currently available to them' (Swift 2002).
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learning networks in contemporary research.It relies on the actors involved to investigate
researchdata; Poell et al (ibid), alternatively name three main componentsof a learning
network in an organisation and also highlight its processesand structure. For this reasonthe
interview data are not subjectedto any further quantitative analysisin terms of the actors
involved. Following the application of a social network analysis,Pahor et al (2008), argue that
it provides support for the network perspectiveon organisational learning:
The results presentedin this article stressthe importance of key individuals in the
network. However, it is not just the individuals that are important; it is also the context
in which the learning network emergesthat is of crucial importance. Companiesthat
wish to promote organizational learning should nurture the different contexts in which
the learning network emerges.(p 193)

This limitation of the application of social network analysis to uncover a learning network is
thus realisedby Pahor et at (2008) themselves.They recognisethat it is `limited to
identification of key individuals in the network' (p193) and that the use of this analysiscannot
uncover the full context in which the learning network emerges.As a critical realist I use an
alternative meansof interpreting the casestudy data: the application of thematic analysis.

Action Theories
It is not the different types and numbersof actor in the learning network that are important in
LNT: in the learning network, learning is thought to take place when actors acquire and

developactiontheories.Poellet al (2000)utilize thenotionof actiontheoriesbasedon the
work of Argyris and Schon (1978), stating:
Action theories encompassthe norms, ideasand rules that more or less explicitly guide
and legitimise people's actions. (p33)
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Earlier in this chapterI outlined the processcomponentsof LNT and pointed out that learning
action theoriesare thought to impact on learning processes.This is an appropriate point in the
casestudy data analysisto addressresearchquestion 1 to identify and explore the concept of a
learning organisation from the viewpoint of the actors involved in the LPR (using the SCIE
learning organisation characteristicresource(2004)). I define theseaction theories as `learning
action theories', as they arethe norms and valuesthat individuals and organisationsapply
specifically to the concept of learning.

The first set of learning action theories explored during the interviews was the learning actors'
action theories with regard to the concept and reality of establishing a learning organisation,
and what this concept meant for them in practice. Responsesfrom the interview participants
differed widely, revealing that the actorswere constrainedby the organisation in terms of what
learning actions they were able to employ. Their action theories aroundthe concept of a
learning organisation and culture were fluid and not something for which they had a
crystallised set of norms and ideas.The following excerpt from an interview with an
interviewee from the social care organisationillustrates that s/hebelieves more can be done to
achievehis/her own notion of a learning organisation. However, later in the interview this
sameparticipant indicated that s/hedid not have a clear idea of what a learning organisation
and culture are.
I mean, I have got things that I think that I would probably like to push forward in
terms of in the field of practice learning, becauseI know there are opportunities to
utilise some of the knowledge baseand experiencesomeof our staff and senior social
workers and senior practitioners have.Not necessarily a careeropportunity; but once
you rule out managementand people going into managementthere seemsto be a bit of
a gap of people who want to remain practice-basedand have built up a wide experience
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of knowledge, say in the areaof working with children and families. There are
practitioners who enjoy maybe taking studentson placements,but it's the arguments
about whether a team hasgot the capacity to do that, and whether they have got the
individual capacity according to their commitments. I just think [we need] a little space
where ... we could build up what usedto be called pupil learning units a long time ago
or student learning units. This is somethingwhich I think goesback to the '70s. I'm
not quite sure but I think they were like little - almost like cocoons,where students
went to professionals,probably senior practitioners who would maybe supervise
maybe three, four, five students. They must have had their workload moderatedor
mediated. So what you have got is that they are still in practice, but they are still then
offering their expertises.Not just one on one but in a much more structuredway to be
able to give and pass onto the next generationof social work students.So it begins to
embed a sort of notion of what I seeas a learning organisationthat is using our
learning. (Participant 0, Social Work Development Officer, social care organisation)
I haven't really got an overview about what is seenas a learning culture and learning
organisation. I have been through enoughconferencesnow and heard enough
definitions of it that I know nothing. It's in the individual perception. Sometimesit is
just somejargon to work through. (Participant 0)

While the interview participants from the social care organisation offered conflicting action
theories in relation to the learning organisation,participants from UNISON provided clearer
and more distinct action theories of learning in organisations.For example, the excerpt below
indicates how a partnership actor from UNISON believed that the culture of learning in
organisationsrequires more than just the employers input if it is to be achieved.
I think sometimespoliticians understandablytalk lively in a way about changing the
culture of learning, but to really do it is a job that the key stakeholdershave to be
centrally involved in, and that involves the trade unions. It's not somethingthat
employers could do on their own, in my view, and the governmentneedsto recognise
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the role of trade unions in doing this much more than it doesactually. (Participant E:
UNISON National Learning and Workforce Officer)

The commentsbelow indicate that one UNISON participant was very clear in his/her own
mind about the concept of a learning organisation and the stepsthat social care organisations
need to take to become a learning organisation.
As far as social servicesare concernedthey're potentially a very good learning
organisation,becausethey are required by government to get closely involved in all
social work training. As you know, they provide all the placementsand practice
teachersand all that kind of stuff, which if you put that alongsidea lot of industrial
practice, certainly a few years ago that would have been exemplary. Now the
employersare catching up like mad. But they weren't then, I don't think. So yeah, I'm
not sure if that really answersyour question. I'm probably rambling now, but the whole
thing about the learning organisation:I tell you, there is one aspectabout this that I
think is very important: that is, the role of the first line manager is absolutely vital as a
learning organisation-typeperson.They needto understandthat their role is helping
their staff to learn and develop from their practice, and giving them time to do it and
helping them and becoming a tutor themselves.The first line managerneedsto become
a tutor or mentor if they can and not just a supervisorwho's checking up that they're
doing their pacesright, and not just filling in forms and so on. (Participant F,
Consultant, UNISON)

The evidence from the interview data about the action theories on the learning organisation
indicate that partnership actors from the various organisations had not only contrasting views
but also different levels of understandingof the concept of the learning organisation. The
UNISON partnership actorsgave different but clear action theories on the learning
organisation. They were all consistent in appearingto have a clear and crystallised idea of
what the concept of a learning organisationmeans.Most often this definition included the role
of UNISON in achieving learning in a social care organisation, and the impact of the LPR
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studentson the process.The OU LPR learning actorsportrayed clear notions of the learning
organisation as a concept, and usedit, as did the UNISON learning actors, in relation to the
role that students canplay in leading the social care organisation towards the goal of a learning
organisation.The LPR learning actors from the social care organisation, however, appeared
confused about what this concept represents.

One canconclude from this finding that both UNISON and the OU may be well placed to
assist social care organisationsin becominga learning organisation or increasing
organisational learning. One important theme that came through from the UNISON learning
actorswas the important potential role of key learning actors in matching the learning action
theories of all actors so that they are striving towards the samegoal.

Poell et al (2000) contend that norms and ideas can `explicitly guide and legitimise people's
actions'. If this is correct, it may explain why UNISON has been successfulas a force in
learning in social care organisationsduring the last twenty years.To achievethe goal of
becoming a successfullearning organisation, social care employeesneed to possessclarified
and non-conflicting ideas about this learning organisation concept.

The next set of action theories explored in the data analysis using this interpretative
framework is the actors' norms, ideasand rules about SCIE and the SCIE learning
organisationresource.The researchmethod involved usedthe SCIE resourceas a starting
point from which to investigate the participants' knowledge and understandingof learning in
their organisation.All actors from the social care organisation and the OU were awareof the
SCIE resourcesprior to the interview. SomeUNISON actors, however, were not. The excerpts
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below reveal the thoughts of two of the social care organisationactors who appearedquite
knowledgeable about SCIEs work and resources.

Researcher: Have you seenthe SCIE learning organisationresourceat all?
Participant P (Job Development Manager, social care organisation): Yes...I was at a
conference last week where they were coming to talk about their new booklet on
personalisation,and I often go onto their website and try and keepup to date. Probably
not as much as other people, but I am awarethat they have got somestuff and I think
they are setting up some stuff around mental capacity act and web page resources.
Researcher: Have you seenthe SCIE learning organisationcharacteristicresource?Is
that somethingthat your organisationwould use?
Participant P: It is always difficult when you look at other resources,because
sometimeslocal authorities want to have somethingthat's theirs, branded.But I think
people probably do usethem, and certainly in workforce developmentwhen people are
training, and I think someof my colleagueswill definitely usethem and I may well
signpostpeople to them or find them really useful to keep myself up to date.
Researcher: Do you know if the SCIE resourcehas been usedby your organisation?
Participant 0 (Social Work DevelopmentOfficer, social care organisation): I don't
know. I mean we are aware of SCIE and seeSCIE and our learning development
officers and managerswork with them, in terms of knowing what they do, and yes, we
are aware, and I have been into their website, for example, to try and get information.
What's the other one that I usea lot? SWAP, that I think is the University of
Southampton,isn't it? Moderated down there. I don't know so I've got stuff. Someof
it is just researchstuff and is very informative. I won't go on it continuously but if the
need arises, so it's an `as and when required'. And I know my manager
to
... used
attend meetings at SCIE ... They just go on and on, and there are all sorts of revamping
and organisational and structural changes,and of who the governing bodies are
responsiblefor every facet of care.

The actors from UNISON and the OU who were aware of the SCIE resourceappearedto
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apply the characteristicsto their immediatesituation and their role within the partnership in
utilising the resource.For example, one OU actor commented:
Yes. I've seensomeof this stuff [refers to key characteristics].I supposeall I can do
from my perspective is to encouragethat when they are on the course,and I think that
middle year when we went round and actually met with line managersand talked about
it... it varied so much. Somemanagerswere really open to the idea of encouraging
learning, whereas somecould hardly give us the time of day. It varied incredibly. I
hope that we sowed a few seedsby having someonefrom the university going together
to talk with the line manager,with the studentpresent,about what the future learning
needswere and about how thesecould be addressedin the workplace. I hope that that
sort of filtered out and becamenot just for the student but really encouraged.
(Participant B: OU lecturer in Social Work)

This actor also offered his/her own action theory about the developmentof learning in the
social care organisation and the role of managersin this process:
Someteams clearly have this interest in developing all the things SCIE has identified,
whereasother teamsare really much more interested in meeting targets etc, but not in
the developmentof the individual. I think it does dependpretty much who is the
managerof the team at the time, how the team behavesas to whether they develop
either into a learning environment or not. (Participant B)

Applying the learning network interpretative framework to the casestudy interview data
enabled investigation into the action theories held by the key actors on the concept and idea of
a learning organisation.This revealedthat the knowledge and theory differ not only between
the organisationsinvolved, but also betweenactors from the sameorganisation.

Despite efforts by SCIE to help social care employeesunderstandwhat a learning organisation
is, the data analysis revealed confusion amongsta number of the actors.UNISON actors,
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however, were more confident talking about the concept as a vision, even when they could not
precisely define the concept. In starting the fieldwork I decided not to ask the participants to
define the conceptof the learning organisation directly, as I did not expect that they would all
be familiar with and use it. But as can be seenfrom the excerpts above,someof the actors in
this learning network were familiar with the concept and had ideas, norms and rules about how
it can work in practice.

The Processes
The action theories of actors in the learning network are thought to impact on the learning
processes.The processcomponent of the learning network comprisesthree key processes
(Poell et al 2000): (a) the developmentof learning policies; (b) the developmentof learning
processes;and (c) the execution of theselearning programmes.These three processesare
describedbelow.

Development of Learning Policies
Here the theorists are referring to the generaldirection that the learning network will take, i. e.
what people will learn and how this will be achieved.For example, in the LPR the general
socio-organisationalpolicy addressedthe need to solve social worker recruitment and
retention problems through the social care organisation's `growing its own' social workers. In
addition, the principle of widening participation, initiated and supportedby UNISON, was
applied in choosing employeeswho had not previously studied for a higher education
qualification.
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Development of Learning Programmes
The developmentof learning programmesinvolves putting together the learning activities
deemednecessaryfor the organisation.The current training market is scannedfor the most
appropriate way of meeting the learning needs.It was decided that the chosenemployees
should study for the LPRSW qualification via a distancelearning, work-based courseprovided
by the OU. This indicates that the organisationwas reflecting on the needsof the workplace as
well as on those of individual employeesto produce a policy on this formal learning
qualification.

Execution of Learning Programmes
In the LPR learning network the case study organisation initially implemented the Diploma in
Social Work, followed by the Social Work Degreeprogramme for employeeswho met the
widening participation agendaset out in this learning policy. The action theories of actors in
the learning network are thought to impact on the learning processes,including the
developmentof learning policies and programmesand their execution. While Poell et al
(2000) recognisethat it is commonly recommendedthat theseprocessesoccur in this order;
they acknowledgethat there is no fixed order. It is unclear from their description of LNT
whether those applying the interpretative framework should outline and detail all these
learning processesor whether the processesin this chaptercould be interpreted by someother
means.For the purposeof this casestudy, data analysis description is usedas a starting point
for the interpretation. Below, Figure 5.3 details the policies and programmesthat led to the
execution of the casestudy LPRSW qualification.
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Figure 5.3: Policies and programmes that led to the execution of the LPR
Widening participation
and increasing employer
involvement
Development of Open
Universitywork-based
social work
qualification

The Learning Partnership Route to
Social Work qualification

Social care
professionalisation

Unison employee
relations agenda

what union? Learning
Fund

How exactly do action theories impact on the learning processes?It is relevant hereto
consider the potential impact of the action theories on further learning network processesand
changesthat may be made to the policies and programmesrun by the social care organisation
as a result of learning that hastaken place through the learning partnership. The excerpt below
details the responseof a UNISON actor who was asked about the future of the learning
partnerships.
I'd like to think it does mean more staff our end and more at the Open University
dedicatedto making the partnership work a success.I'd like to think that those staff
had a clear vision of where they're headed,and that UNISON had fallen in completely
with the vision, as had the Open University. If we could seethe bestpractice that we
have begun to establish becomingtypical of employers in the public sector so they're
complementaryto their straight training programme... So what I want is a structure at
all levels which enablesthat to happen,that does mean that staffing at all levels, as I
said earlier, is very important. Commitment is important at all levels, and having a
learning offer which is not just suitablebut is actually integrated with the
working lives
of the people it is offered to, so I would like to seetailor-made courses, for example in
social care. In adult social care there should be an openings course and that should
bring people onto the learning progression.Instead of them having to do
an open, more
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generalOpen University openings course,we should start developing tailor-made
coursesto fulfil the functions that we want them to. I'd hoped we would have moved
beyond the point we are now, which is still experimental and pioneering, to being
sustainable...If, when I leave, the UNISON/Open University partnership is considered
to be completely sustainablefor the future and valued by both organisations,then I
reckon I'll have done my job. (Participant E, National Learning and Workforce
Officer, UNISON)

This responsefrom the UNISON National Learning and Workforce Officer indicates that s/he
wants to further develop and sustainthe development of the processesbetween UNISON,
social care organisationsand the OU. However, s/he also indicated that UNISON's policies
were shifting towards other learning programmes:
We areputting all our resourcesnow into the skills for life, K100 end of the spectrum.
We have definitely pulled back from promoting the LPR as a priority. We're still
supporting it, and if the time is right again for it to come out and be promoted wider
then we will do that. (Participant E)

Feedbackfrom one of the social care organisation actors,Participant 0, a Social Work
Development Officer, indicated that they may have stoppedrecruiting further cohorts to the
LPRSW degreedue to the length of the learning programme:
Participant 0 (Social Work Development Officer, social care organisation): quite
...
simply, the MSc is two years, so this is just a quicker turn around with, I guess, a
proven track record of somebodywho's done a first degree. I get the impression there's
an increasedneed in terms of professional standards,...
the written reports and stuff like
that, so I guess if you're a manager and you know somebody has completed a first
degreethey have obtained those necessaryacademic standards.I'm
not saying that this
is the right way, but just that that might be one way. I think the
whole qualification
..
support of staff at graduatelevel and postgraduatelevel PQ and NVQs qualification
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support and workforce priority - is all being reviewed by us, and there will be a piece
of work undertaken by my new manager,and in turn her manager, where that's going
to be looked at...with operational managers, and probably some more guidance [will
be] given then
Researcher: Who would be deciding that? Would it be different for eachdepartment?
Participant 0:
Well, it would be in consultation betweenthe workforce developmentteam and senior
managerswithin CYPT and adult social care and health, and input they need from me
on ... prior experiencesof the grow your own schemes.Those workforce development
priorities, they changeover time, and I'm surethey're part of the mix. The changing
nature of what the national agendadrivers for adult servicesare...the personalisation
agenda,and maybe looking at how you reframe the workers that're going to be needed
in teams,and what qualifications they're going to need.You've got the skills mixes in
teamsin terms of unqualified and qualified personnel.I'm sure they look at what
qualifications and staff we support for eachroute within that mix, and what recruitment
and retention levels are at any given time, along with opportunities for widening
participation or the postgraduateroute. I'm sure they're all in the mix as part of the
discussions,so I don't think it hasbeen stopped.It hasalways been held in review. We
haven't secondedsince2006, but it's never been ruled out or ruled in: it's just a
position that's being kept under review, and I think it is now coming to this review, if
you seewhat I mean. So nothing hasever been excluded or included.

This social careorganisation learning actor went on to describe the actors and the processes
undertakenin planning and reviewing learning programmes,highlighting the role of
workforce development,senior managersand policies such as the Department of Health's
personalisationagenda.However, s/he made no referenceto the other central learning actors
of the LPRSW qualification, namely the OU and UNISON. This appearsto indicate that for
this actor, the internal actorswith prescribed authority led to the learning processes
in this social care organisation.
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The Structures
Poell et al (2000) describe learning structuresas the stable patternsthat develop over time as a
result of people interacting to organise learning activities. They arguethat their learning
structurescan be observed in certain content, organisational structuresand the learning
climate. They outline three key structures, describedearlier, which I discussbelow in relation
to the LPR casestudy.

Content Structure
The content structure,according to Poell et al (2000), is the profile of the learning
programmes.The learning partnershipbetweenthe social care organisation,UNISON and the
OU began with the implementation of a work-based Diploma in Social Work programme.This
was completedby two cohorts of studentsfrom the social care organisation.Following this,
with the introduction of the degreein 2006, a further cohort of studentsembarkedon to the
BA degreein Social Work. The profile of each of these learning programmesis outlined in
Table 5.2, below.
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Table 5.2: A comparison of learning activities undertaken in the Diploma in Social Work
Programme and the Social Work Degree Programme
Learning Activities

Diploma in Social Work
programme

Social Work Degree
programme

Practice learning courses
Non-practice learning
courses
Bridging workshops
Paid study leave
Workshops
Local Management
Group
Stakeholder meeting
Workshops for line
managers and practice
assessors
Support group for
students

The Organisational Structure
This section details the actors' division of tasks and responsibilities to organisethe learning
programmesand highlights how learning actors have played a role in eachof the three
learning processes.The evidence for the LPR learning network's organisational structureis
taken from the Social Work DegreeProgramme LPR Guide (The Open University 2006),
which provides a generaloutline of the key participants and their roles.
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Summary of Key Participants and Roles
A nominated member of each sponsoringagencywill act as agency coordinator (such as a member of
the training or human resourcessection) and be responsible for identifying quality practice learning
opportunities which meet the needsof each student. This person will be the contact point for the Open
University staff to discuss individual students' learning needs.The agencycoordinator will also be in a
good position to help studentsset up informal support or study groups and organiserepresentationon
the Local Management Group or other forums for studentrepresentation.
Open University tutors and regional staff will work with practice assessorsand agencycoordinators to
respond to individual students' learning and support needs.
Students' line managersand senior managementrequire a high level of commitment and awarenessof
the LPR in the agency in order to meet students' learning and professionaldevelopment needs.When a
member of senior managementattendsor chairs the Local Management Group, it demonstratesreal
commitment to the endeavourand can generatecooperation from other senior managers.
Students' line managers', team members' and colleagues' awarenessof learning needs(such as the
student role) and receptivity to new ideasare important elements of a positive learning environment.
A member of the Open University regional staff will attendthe Local Management Group and act as a
communication point with the Faculty and individual tutors.
The Unison member of the Local Managementgroup (whether or not a branch officer) is likely to be
someonewith field experienceas a social care employee, and will report back regularly to the Unison
branch. Unison has produced its own guide for branch officers involved in the Social Work Degree
Programme (obtainable from the Open College).
Unison and Open University national LPR team members will be available for consultation and advice.
The OU centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning in Practice-BasedProfessionalLearning will
be involved in evaluating the development of the LPR.
Source: The Open University 2006

The key learning actors that can be identified from this Learning Partnership Communication
are the agencycoordinator, students,OU tutors, practice assessors,students' line managers,
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senior management,team members,OU regional staff, UNISON branch membersand LPR
team membersbasedat UNISON and the OU. The roles of the LPR learning actors in the
partnershipwere also investigatedin the case study interviews. The following table details a
role analysisbasedon casestudy interview data.
Table 5.3: Roles of the LPR learning actors
Organisation

Open University

Job Title (role at time of
involvement in LPR if leftotherwise current role)
DipSW Programme& Course
Tutor

Role in LPR

Course tutor & LPR DipSW programme tutor
visiting students on placement
Planning, implementationand continuing support
throughout LPR
Course tutor & LPR Social Work Degree
programme tutor. Runs Bridging Workshops

Open University

Staff Tutor

Open University

Programme Tutor

Open University

Sub Dean External Relations

Planning and implementationof the LPR

Open University

Lecturer in Social Work

Planning and implementationof the LPR

Open University
Other

Assistant Director of Social
Work (England)
Assistant Director of Learning &
Development

SocialCare Organisation TrainingManager

Planning and implementation of the LPR
External Advisor

Managementof LPR

Social Care Organisation

Training & Development Officer/
Consultant UNISON

Planning, implementationand management of
LPR
Supporting LPR students on placementsand
also the staff that took them on. Agency co
coordinator role.

Social Care Organisation

Social Work Development
Officer

Social Care Organisation

Job Development Manager

LPR Actor colleague- no specific role

Social Care Organisation

Head of Learning &
Development

Planning and implementation of the LPR

UNISON

Head of Open College

Planning and implementation of the LPR

UNISON
UNISON

Membership Development
Officer
National Learning & Workforce
Officer

UNISON

Consultant UNISON

External Evaluator (Participatory)

UNISON

Educational Convenor/ Single
Status Officer

Planning, implementation and management of
LPR. Also support for LPR students

Planning and implementation of the LPR
Management of LPR

The job titles andjob roles above,taken from the documentary and interview evidence, can be
combined to examine the learning actors' roles in the three learning processes,namely the
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developmentof learning policies and of learning programmesand the execution of learning
programmes.The results of this analysisare detailed in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: LPR Learning Actor Roles
Key Learning Actors

Developing

Developing

Executing Learning

Learning Policies

Learning

Programmes

Programmes
Agency coordinator
OU tutors
Practice assessors
Students' Line
Managers
Senior management
Team members
OU regional staff
UNISON branch

member

Central UNISON LPR

management

Central OU LPR

management

Table 5.4 shows that all the key LPR learning actors had a role in the execution of this
learning programme. Practice assessors,students' line managersand team memberswere not
found to have had a named role in the developmentof the learning policy and this learning
programme.

The Learning Climate
The network theorists clearly define their approachas different from the structural and cultural
approachesto the learning climate (Poell and Moorsel 1996). A learning climate in the
learning network is defined as the norms and values regarding learning that are enclosed
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within the structureof a learning network, thus making a distinct link to learning and structure.
Earlier in this chapter I defined learning action theories as the norms and values that
individuals or organisationshold specifically regarding the conceptof learning. In this respect
I have already covered this elementof the learning structuresunder my analysisof learning
actors; it seemsto fit most comfortably here in the application of the LNT. Arguably, then, the
learning climate of a learning network could be repositioned, as the LPR learning network is
restricted to a learning process.The concept of a learning climate and its position with the
learning network is further explored in Chapter 8.

Theoretical Types of Learning Network
Following analysisof the main componentsof the case study learning network the casestudy
learning network can now be positioned in the three-dimensional spacethat allows it to be
classified by type. The findings from the casestudy data analysiswere comparedto the four
learning networks depicted by Poell et al (2000). Below is an outline of eachof the networks
and how the casestudy learning network meetsor doesnot meet their characteristics.

1. The liberal learning network
In this type of network the focus is on meeting the needsof the individual and enabling
individual employeesto create their own learning activities. Evidence of the student
employees' individual input was found in their involvement in the planning of learning
activities during the learning programme. The overall programme planning and development,
however, was not in their handsbut was rather directed by central learning actors from the
social care organisation, the OU and UNISON. While this network doeshave liberal elements
it cannot be describedas a fully liberal learning network.
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2. The vertical learning network
Vertical learning networks are characterisedby linear planning of the learning activities (ibid).
For example, following the linear processoutlined on p117, the development of learning
policies leadsto the planning and execution of learning programmes.Such a simple linear
processwas not found in the formation of the case study LPR. While policy such as widening
participation initiatives did impact on the developmentof the partnership, specific learning
policies and directions that resulted from the learning programme were identified as under
review in the organisation.

3. The horizontal learning network
This type of learning network provides a better fit for the casestudy learning network. It has
no pre-designedlearning policies. Learning activities areprocess-orientatedand aimed at
problem solving. The horizontal learning network exists in organisationswhere there are
egalitarian relationshipsbetweenthe actors,and the learning climate emphasisesthe
integration of learning (Poell et al 2000). It was difficult to ascertain the nature of the
relationships betweenthe learning actors in the case study learning network. Much of the
evidence indicates power and influence in key individuals. There is someevidenceof a
learning climate that integrateslearning and work, but this was reported as dependentupon
managersand specific teams within the social care organisation.

4. The external learning network
The external network, as the name implies, is coordinated from outside the organisation. It
could be argued that the case study learning network is therefore strongly characteristicof an
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external learning network due to its partnershipbasis and the central role and influence of key
actors from other organisations.However, the motivation for providing the social work
qualification - to meet the recruitment and retention needswithin the social care organisation
- was internal. The motivations of the external actors, namely the OU and UNISON, included
their internal needsto gain new studentsand increasemembership. However, they all fulfil
one sharedobjective: widening studentparticipation in the social work qualification.

It appearsfrom the application of LNT interpretative framework that the case study learning
partnership is predominantly comprised of characteristicsthat fall into the categoriesof the
horizontal and external learning networks.

Not only do the learning network theorists describeand explain the learning network, they
also addresswhat they called `the labour network' and depict the relationship betweenthe
two. The labour network addresseshow work is organised. The interpretative framework
applied to the casestudy datawas limited to the application of the learning network, as the
case study was not conductedwith the aim of uncovering the social care organisation's labour
network and its connection to learning. It is possible to hypothesiseabout the type of labour
network that exists basedon the outcome of the application of the learning network
interpretation. Poell et al (2000) proposethat:

LNT assumescertain relationships betweenthe learning network and the labour
network of an organisation...a liberal learning network is likely to be found in
entrepreneurialwork, a vertical learning network is expected in machine-bureaucratic
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work, a horizontal learning network is related to adhocratic2group work, and an
external learning network is most common for professional work. (p40)

One distinct problem uncoveredthrough the use of LNT is that there appearsto be a
conceptual shift between the elementsof the interpretative framework and identifying
theoretical types of learning network. It was expected that by following a description and
outline of someof the structures,action theories and processesfrom the case study data
uncovering the underlying theoretical type of learning network would be straightforward.
However, interpreting the type of learning network from the casestudy data relied more
heavily on analysis of the very mental operationsthat, the learning network theorists argue, are
unnecessaryfor an interpretation that `focusesmainly on what happensbetween people as
they interact socially, rather than on what happenswithin a person's mind' (p34).

Poell et al (ibid) acknowledgethe importance of actors' learning action theories in guiding
their actions,and this reliance on actors in the network is illustrated in Figure 5.1, page 117,
which depicts a linear flow in the network from structuresto actors, actorsto processesand
processesto structure.According to Poell et al (ibid), LNT is merely a description and an
interpretation of the social-organisationallearning activities, processesand strategies.To
strengthenthe applicability of LNT perhapstheseauthorsneed to further incorporate and
recognisethe vital role of mental activities, processesand strategiesin LNT and the
interwoven aspectsof sociology and psychology that their theory advocates.

Z Alvin Toffler popularized the term adhocracy in his 1970's book `Future Shock'. It describes
a type of
management system in which hierarchies are disbanded and all individuals in an organisation are given the power
to make decisions.Toffler predicted that this type of managementsystem would eventually supplant bureaucracy.
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Another question askedhere is whether this linear model of the learning network is accurate
for application to the casestudy. Figure 5.4 details a linear relationship that assumesthat
learning action theories must result in learning policy and programmesbefore they can have
an impact of any learning structure. Someof the case study evidenceappearsto suggest
otherwise. Feedbackfrom one social care organisation actor discussedearlier revealed how,
basedon action theories about learning and not merely learning processes,the social care
organisation is now moving away from a widening participation model of social work
qualification. It is now offering the shorter postgraduateroute to employeeswho havealready
proved their educationalcompetence.This alternative flow betweenactor, processand
structure is outlined in Figure 5.4 below.

Figure 5.4: Revised learning network of an organisation
Learning Processes
Development of learning policies
Development of learning programmes
Execution of learning programmes

IT
Actors
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The Learning Network

-~-º
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Chapter Summary
A number of approachesand theoriespertaining to learning in organisationswere identified in
the literature review. The first part of this chapter explored learning network theory (LNT) in
detail to support and increaseunderstandingof the useof the theory in the data
analysis/discussionchapters.In the secondpart of the chapterthe theory was applied to the
Learning PartnershipRoute (LPR) to describethe actors,processesand structure in this
learning partnership. Evidence was incorporated from both the interview data and the
documentary evidence gatheredduring the casestudy. In the final part of this chapter,the type
of learning network that the LPR casestudy constitutes was examined.The application of
LNT and the interpretative framework to the casestudy data uncovered the learning actors'
action theories about the learning organisationand the SCIE characteristics.It also uncovered
a number of problems with LNT, which are elaboratedon in Chapter 8. Chapter6 focuses
more substantially on the LPR learning actors' action theories relating to formal learning, and
in Chapter 7 their action theories about informal learning are investigated.
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6. Formal Learning in the LPR
The nature of formal learning was consideredin the literature review chapter and defined by
Marsick and Watkins (1990: p12) as `typically institutionally sponsored,classroombased,and
highly structured'. This researchaims to uncover not only the formal but also the informal
learning that occurs as a part of this network. Both types of learning are consideredimportant
in the SCIE learning characteristicsand by the learning network theorists themselves.Poell
(2006 p153) statesthat a learning project `can take place in a formalised training setting
organisedby HRD professionals,but learning is also brought about informally by the
employeesthemselves in their everyday work situation'. A more thorough analysisof the
nature of informal learning in social work and the interaction between formal and informal
learning is presentedChapter 7. The focus of this chapteris solely on the formal learning
aspectsof the LPR learning network, and in particular on the role of UNISON in this process.
This addressesresearchobjective 2b; to investigate the role of UNISON in formal learning
through the LPRSW degree.For the purpose of the data analysis in this chapter,I define
formal learning more precisely than Marsick and Watkins (1990) as the preplannedand
structured learning which occurs as a result of the LPRSW degree.

In the learning network, learning is thought to take place when the actors acquire and develop
action theories. Poell et al (2000) utilize the notion of action theories basedon the work of

Argyris andSchon(1978),postulatingthat:
Action theories encompassthe norms, ideasand rules that more or less explicitly guide
and legitimise people's actions. (p33)
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In Chapter 51 defined learning action theories as `the norms and values that individuals or
organisationshold in relation specifically to the concept of learning'. Here I investigate the
LPR learning network learning actors' learning action theories on formal learning.

A number of themesrelating to the role of UNISON in formal learning in the learning
partnership network were identified in the casestudy: the function of UNISON in the
partnership; the strengthsof UNISON's involvement in formal learning; the weaknessesor
problems resulting from its involvement; benefits to UNISON resulting from the learning
partnership; and the future of UNISON-sponsoredformal learning in social care organisations.
These themesare discussedalongsideexcerpts from the interview transcriptsbelow.
Following this, evidencefrom the researchdata is used to explore what I term a `formal
learning network' and to identify what type of learning network this represents,basedon the
descriptionsby Poell et al (2000) outlined in Chapter 5.

Function
Engaging the employer and employees
UNISON's role in LPR in engagingthe employer and employeesemerged during the case
study with a description of and reflections on how it engagedwith the social care organisation
to implement the formal learning qualification. One UNISON actor spoke in detail about what
s/he called the `ingredients' of a successfullearning partnership, including the needto
establisha relationship and build trust, and mentioned some of the challengesin this process.
The single ingredient that I've identified since I've beenhere is the length of the
relationship between UNISON and the employer and the trust that's built up through
that relationship. These two things working together appearto be what give you the
platform to move on. That's not easy,becausepeople and managersin the local
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authority and Unison change.At its very best it is this longevity and trust that actually
help people work out what arethe bestprogrammesand how they canput them into
practice. At the moment that's noticeable by being rare, and what we've got to move
towards is a situation where it's rooted and built into the longevity of the relationship.
(Participant E, National Learning and Workforce Officer: UNISON)

In addition to UNISON's part in establishingrelationships with learning actors at management
level, its role in engagingwith employeesand potential studentsis revealedin the quote
above,along with the perceived importance of this role and how UNISON might have been
better placed than the OU to engagewith the employer. The OU's relationship with the social
care employeescentred only on the social work degree.UNISON communicated with the
social care employeeson a wider set of issuescovering significantly more than learning.
Through this wider role they were able to establish a greaterlevel of trust.
One of the key things is trust, and often trade union representativeson the shop floor at
the workplace have got the trust of groups of workers that employersperhapsfind it
difficult to get the trust of, especially those who are outside the usual frameworks,
people who have trouble with literacy and numeracy for example. I think trade unions
can be a trusted partner for workers and also they can be a pressuregroup for workers
at the workplace, as they are nationally. (Participant E, National Learning and
Workforce Officer: UNISON)

One way in which UNISON may have gained that trust is illustrated in the excerpt below from
an OU learning partnershipactor who highlighted the role of the UNISON learning
repsentativesas a role model in the work place.
I think to some extent it's that Unison hasan image of being on the side of the
underdog,whereasa university, even the Open University, can feel a bit daunting. If
you have got an intermediary in the work place, as the learning reps are supposedto
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be, [they are an illustration of] somebodywho has managed[workplace] learning and
gained the benefits from it. (Participant H, Sub Dean for External Relations, OU)

Social care learning partnershipactors indicated that they believed that UNISON had a
successfulpartnershipwith educational providers such as the OU and Ruskin College. It may
well be on this basis and evidenceof previous successfulcollaborationsthat encouragedthe
employer to run the LPRSW qualification. The excerpt below is taken from a social care
learning organisation employeeand indicates how the perceived successof the relationship
betweenthe OU and UNISON led them to expandthe range of formal work-based learning
qualifications available to employees.
UNISON works quite well and in partnershipwith the Open University. We have been
offering their Understanding Managementcourseand are possibly looking at [offering]
the children's one and one or two others. (Participant P, Job Development Manager,
Social Care Organisation)

What standsout as a significant theme in the learning partnership in the abovequotes is the
importance of trust. Interpersonaltrust is currently receiving attention in the academic
literature on human resourcesdevelopment(HRD). Song et al (2009) explore the effect of the
relationship between interpersonaltrust and organisational commitment on learning
organisation culture. Their results indicate that the learning organisation culture acts as a
mediating variable between interpersonal trust and organisational commitment, thus providing
a clear link between the learning organisation culture and interpersonal trust. Song et al (ibid)
suggestthat while the impact of a learning culture on performance-relatedvariables such as
job satisfaction haspreviously been explored, `interpersonaltrust as one of the basic
componentsfor enhancingthe learning organisation culture has not been studied by HRD
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researchers'(p148). They conclude that the interaction betweenthe constructsof interpersonal
trust, learning organisation culture and organisational commitment should be consideredin the
planning of HRD interventions and programs.

Thefindingsfrom thiscasestudyandthe identificationof UNISON'srole in gainingthe
employers' and employees' trust with the aim of implementing a formal learning program in
the social care organisation again highlights the link between interpersonaltrust, learning
culture and organisationalcommitment. Interpersonaltrust is a key construct here: as
Participant E describes,it was the role of key UNISON representativesto build trust through
interpersonalrelationships which would enablecommitment to learning at an organisational
level. This LPR case study provides a different take on the interaction betweenthe three
constructsto that provided by Songet al (ibid). Evidence from the casestudy provides a
different picture: here,trust is believed to have enabledorganisational commitment to the
provision of formal learning for employees.This is not to say that causeand effect have been
established.

Only one alternative viewpoint was expressed,by a learning partnership actor who believed
that UNISON was seenas having a high level of power with central government, for which
reason it was treated with a certain amount of suspicion by the other learning actors involved.
So UNISON had a lot of power and the employers were afraid of them...There's bound
to be people at the employer and the OU who are suspiciousof UNISON. (Participant
F, Consultant, UNISON)

Severalphysical and tangible ways in which UNISON engagedwith the social care
organisation employers and employeeswere described.This included providing incentives
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such as an annual book allowance to studentemployees. Promotional activities were also used
to inform employersnot just about the formal learning opportunities but also about learning
policy and initiatives such as the skills pledge:
The Union has (for the last four years) had regional development organisersin place.
Their job haspartly been to work with employers and to get local UNISON branches
up and running with us. We also work at a national level around promotion. We
producedocuments,speakat conferenceand do presentationsat a national level. So the
strategy if you like is making sure that the regions are equipped to promote and
respond... If we arepromoting the skills pledge [for example] you try and get
employersto sign up which then allows us to talk to an employer about a wide range of
provision. You can sayto them: `There's no point in having people with skills for life
level 2, you need then to give them the opportunity to complete level 3'. It's about
making that initial contact at a local level and making sure you're able to engageall the
way through. (Participant C: Membership Development Officer, UNISON)

The findings from the data analysis indicate that UNISON engagedwith employersand
employeesby a number of meansbasedon having established good relationships of mutual
trust with employers,employeesand the OU.

The role of central UNISON actors
The learning actors describedthe role played by UNISON's head office in the LPR.
Interviews conductedwith employeesof UNISON's Learning and Organising Services
(LAOS) departmentrevealed its key role in formal learning. The excerpt below reveals how
UNISON provided learning opportunities not only to its activist' but also to its non-activist
members.
' Employees may be members of UNISON without having an active role in their local branch, in
their workplace
or in the wider national and international campaigns.Employees who take part in these activities are referred to
by Unison as activists.
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We provide [learning] to our activist members,theseare the volunteer people who
representtheir membersand who run our branchesand we also supportthe learning of
our non-activist members. (Participant C, Membership DevelopmentOfficer,
UNISON)

Formal learning programmessuch as the LPR were also offered to non-UNISON members.
We were aware from day one when we were presentingthe case to employersthat we
couldn't say to the employers, and we wouldn't want to say to the employers, to be
perfectly honest with you, that only UNISON members' could do this. We know the
employers wouldn't want that and they couldn't do that because there would be
grievance, obviously. So we said to the employers: `This is available to all your staff
and we'll obviously talk to those people about belonging to the trade union and why
it's a good thing `and we never had any problems at all with employers' responses.It
was always recognisedthat it was a legitimate thing for us to do. (Participant A, Head
of Open College, UNISON)

The data analysisrevealed a number of ways in which central UNISON actors were involved
in the learning programme. These included:
9 programme planning and setup
"

attendanceat stakeholdermeetings

9 financial support.
They were not, however, found to be involved in many of the learning activities outlined
earlier in Table 5.6, which is adaptedbelow to show the formal learning activities in which
central UNISON did play a role.
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Table 6.1: LPR formal learning activities in which central UNISON learning actors
played a role
Learning Activities

UNISON input into
formal learning
activity?

Practice learning courses
Non-practice learning courses
Bridging workshops

Paidstudyleave

Workshops
Local Management Group
Stakeholder meeting
Workshops for line managers and practice assessors
Support group for students

Central office UNISON LPR learning actors were only involved in two of the nine LPR
learning activities outlined in the LPR route guide (The OU 2006). What is evident from the
case study data, however, as highlighted by Participant E below, is that this role was
significant in getting workplace learning programmessuch as the LPR off the ground and
gaining supportfrom key organisationsand actors outside the network.
Sometimesemployersneed to be reminded of their obligations. They are in the
businessof providing top quality public serviceswhich we all want, and we as a union
want to seetop quality public services.But sometimes in doing that you can take the
eye off the ball a little bit, off learning and what it can achieve for your workers. If you
look at the training statistics from local government, the people who get the best deal
are the people who have got the most training. The people who have the least training
have got the worst deal, and that's no good. Unions are there to constantly remind
employers of that and to be ambassadorsfor giving people a fair deal through learning.
So I think thosethings are critical. I think the bigger reasonis that trade unions are
legitimate stakeholdersin a modern democracyand they should be recognisedas such
by governments and by employers, and however difficult it gets at times, that function
is critical in a modern world where changeis sweeping over all of us all the time.
(Participant E, National Learning and Workforce Officer, UNISON)
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Here I found a distinct problem with the application of the interpretative framework to the
casestudy data. I attemptedto identify where in the LPR learning network such key
organisationsand actors would be placed. The most rational position is in the structures
component under learning climate, as this is defined as the norms and values regarding
learning. Poell and Moorsel (1996), however, limit the learning climate of a learning network
to that which is enclosedwithin the structureof the learning network (see Figure 5.1 on page
117 for a reminder of the componentsof the learning network as defined by Poell et al
(2000)).

Applying the interpretative framework to the case study data unmaskedthe limited but
important role of central UNISON learning actors in the LPR learning network. This led to the
identification of a limitation to LNT: it is hard to know where to locate theseactorsand the
impact of outside organisations, as they cannot be positioned in the learning climate as defined
by Poell et al (ibid).

Strengths of UNISON's involvement in formal learning
One of the themes that emergedfrom the data was the strengthsof having UNISON involved
as a key actor in the learning network, which included:
"

meeting the aim of widening participation in the social work qualification;

"

providing funding to run the programme;

"

sensitivity in its engagementwith employees;

"

providing a flexible programme for the work-based route;
troubleshooting programme issues;

"

involvement in post-qualification celebrationand employee achievement.
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Each of thesestrengthsis discussedbelow with illustrative excerptsfrom the casestudy
interviews.

Widening Participation
The excerpts below from the interviews show how the LPR encouragedthe participation of
social care employeeswho had no traditional educational qualifications. A summary of the
educational background of the LPR studentscan be found in the introduction chapter(Figures
1.1-1.3).None of the LPR studentsfrom this social care organisationhad studied for a higher
educationqualification.
I think the strengthof [the LPR] is that it's linked to the original widening participation
ideas,particularly giving studentswho don't have a traditional background a route into
social work education.(Participant G, Staff Tutor, OU)
You bring in people that otherwise wouldn't be able [to study], and in our view quite
often you are bringing in people with very strong experienceof doing the job [social
care]. They bring a new perspective,not just to learning but to the teaching as well. It
allows people to carry on working whilst studying. Let's face it, older people who are
studying at degreelevel through this route actually like their jobs and they don't want
to leave them. They don't want to threatentheir incomes or their routines or childcare
patterns. So it allows them to carry on doing their job. (Participant C, Membership
DevelopmentOfficer, UNISON)

That's why theUNISON/OUpartnershipis so important,because
we havea massive
high quality national institution [the OU] which is preparedto work with UNISON in
order to fulfil its mission which is, in common with UNISON, to widen participation in
education.(Participant E, National Learning and Workforce Officer, UNISON)
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I don't know if you picked this one up, but UNISON didn't really want graduates,
people who already have a first degree,doing the course.One or two had actually
slipped into the first cohort. The employer and the OU cametogether when they were
selecting studentsfor the secondcohort and there.were quite a lot more graduates[put
forward by the employer]. The UNISON learning actors cameto the routine
managementmeetings and had a big row becausewe didn't think that they [the
employer] had tried hard enoughto get non-graduateson the course.(Participant F,
Consultant, UNISON)

The commentsby UNISON and OU learning partnership actors indicate the role that UNISON
played in ensuring that social care employeesgiven a place on the learning partnership had not
previously studied for a higher educationalqualification.

Evidence from telephone interviews with someof the LPR studentsalso confirms the
beneficial role of UNISON in widening participation in the social work degree.In the excerpt
below, Student9 details how s/he would not have had the opportunity to complete the social
work qualification had it not been for the LPR and the funding provided by UNISON.
My previous departmenthad made enquireswith my managerthere who was really
sort of saying to me that even though shewould personally like to support me in
applying for a degree,becausethe budget in that departmentwas quite small and I was
the only social work representativethere shewouldn't be able to releaseme on a
regular basis to do the course...I askedmy new managerand she said that if the
council do fund more coursesthen shewould put me forward...and that was in August
and then in October, November time shecame up to me saying that [the LPR] course
were available and she had nominated me. (Student 9)

Widening participation in higher educationis still one of the key priorities of the Department
for Employment, Innovation and Skills (DIUS 2009) and the Higher Education Funding
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Council for England (HEFCE). The latter set out a number of performancetargets aimed at
meeting the challengesset out in the Leitch Review of Skills (Leitch 2006). Theseinclude
increasingthe number of participants in higher educationin the workforce. UNISON's role in
helping to achieveto this goal has been shown to be successfulin the casestudy. In its 2009
updatedstrategic plan, HEFCE (2009) makes many referencesto the need to work in
partnershipwith funders, key stakeholdersand further and higher education institutions. It
doesnot mention the role of trade unions in this, however. This casestudy reveals the key role
that a trade union can have not only in encouragingemployeeswho have not previously had
the opportunity to participate in higher educationbut also in ensuringthat this was put into
practice. UNISON's strength in this role is confirmed by the OU participant (see below) who
identified how UNISON is better placed than the Open University to market widening
participation to employers.
I have never doubted that UNISON was a way of the OU reaching widening
participation studentsand the OU has a particular difficulty in doing this. This seemed
to be a good way of reaching those studentsin a way that the OU wouldn't be able to
do just through marketing or setting up events locally. (Participant H, Sub Dean for
External Relations, OU)

Funding
A key way in which UNISON was perceivedto have contributed to the LPR was through its
monetary contribution, which supportedstudentswith an annual book allowance.
UNISON was vital as the creative force behind it; they put the money where their
mouth is. If they are going to pay for something they do. That was important I think to
get this off the ground.
(Participant D: ProgrammeTutor, OU)
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When it was a two-year programme it was really short and the studentsneededthe
additional time, and I think UNISON has provided that. It really, really improved their
learning: there is no question. They also had an additional book allowance which was
really a benefit to them. (Participant B, Lecturer in Social Work, OU)

The fact that UNISON was able to provide a substantial amount of funding for the first cohort
of LPR studentswho undertook the Diploma in Social Work is important here in the
discussionon its role. The social care organisation funded the secondcohort of studentson the
LPRSW degree.The funding provided by UNISON for the first cohort enabledthe employers
to seethe benefits to the organisation of this workplace learning qualification and encouraged
them enoughto continue with the LPR and widening participation initiatives.

Sensitivity in engaging with social care employees
The commentsbelow made by a social care organisation learning partnership actor indicates
one of the reasonsthat UNISON appearsto be well-placed to help to expand formal learning
in social care organisationsand why it is able to engagewith employeeswhere employersand
higher education institutions fail.
I think one of the things that UNISON doesis enablepeople to acknowledge learning
in a different way. So nobody did a literacy course; they did a written communication
at work skills course. I think that enabledthe people who had learning needsto be
approachedin a much more sympatheticand sensitive way. If a manager had come to
us and said an employee hasa skills for life need we'd have found a way of dealing
with it. I certainly think trade unions facilitate that better than employers or the
traditional educationalprovider. (Participant L, Training and Development
Officer/Consultant, Social Care Organisation)

Flexibility of the work-based social work qualification
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A further way in which the LPR was deemedsuccessfulwas in the flexibility of the workplace
learning programme for the students.The casestudy revealed that this route to a social work
qualification via both the diploma and the degree allowed a more flexible programme of work
for the studentsthan the normal route to the qualification with the OU, and illustrated how

UNISONhadhelpedin this. Thecommentsof an OU learningpartnershipactorbelow show
that in his/her role as a tutor s/he had a certain amount of control over the programme content.
UNISON really gave me an incredible free hand in that middle year. It was very
unusual for an OU tutor to be able to work with studentsto devise a programmethat
was going to meet their needs.It was really very good.
(Participant B, Lecturer in Social Work, OU)

An LPR studentalso describedthe how flexibility of the programme meant that the students
could negotiatevarious elementsof the programme's structure at the stakeholdermeetings.
The quote below illustrates one instanceof how they were able to do this:
Once we entered our secondyear we found it hard at times, so we renegotiatedthe
bridging workshops. The bridging workshops were predominantly there to bridge
between Year 1 and 2 and Year 3 and 4 etc...but actually it was useful to have two of
thosebridging workshops in the gap betweenterms...during the course itself to get
everyonetogether to be able to air concernsand any fears. (Student 9)

Problem solving
An additional strengthof UNISON's involvement was how it helped to solve the problems
that occurredat various stagesof the partnership,particularly in the planning stages:
Mostly UNISON was constructive. They were helping line managersto understandthat
they neededto releasestudentsfor the workshops and things and that were done
locally. I can't think of any studentswho tried to use UNISON to supportthem over
something dodgy. (Participant F, Consultant, UNISON)
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The literature review explored consideration for the role of line managementin workplace
learning. Gibb (2003), Mumford (1996) and others point to the importance of the role of line
managementin achieving both formal and informal learning in the workplace. The learning
partnershipcasestudy showed that UNISON played a role in helping line managersto
understandthe social work qualification and the needsof the students.The excerpt below
revealshow it not only helped line managersto understandthe students' study needsand
requirementsbut also played a key role in enabling them to start the social work programme
by helping them to gain the Maths and English qualifications required by the General Social
Care Council (GSCC).
I beganto realise that someof studentsdidn't have someof the entrancerequirements.
Therewas a huge flurry of activity to get each of those studentsup to the required
standard.The social care organisation had completely overlooked this, they had not
heard the OU say it and had not heard me say it and had not read the literature that we
basically
sentthem. The OU sendsout so much stuff that it's very easy to miss things...
the studentsshould not have beenregistered.UNISON steeredthe studentstowards a
programmethat they could do online and the credit they got for that programme
allowed them to be consideredto be at the right level of literacy. I guessit's that sort of
thing that UNISON could do, to continue to encouragestudentsto learn at often quite a
basic level so they are ready for the later stage.The social care organisation werejust
somehowwere blinkered to it - you know askedwhat the problem is. But it was a
major problem becausereally under the General Social Care Council terms of
accepting studentson the coursewe should not have registeredthose students.
(Participant D, Programme Tutor, OU)

Problem-solving is highlighted in the academicliterature on partnerships.Buono (1997)
considersthe various factors that impact on partnership developmentand enhancementand
lists problem-solving amongstother variable elements of a strategic partnershipthat influence
partnership success,suggestingthat `emphasisshould be placed on correcting mistakes rather
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than downplaying their importance'. UNISON's role in solving problems when mistakes had
been made in registering studentsfor the Learning Partnershipnot only rectified the problem
but also achievedthis with sufficient speedto enablethe social work studentsto commence
their studies.

Continued support post-qualification
The local UNISON learning partnership actor describedthe on-going relationship they had
with the LPR graduatesas they continued to support the employeesfollowing their
qualification, and also UNISON's role in further formal learning.
I'm interestedin nurturing newly qualified social workers...so supporting those kinds
of issuesaround salary and going for the post-qualification coursesand also then
whetherthey were being put on adult protection. (Participant N, Educational
Convenor/Single StatusOfficer, UNISON)

Celebration of formal learning
Buono (1997) lists the celebrationand reinforcement of partnership successas good practice
in enhancingstrategic partnerships.This practice was evident in the LPR and was referred to
by a UNISON learning actor who highlighted an annual event run by the social care
organisation which recognisesnot only the LPR studentsbut all the employeeswho had
participated in workplace learning:
Every year there is a celebration where membersof the social care organisation staff
who are involved in any further training or qualification are eligible to come. They `re
given a book token and a few other things and there are a few words from the Chief
Exec. So UNISON hasbeen involved very briefly in that, but I can't think of anything
else. (Participant N, Educational Convenor/Single StatusOfficer, UNISON)
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Weaknesses/ problems of UNISON's involvement
UNISON input at the local level
A UNISON learning partnershipactor suggestedthat this type of partnership with employers
could only be maintained with more momentum and input from UNISON working directly
with employersat the local level.
We need more local project workers attachedto employerswho can promote
UNISON's work continuously, becauseit's that level of input, staffing and
commitment that's neededto keepthe culture of learning at the top of the employers'
agenda.So what I've come to understand,and I don't think I understoodthis at all
when I started,is that if you don't havethese [local project workers] in place you will
always be behind the pace.You will never be able to move, to continuously develop
lifelong leaning learning coursesthrough the Open University partnership, and as a
result you lose momentum. (Participant E, National Learning and Workforce Officer,
UNISON)

Lack of clarity about UNISON's role in the partnership
Someof the learning partnership actors,both studentsand OU staff, were unclear about the
role of UNISON in the LPR.
Well to be honestI haven't known what [UNISON'S] role is. (Participant G, Staff
Tutor, OU)

Buono (1997) recognisesthat communication about roles and responsibilities is critical, and
recommendsthat one individual in eachof the partnership organisationsis responsiblefor
ensuring that learning actors are all aware of all participants' roles and responsibilities. This
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would have enhancedthe LPR and potential similar collaborations between UNISON, the OU
(or other higher educationinstitutions) and social care organisations.

Benefits to UNISON
Stuart (1994) believes that the benefit that theselearning partnershipsbring to the trade unions
is overstatedand that unions are challengedby the difficulties they face in getting employers
to meet formal agreementsat this time. However, a number of benefits were uncovered in the
presentcasestudy.

Membership Recruitment
Learning actors from the three partnership organisationslisted the benefits that they believed
UNISON had gained from their participation and contribution to the LPR. The discussion
below reveals that the union gained somenew members in the form of the studentswho, if
they were not already members,joined UNISON to becomeeligible for the book allowance.
However, member activity had not increasedas a result of the LPR:
Participant N (Educational Convenor/ Single StatusOfficer, UNISON): The students
were not all UNISON membersfor a start so they all signed up because,certainly the
original group were eligible and other groups since then to a book grant that UNISON
provided of £350. So it made senseto actually join UNISON to be eligible for that.
Researcher: How about those who graduatedwith the diploma. Has UNISON seen
any changesin membershipor a more active role from those graduates?
Participant N: I don't think we havenecessarilypicked up any new stewards...!just
think that newly qualified social workers have got a lot on their minds and they need to
concentrateactually, so I don't necessarilyhasslethem too much, but suggestit if it
comes up.
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McIlroy (2008) contemplatesthe role of trade unions during the prior ten years underNew
Labour and reviews the work of Rainbird et al (2009). He nameswhat he calls `the transfer
effects' for trade unions involved in workplace learning, as proposedby various authors.
Theseeffects are the reinforcement of loyalties of existing members;increasedactivism

amongstmembers;andincreased
membershipof theunions.

Waddington and Kerr (2009) examine the developmentof UNISON's National Organising
and Recruitment Strategy (NORS) since 1995 and highlight how UNISON now links
recruitment to a range of other activities, for example Return to Learn and other lifelong
learning programs. The LPRSW degreeprovides a good example of this recruitment strategy
in action, but no significant evidence of its successwas found in the case study.

This chapterhaspredominantly focused on the impact and concernsof the learning
partnership from the point of view of UNISON. Heyes (2000) discussesthe implications for
the employers and employees.The TUC emphasisesthat unions should encourage
qualifications for employees(Heyes 2000), as there is evidencethat traineesview the
certification of their learning as important. This was confirmed in an interview with a
UNISON representativewho commentedthat UNISON focuseson formal learning and
training in the workplace becauseit knows that employeeswant someform of recognition and
it is easierfor the trade union to engagethem in learning in this way as opposedto trying to
initiate informal learning in the workplace.

The future of UNISON-sponsored formal learning in social care organisations
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The learning actorswere asked for their opinions on the future of the LPRSW degree.Not all
intervieweesrespondedto this question, but the answersof thosethat did are included in the
discussionbelow.

The social care organisation learning partnership actor's response
Quite simply the MSc is two years, so this is a quicker turn around with [the advantage
of taking on someonewith] a proven track record, somebodywho's done a first degree.
I get the impression there is an increasedneed in terms of professional standards,in
terms of written reports and stuff like that, so if you're a manager and you know
somebodyhas completed a first degreethey have obtained those necessarystandards.I
think the whole support of staff on graduate and postgraduatelevel qualifications, and
workforce priority is all being reviewed. (Participant 0, Social Work Development
Officer, Social Care Organisation)

According to this participant the longer length of the degree programme led the social care
organisation to sponsor employees on the shorter MSc postgraduateroute to social work, a
qualification, which is not run in partnershipwith UNISON.

The Unison learning partnership actor's response
The UNISON learning partnership actorswere askedtheir opinions on the future of social care
learning partnership:
Researcher: Do you know where UNISON is hoping or planning to take learning
partnership now?
Participant C (UNISON: Membership Development Officer): Probably to more
employers. That is what's at the heart of it. We want more employersto offer this
opportunity. I mean for us, there's a reason for that as we are more likely to keep
people in [UNISON] membershipand paying the full rate of subscription, so we want
more employersto use the route. We want to convince employersthat is what they
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should do. What we want is, whether it's through us and the Open University or
through another university or college,that opportunity [for workplace learning] to be
available to our members.We want the opportunity to be available not just to those
working as care assistants,but thoseworking in jobs that might be threatened,such as
housing. The growth of registration meansthat everyone in the workforce will
probably have to have a qualification and need to demonstratethat they are doing some
learning every year. There is this requirementto demonstratethat you are updating
your skills and knowledge.
Researcher:
How do you seeit being left, then, in four yearstime?
Participant E (UNISON: National Learning and Workforce Officer): That's a really
difficult question again... it doesmean more staff our end and more at the Open
University's end dedicatedto making the partnership work a success.I'd like to think
that those staff had a clear vision of where they were headedand that UNISON had
fallen in completely to the vision as had the Open University. If we could seethe best
practice that we havebegun to establish becomingtypical of employers in the public
sector. So what I want is a structureat all levels which enablesthat to happen.That
doesmean that staffing at all levels, as I said earlier, is very important. Commitment is
important at all levels, and having a learning offer which is not just suitable but is
actually integratedwith the working lives of the people it is offered to. I would like to
seetailor-made courses,for example in social care. In adult social care there should be
an openings courseand that should bring people onto the learning progression instead
of them having to do an open more generalOpen University openings course.

Participant F suggestedthat the reasonthe LPR was discontinued was down to the resources
that the OU was able to put into it, and Participant F indicated that the managementand
structureof the OU programmesdoesnot easily lend itself to a more flexible social work
degree.
Well, I think you may havepicked up from this conversation that I think a lot of the
responsibility for the fact that the LPR didn't roll out nationally was with the Open
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University. When it neededsomereal muscle to get the regional peoplebehind it, it
wasn't there from the OU. The OU generally was very inflexible and bureaucratic
about datesand things, so you had to start it then and finish then and could only start
once in a year and it all had to be done in a standardway. You'd think the OU would
flexible becauseit is an open learning organisation, but it was exactly the other way
round. (Participant F, Consultant, UNISON)

The OU learning partnership actor's response
UNISON's view was echoedby one of the OU learning actors, who highlighted that tensions
had developedbetween the learning actors involved.
Researcher: What hasthe social care organisation gone on to do since then?
Participant D (Programme Tutor, Open University): It was to do with a particular
student who had special needs.Peoplehave found it difficult to accepther as a
qualified social worker becauseof her personality, and therefore they have questioned
how sheever managedto get through the course.They have said that the OU should
never have allowed her to get through the course.[The social care organisation
employers] put studentsinstead on the Mastersprogramme so they clearly arelooking
not so much at a widening participation approachbut a grow your own graduates
approach.I think someof that is becauseof that case I havejust told you about. The
studentshave beenvery demanding, they've actually demandeda lot more study time
than other studentshavehad, they've demandeda lot more resourcesfrom the
sponsoringagency and they have been in quite a strong position in terms of their power
over the agency. I think the agency itself might have felt a little bit browbeatenby the
students.

In summary, the general consensusamongst the LPR learning actors was that the LPR had
beendiscontinued in favour of the shorter, postgraduateroute.
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The Formal Learning Network
The evidence from the casestudy data on formal learning is now usedto further identify the
type of network that the learning partnershipis illustrative of. In the previous chapterthe four
different types of learning network outlined by Poell et al (2000) were discussedin relation to
the LPR. An exploration of formal learning hasprovided illustrations of the liberal elements of
the network. The widening participation principle upon which the learning partnershipwas
established,which enabledemployeeswithout further or higher educationto apply for a social
work qualification flexible enoughto meet their needs,reveals a certain liberality in the
learning network processes.

The only evidenceof vertical characteristicssuch as linear planning can be seenin the
processesthat result from the students' social work qualification: for example from their initial
application to registration, studying for the qualification and finally graduation. This was
evidenced in the feedback from the studentsthemselvesand from UNISON memberswho
talked about its future involvement with LPR students.Contrary to the discussionsin the
previous chapter,the casestudy evidencepresentedin this chapterpoints away from the
conclusion that the learning network is horizontal. A horizontal learning network is said to be
process-orientatedwith no predesignedlearning policies (Poell et al 2000). While the LPR
was not found to have been initiated by the employing social care organisation policies, case
study data presentedin this chapterreveal that the learning network was establishedon the
basisof widening participation policies by both UNISON and the OU. So in terms of the
learning network interpretation, what needsto be clarified is whetherjust the policies and
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processesof the employing organisation are key to the interpretation or whether the policies
and processesof the organisationsto which key actors belong are worthy of more
consideration in this casestudy learning network.

The final type of learning network outlined by Poell et al (2000) is the external learning
network, and in the previous chapterI have arguedthat the LPR was predominantly indicative
of this type of learning network. The previous paragraphhighlighted the key influence of
external actors. It appearsthat the widening participation policies and perceptionsof the
outside key learning actors, as well as the Union Learning Fund, were indeed influential
(Union Learning Fund 2010).

Basedon the casestudy evidence usedto illustrate this formal learning network, it can be
arguedthat it is representativeof an external learning network. I employ further case study
data analysisand discussion of the role of UNISON in informal learning in the social care
organisationin the next chapterto further explore the type of learning network that this case
study represents.However, caution must be taken with this interpretation, as this chapterhas
focusedpredominantly on the role of UNISON and thus perhapsencouragesthe identification
of the learning network as external. A more equal analysisof the roles of eachof the
organisationsin the learning network would perhapslead to a different interpretation of a
learning network. This, however, was not within the remit of the case study, and the data
gatheredin this casestudy would not provide a clear enough picture for such an analysis.
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Chapter Summary
The focus of this chapter is solely on the formal learning aspectsof the Learning Partnership
Route's learning network, and in particular on UNISON's role in this, in order to address
researchobjective 2b: to investigate the role of UNISON in formal learning through the
Learning PartnershipRoute to Social Work degree.A number of themeswere identified
relating to UNISON's role in formal learning in the learning partnership network: its function
in the partnership,the strengthsof its involvement in formal learning, the weaknessesor
problems resulting from its involvement, benefits to UNISON resulting from the learning
partnership, and lastly the future of UNISON-sponsored formal learning in social care
organisations. Thesethemeswere discussedalongside excerpts from the interview transcripts.
Following this, evidence from the researchdata was usedto explore what I have called a
formal learning network and to identify what type of learning network this represents,based
on descriptionsfrom Poell et al (2000) outlined in Chapter 5.
It is an aim of the researchto uncover not only the formal but also the informal learning that
occurs as a part of this network. Both types of learning are consideredimportant in the SCIE
learning characteristicsand by the learning network theorists themselves.Poell (2006) states
that a learning program `can take place in a formalised training setting organisedby HRD
professionals,but learning is also brought about informally by the employeesthemselvesin
their everyday work situation' (p153). A more thorough analysis of the nature of informal
learning in social work and the interaction between formal and informal is presentedin
Chapter 7.
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7. The interaction between formal and informal learning in the
Learning Partnership Route
In the previous chapterthe role of UNISON in formal learning through the Learning
PartnershipRoute to Social Work (LPRSW) degreewas analysedand discussedon the
basis of the casestudy data. In summary, UNISON was found to have a number of roles in
this formal learning qualification which included engaging with the employer and
employees,gaining trust, widening the participation of employeeswho had not already
been through higher education,providing funding, troubleshooting and resolving conflicts
betweenthe LPR learning actors involved. The problems arising from UNISON's
involvement and the benefits to UNISON were also considered.

In order to thoroughly addressthe researchobjectives outlined in the introduction to the
thesis, the interaction between formal and informal learning in the LPR learning network is
explored here. This analysis is important, as learning in the LPR learning network was not
limited to formal learning. In this discussion,consideration is given to the natureof formal
and informal learning; to whether theseterms are useful to our understandingof workplace
learning and LNT and, more importantly, for the case study; and to whether or not they are
useful terms to employ in relation to learning in social care. The learning network theorists
distinguish between formal and informal learning: Poell (2006) statesthat a learning
program `can take place in a formalised training setting organised by Human Resource
Development (HRD) professionals,but learning is also brought about informally by the
employeesthemselves in their everyday work situation' (p153). This is an unsophisticated
distinction, and the author neglectsfurther examination of the conceptsof formal and
informal learning in his account of LNT.
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The conceptsof formal, informal and non-formal learning have been outlined and
deliberated in the literature. The strengthof theseconceptsand their applicability to debates
around workplace learning are evident in their existence in EU policy. In 2001 they were
defined in the EU's framework on lifelong learning as follows:
"

Formal learning consistsof learning that occurs within an organisedand structured
context (formal education,in-company training), and that is designedas learning. It
may lead to a formal recognition (diploma, certificate). Formal learning is
intentional from the learner's perspective.

9

Non-formal learning consistsof learning embeddedin planned activities that are
not explicitly designatedas learning, but which contain an important learning
element.Non-formal learning is intentional from the learner's point of view.

"

Informal learning is definedaslearningresultingfrom daily life activitiesrelated
to work, family, or leisure. It is often referred to as experiential learning and can to
a certain degreebe understoodas accidental learning. It is not structuredin terms of
learning objectives, learning time and/or learning support.Typically it does not lead
to certification. Informal learning may be intentional but in most cases,it is nonintentional (or 'incidental'/random). (EuropeanCommission 2001, p32/33)

The definitions above resulted from attemptsby the EU to validate formal and informal
learning so that individuals in one member statecan have their full rangeof skills and
competencestaken into consideration in another. In 2009 the EU also published guidelines
for validating non-formal and informal learning so that learning that takes place outside
learning institutions canbe recognised(CEDEFOP 2009).
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Theorists such as Beckett and Hager (2002) propose that informal learning is not only more
common but also more effective than formal learning in the workplace. However, they do
not provide evidenceto supporttheir claims. Informal learning is also disputed in the
literature. Billett (2001) contendsthat there is no such thing, arguing that all learning is
formalised to somedegreeas it takes place in organisations and communities that have
formal structures.Despite the critique of Billett's (2001) widely-used conceptsit is
important to understandand further explore formal and informal learning in relation to
applying LNT. These conceptsare recognisedby the learning network theorists and, as this
chapterreveals, UNISON perceived its role in workplace learning as reaching further than
the provision of formalised qualifications and training.

In order to addressresearchobjectives 2(c) and 3 outlined in the introduction and to
discover the interaction between formal and informal learning in the LPR learning network,
the learning actors' feedback on informal learning in the LPR is outlined and discussedhere
(seeAppendix B for a summary of all participants and documentary evidence).

Informal Learning
Marsick and Watkins (1990:p 12) define informal learning as `a category that includes
incidental learning, may occur in institutions, but is not classroombasedor highly
structured, and control of learning restsprimarily in the handsof the learner'. To
investigate the role of UNISON in informal learning, each of the casestudy participants
was asked about informal learning in the social care organisation and the role or potential
role of UNISON in this. A number of examplesof informal learning were uncovered. In
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this chapter,in line with LNT the informal learning actors in the LPR learning network are
identified and their roles explored. Then the informal learning action theories of the LPR
actors from UNISON, the OU and social care organisation are describedand contrasted.
Lastly the informal learning network of the LPR and its characteristicsare presented.

Informal Learning Actors
Key Actors
Focusing on the different learning actors involved in informal learning revealed the key
role of line managersin supporting and encouraging informal learning in their teams. The
importanceof this role was highlighted by learning actors from all three organisations.The
impact of line management'sassistingtheir staff's informal learning is also highlighted in
the literature review. Mumford (1996) lists the significance of having line managementon

boardwhenwriting aboutthe resources,
structuresandculturethat mayimpedesuccessful
informal learning in an organisation.

The following excerpt reveals a potential role for UNISON in collaboration with the OU to
assist line managersregarding both formal and informal learning. The participant suggests
that by meeting with the student'smanagerformal learning requirementscan be met, and in
addition to this the future learning needscan be considered.
Researcher: Have you heard of the SCIE resource?
Participant B: (Lecturer in Social Work, OU): Yes I've seensome of this stuff
[refers to SCIE key characteristics]. I supposeall I can do from my perspective is to
encourage[the SCIE characteristics]when they're on the course. Somemanagers
were really open to the idea of encouraging learning, whereas some really could
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hardly give us the time of day. It varied incredibly. I hoped that we soweda few
seedsby having someonefrom UNISON and the OU going together to talk with the
line managerabout what the students'future learning needswere and how these
could be addressedin the workplace.

Participant B also talked about how the learning environment can be team-dependentand
how UNISON could be involved in helping the OU to educateline managersabout the
formal and informal learning needsof their social care staff. S/he provided an example of
how the OU had taken on this role in the past:
Researcher: Why do you think some line managerswere more positive than others
about learning?
Participant B (Lecturer in Social Work, OU): That's very difficult. I mean I don't
think it's necessarilywhen it's the busiest teams.I think there is somethingabout
the whole structureof the organisation or team. Someteams clearly have this
interest in developing all the things SCIE has identified, whereas others are really
much more interestedin meeting targets,etcetera,but not in the development of the
individual. Somestudentshave tremendousopportunities, and I actually usedan
approachwhen I worked with an OU group, meeting personally with their line
managers,and I think again someline managerswere very interested.

Informal Learning Action Theories
In the learning network learning is thought to take place when actorsacquire and develop
action theories. Poell et al (2000) utilize the notion of action theories basedon the work of
Argyris and Schon (1978), postulating that: `Action theories encompassthe norms, ideas
and rules that more or less explicitly guide and legitimise people's actions' (p33). I defined
`learning action theories' in Chapter 5 as `the norms and values that individuals or
organisationshold in relation to specifically to the concept of learning'. In the next
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paragraphI describe and examine the LPR learning network learning actors' learning
actions theories on informal learning, starting with UNISON.

UNISON's learning actors' informal learning action theories
A key belief that UNISON LPR actors put forward during the interviews was the easewith
which they are able to get involved in formal learning in comparisonto informal learning,
as it seemsthat formal learning often proves a more tangible reward for employeesin
recognition of their efforts. This is reflected below in the commentsby participant C, who
arguedthat it is easierfor UNISON to get involved in formal learning becausethey believe
that a formal qualification is more beneficial to employees,who can then sell their skills on
the labour market.
Researcher: Do you think formal learning that UNISON is initiating has any
influence on informal learning in social care organisations?
Participant C: (Membership Development Officer, UNISON): We would never
say that we don't supportthis form of learning or that form of learning as far as I am
aware. We want quality public servicesso that people are going to acquire skills.
It's much easierfor us to get involved in formal learning, becauseit's what the
union does. We are quite keen that people get recognition for their skills, so we do
what we canto support any form of learning - informal learning or formal learning.
It's easierfor us to get involved in formal learning, and we want people to achieve
qualifications at the end becausewe think that's valuable for them and for the
labour market. It's much easierto sell your skills if you've got a piece of paper to
go with it.

The limitations of rewards for learning such as the Investors of People award are
highlighted by Cook (1997), who argues:`Its focus on training as opposedto learning
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(quite correct in itself) is not the total approachneededto develop organizational
learning How is learning (outside of formal training) measuredin this sameway?' (p21).
...
One problem for UNISON is the difficulty of recognising and rewarding informal learning.
Perhapsif informal learning in the casestudy social care organisationwere rewardedin
someway UNISON would be ableto extend its role in this area.The approachtaken by the
EU in recent years to validate both formal and informal in organisationswas highlighted
earlier in this chapter. Suchvalidation of informal learning could be usedmore widely by
social care organisationsso that UNISON is able to engagewith informal learning in the
sameway that it encouragesformal learning.

Other commentsby UNISON actors related to the way that formal learning can have an
impact on all areasof learning in life for the employeesand not just on informal learning in
the workplace.
Researcher: Do you think that all this work and formal educationhasany influence
over the informal learning in the organisation? Is this something UNISON is
interestedin?
Participant E: (National Learning and Workforce Officer, UNISON): It's
somethingwe're very interestedin, certainly. We do have someevidence, not from
the OU partnership, but where we have brought people who have had problems with
numeracy and literacy onto our Return to Learn coursesand it has had a huge effect
on their lives in general.It's not just informal learning in the workplace: it's their
capacity to act as ambassadorsin the home. They can help with their children's
homework and reading skills, and all thosethings which we know are so such a
problem in a lot of working classhouseholds.What I do know is that our stuff has a
really big impact on the lives of people who come into contact with it, and what I
would therefore expect is that they talk about that to their workmates. In that sense
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it doeshave potentially a really big effect on informal learning and encouraging
people to take up formal learning as well.

Two key themes can be identified in UNISON's informal learning action theories. The first
is that some of the UNISON learning actors believed that formal learning initiated through
their involvement, such as the LPR, has an effect not only on informal learning at work but
also on the personal lives of the social care employees as it enables lifelong learning.
Secondly, informal learning encouragesthe uptake of formal learning. Here the connection
between formal and informal learning can be seenclearly.

OU learning actors' informal learning action theories
The LPR actors from the OU appearedless aware of the potential connectionbetween
UNISON's involvement in formal and informal learning for the social care organisation.
This is illustrated in the excerpt below. Participant G, however, pinpointed an instance
where formal learning through the LPRSW degree seemsto have initiated an inductive
processof reflection and action, which is a characteristicof informal learning describedby
Marsick and Volpe (1999). Participant G describeda situation where one studenttook the
initiative to setup a work policy which s/hehad identified as absentin the workplace. This
is evidenceof reflection and action during the formal learning as part of the LPRSW
qualification:
There isn't any particular thing that the partnership route has done to bring the
learning back to the organisation. I think some of the things that students did on
their placementsadded value to the organisation. [For example] one of the things
that a couple of students did was going out and creating their own placements.
They've gone to departmentsand to managerswho were not offering social work
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placements and said `Can I come and be a student here?', and in a sense done the
groundwork. Now there is a placement there for somebody else when they leave.
One of the other studentsdidn't have a law on working policy in his department,so
he set up a working party amongst staff from different departmentsand sections in
the adult services.He did the groundwork, for the departmentso in that way I think
they've brought the learning into the organisation. (Participant G, Staff Tutor, OU)

Participant G also confirmed the role of line managersas key informal learning actors and
the roles of UNISON and the OU in developing learning opportunities for students and
reflecting on their continuing learning needs.

Researcher: One of the things I want to look at is the way in which UNISON,
through the degreeand learning partnerships, could help to create a learning culture
within the organisation, if at all. Do studentscontinue to learn?
Participant B: One hopesthat the studentswere fired with enthusiasmto continue
learning. It is very difficult when people are working with huge caseloadsand
people are working with reorganisation.It is very difficult to maintain that ethos...
you would almost need to interview the studentswho went through it again at a later
date.

Participant B highlighted the strengththat UNISON could have in ensuring that social care
employeesare motivated for workplace learning and working towards the development and
maintenanceof a learning culture, ensuringthat they have the capacity to continue learning.
S/he also identified that it may be too early to assessthe full extent of the interrelationship
between formal and informal learning and the impact on the learning culture in the case
indicated that s/he believed UNISON's
organisation. Participant D, also from UNISON,
strength lay in encouraging learning in social care organisations.It may be that the LPR
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students'future learning activities and learning action theoriesneed to be assessedin future
years, following their qualification, to fully assessthe impact of the formal LPR
qualification on informal learning and beyond in the organisation.
Researcher: Do you think there are any other ways in which UNISON can be
involved to encouragelearning in social care organisations?
Participant D: (Programme Tutor, OU): That's a tough one! BecauseI think they
do a lot to broker things. I think that's where there strength is: they got people
together and talking. What they can do beyond that I really don't know. They have
put money into things, which is obviously important, but not something they can
continue to do becausethey are not a bottomless pit of money. I think they can keep
encouraginga learning culture.
To conclude, the informal learning action theories (that is, the participants' norms, ideas
and rules regarding informal learning in relation to the LPR) in the OU LPR actors' two
main points can be identified. First, that theseactors do not necessarilyseethe LPR

linking

formal and informal learning in the workplace, although they provided some good
examplesof it taking place. Secondly, UNISON and the OU together communicating with
line managersto discussstudent's learning needsand support is essential.

Social care organisation

learning actors' informal learning action theories

The social care organisation LPR learning network actors were able to provide somegood
examplesof informal learning by employees.Participant 0 provided examplesof job
shadowing and secondmentas routes to

informal learning in the workplace, and pointed to

the learning resourcesavailable in the library.
Researcher: Turning then insteadto informal learning and the learning culture of
the organisation,are there opportunities for social care employeesto feed back their
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day to day practice experience?
Participant 0: (Social Work Development Officer, social care organisation): I
don't know whether there are any formal policies in place, but I will draw it back to
social work and just separate out the formal social work and practice learning
placements.I think shadowing is the only example I can use. There have also been
individual projects which people havetaken on, the ability to be secondedand move
from one setting to another and gain experience in another. Secondmentis used
quite widely.
Researcher: So not as a meansof gaining a qualification but just job training?
Participant 0: It provides a temporary short-term setting. It provides a learning
opportunity where you're going to gain additional expertise and knowledge outside
your job area or in addition to your job area. Maybe acting temporarily in a post or
somethingthat enhancesyour training and addressesyour developmentalneeds. We
have got our own learning resource here, and a library on the fourth floor which
carries relatively small stock. But it is certainly well stocked with social work and
there is a big practice learning section. So that's an internal resourcefor staff.

Like UNISON and the OU, the social care organisation learning actorsalso pointed out the
link between formal and informal learning, and again linked this to the level of support
offered by managementfor this process.The above excerpt reveals how the social care
organisation was supporting its staff in formal and informal learning through the provision
of learning resources.This support for employees,not only with formal learning
opportunities but also with continuing learning and gaining new skills in the workplace
following qualification, can also be seenin the excerpt from participant P, below.
Researcher: Your role is obviously within formal learning through qualifications, but
do you seeany way in which that formal learning influences the informal?
Participant P: (Job Development Manager, social care organisation): I suppose a lot
of what we do is formal learning, becausewe run lots of training programmeswith
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UNISON. I supposeNVQs could be consideredformal and informal. I think over the
course of doing the job, by actually getting people into formal learning, in my
experience people then want to do more and engage at a greater level, so I think it
dependson the organisation and the level of support that they give to their staff.

Participant L confirms this link between formal and informal learning, and particularly the
value of workplace learning studentsbringing a critical perspectiveto the social care
organisation. This critical perspective is identified in the SCIE resource,which lists the key
characteristicsof a social care learning organisation (seepage 45) as the organisational
culture's characteristicsof developing new ideas and methods,an open learning
environment allowing learning from mistakes and the opportunity to test out innovative
practice. The evidence of the extent to which this critical perspectivewas allowed to
flourish in the casestudy organisationwas not assessedin this research.However,
examplesof informal learning given by the OU LPR learning actors in the preceding
sectionof this chapteridentified instanceswhere this had occurred.
Researcher: Were there any other ways in which UNISON may havebeen
involved?
Participant L: (Training and Development Officer/Consultant, social care
organisation): I think having a studentin your team, whether it's somebodywho's
transferred in there on placementor somebodywho has been secondedinto a
different role. In a well-managed team, having a studentwill add value becausethey
will bring a new, fresh perspectiveon work. The old tension about `is a studenta
burden or a resource?' -I

think that's very much attitudinal. I think in a wellmanagedteam you will seethat a studenthas an interestedand critical perspective
and those sortsof teamswill have learning cultures.

Comparing all of the learning actors' commentsidentified somekey themes, predominantly
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the relationship between formal and informal learning and how they can assist each other.
Full managementsupport for staff in both formal and informal learning opportunities is a
key issue. Some specific illustrations of how the role of UNISON in the formal LPR has
impacted upon informal learning, such as the existence of employeesas students and how
this benefits the overall learning culture of the organisation, have been depicted to reveal
the potential benefits that a learning network such as the LPR can bring to a social care
organisation. UNISON has not only ensuredthe formal learning opportunities of students
with few educational qualifications; it has also encouraged line managers to support
students' workplace learning.

Clear exampleshave been given of instanceswhere LPR studentsare informally learning in
the workplace as a result of formal learning. For this reason it is important to look again at
the literature on formal and informal learning to explore the relationship between these
concepts. Stern and Sommerlad (1999) present a continuous learning continuum: this is a
stepaway from merely distinguishing betweenthe conceptsof formal and informal learning
and attempting to define the boundaries between them, towards an analysis of the
relationship between the two. In the continuum a number of learning situations and their
degreeof formality of informality are presented.

More recently, Colley et al (2002) further explored the relationship between formal and
informal learning to suggest that they are not discrete entities, concluding that `the most
significant issue is not the boundaries between these types of learning, but the interrelationships between dimensions of formality and informality, in particular situations'
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(ibid: p35). The authors list a number of advantagesof looking at levels of formality and
informality in the workplace. They believe that their approach can allow for investigation
into how `productive balances between the two can be sustained, and how damaging
imbalances can be resisted' (ibid). The evidence provided by the case study reveals the
inter-relationship between formal and informal learning in the LPR context, and is
summarisedin Figure 7.1, below.
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Figure 7.1: The interrelationship between formal and informal learning in the LPR
context.
Social care
organisation

Formal learning

Workplace
learning

Lifelong
learning

I Informal Learning

This figure illustrates the relationship between informal and formal learning in the LPR
learning network and their relationship to workplace and lifelong learning as identified
through the case study. There is not enough evidence, however, to discover how a
productive balance between the two may be maintained. This warrants further
investigation.
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The role of UNISON in the evaluation of learning
Another role of UNISON in learning was in the evaluation of instances where line
managershad taken on the role of practice teacher for employeesthat they managed. The
excerpt from participant F, below, reveals that the interviewee from UNISON who carried

out this task believedthat learningbenefitscould be gainedthrough this practice.The
evaluation illustrates another key role of UNISON in the learning network as it was also
able to act as an evaluator in order to improve aspectsof formal and informal learning
evaluation throughout the course of the partnership.
There are one or two examples in which the first line manager of a student on the
social work coursewas also their practice teacher.I think that is very good practice,
but there were some people who thought that it was bad practice; that a first line
manager was not capable of being a practice teacher. I did actually do some
evaluation work of that in Brighton and Hove. I did a phone round interview, with
students and line managerswhere the manager had been the practice teacherand I
found that there was no problem, and it worked really well and everybody was
happy with it. So that's an example of where the first line managerhas a very useful
role in the learning organisation, if they're allowed to. (Participant F, Consultant,
UNISON)

The participant provided the formative evaluation' referred to above as documentary
evidence for the case study. The evidence for this evaluation was obtained from three
studentswho studied on the LPR Diploma in Social Work programme. These studentswere
all identified as having a line managerwho was also their practice teacher,and in all three
situations the studentsremained in their normal work units.

1At its most basic, formative evaluation is an assessmentof efforts prior to their completion for the
purpose
of improving the efforts (Scriven 1991).
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The conclusions of the formative evaluation were that all the students and both managers
felt that the arrangementhad many benefits and no major flaws. Advantages listed included
the fact that the manager was already aware of the students' strengths and areas requiring
development, and was therefore in a position to provide a suitable caseload,allowing for
the developmentof appropriate skills and providing adequatetime for reflection.

The only negative aspect of this arrangementwas the pressure on managers' time, which
impacts on time for supervision sessions,as a result of which they tended to be limited to
under an hour. Overall, in this situation the role of line manageras practice teacherappears
to have been a positive experience for both the students and the line managers.However,
OU
combining the role of practice teacherand line manager is currently not allowed in the
Social Work degree, although it was allowed for the Diploma in Social Work at the time
this evaluation was carried out.

The Informal Learning Network
From the casestudy evidenceon informal learning discussedin this chapter I have
identified an interrelationship between formal and informal learning in the LPR learning
describe the characteristicsof informal
network, depicted earlier in Figure 7.1. Here I
learning in the LPR learning network in relation to the types of learning network described
by Poell et al (2000). In the liberal network the focus is on meeting the needsof the
individual, enabling individual employeesto create their own learning activities. Vertical
learning networks are characterisedby linear planning of the learning activities. For
example, following the linear processalready outlined (p 117), the development of learning
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policies leads to the planning and execution of learning programmes.The horizontal
learning network doesnot provide predesignedlearning policies. Learning activities are
process-orientatedand aimed at problem solving. The horizontal learning network exists in
an organisation where there are egalitarianrelationships betweenthe actors, and the
learning climate emphasisesthe integration of learning. It is difficult to ascertainthe nature
of the relationships between the learning actors in the casestudy learning network. Much of
the evidenceindicates the power and influence of key individuals. There is, however, some
evidence of a learning climate that integrateslearning and work, but this was reportedas
dependentupon managersand specific teams in the social care organisation.The external
network, as the name implies, is coordinated from outside the organisation.

Like the formal learning network, the informal learning network is characterisedby the
influence of key learning actors, namely UNISON and the OU, which are external to the
social care organisation.The role of UNISON was talking with the studentsand their line
managersto discussand ensure continuing support for their current and future learning
needsin the workplace. Again, as in the formal learning network, this reveals an external
learning network. It also highlights liberal elements of the network as individual employees
appearempowered by their studentstatus in their reflections and actions. There is no
specific evidence of a vertical or a horizontal learning network in relation to informal
learning. Although the LPR studentsappearedempowered there was no evidencethat the
informal learning network was basedon egalitarianrelationships betweenthe student
employeesand management.
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The discussionsin this chapterhave so far focused on the action theories of the LPR
learning actors, what they perceive to be informal learning in the LPR and the role that
UNISON had and could potentially have had in this process.Key to this, the
interrelationship between thesetwo types of learning hasbeen identified. The potential
influence of formal learning on the social work students' informal learning at work and in
their personal lives has been highlighted, and the casestudy data have raised a number of
questionsabout this. First, I ask whether a distinction should be made betweenthesetwo
types of learning in a social care organisation, and the benefit of doing so; and second,if
theseterms are employed to describelearning in the partnership and to further
understandingof the role of trade unions in this process,how can they be most
appropriately and accurately defined?

As previously acknowledged,the learning network theorists distinguish between formal
and informal learning, yet they neglect to make any further distinction along theselines in
their account of LNT. Malcolm et al (2003) contemplatethe interrelationship between
informal and formal learning and the definitions of these terms in the Journal of Workplace
Learning. They analysethe ways in which theseterms have been used in texts and propose
an alternative way of analysing learning situations in terms their formality and informality.
They apply this analysisto a number of workplace learning contexts and concludethat
there are `significant elementsof formal learning in informal situations, and elements of
informality in formal situations: the two are inextricably inter-related' (ibid p313). They
usethe example of learning in the context of secondaryschool teachersand find that most
of the learning processeswere informal and had resulted from everyday working practices,
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i. e. teacherschanging and improving the ways in which they worked by sharing ideasand
approaches.Malcolm et al (ibid) also reflect on how formal learning can impact on
informal learning: for example where teacherstook ideas from a short formal learning
courseinto their teaching and discussedthem with colleagues.A similar example from the
casestudy, discussedearlier in this chapter,was an OU learning actor describing a student,
who had taken what he learnedas part of the formal tuition on working policy law and
reflected on practice in his/her own situation leading to setting up a working party to
establisha law on working policy in their own department.

What canbe seenfrom the LPR learning actor's action theories on informal and formal
learning is a wide range of activity which for them could constitute informal learning.
Malcolm et al (ibid p317), claim that
All (or almost all) learning situations contain attributes of formality/informality, but
the nature of and balancebetweenthem varies significantly from situation to
situation ... interrelationshipsand effects can only be understood if learning is
examined in relation to the wider contexts in which it takes place.

This pavesthe way for LNT to help to understandthe relationship between the two types of
learning, as it incorporates the wider context in which it takes place. Malcolm et al (ibid),
however, stateearly on in their article that it is not possible to define separateideal types of
informal and formal learning, as is certainly also the casein this casestudy. This doesnot
mean, however, that the terms should be ignored. If Malcolm et al (2003) are correct in
stating that all (or almost all) learning situations have attributes of formal and informal
learning, then potentially trade unions and higher education institutions could have an
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impact on informal learning and thus help to establish effective social care learning
organisations.

Despite many yearsof debateand discussion around the exact definition of what activity
constitutes formal and what informal learning in the workplace, the terms are still criticised
and rejected. Nonetheless,academicsstill try to define, apply and look for the relationship
betweenthem. Most recently, Heijden et al (2009) explored the possible relationships
betweenformal and informal learning and that of employability. They identify the alreadyestablishedimportanceof informal learning in the workplace for maintaining and
progressing employees' performance,as researchedand discussedby a number of
academicsincluding Marsick and Watkins (1990) as discussedin Chapter2. Heijden et al
(2009) use the samedefinitions of formal and informal learning as thoseof Marsick and
Volpe (1999), which are employed in the analysis of the presentcase study data.Heij den et
al (2009) discussthe factors that can encourageinformal learning in the workplace, which
is very relevant here and in comparisonswith the findings from the LPR casestudy
research.

Heijden et al's (ibid) factors that encourageinformal learning in the workplace are
employees' interaction with their supervisor;learning the value of their job; and internal
and external networks. Two of thesefactors are significant points of debate for this case
study. The role of a supervisor or line managerin the social care organisation hasbeen
highlighted and explored both in this chapterand in Chapter 6. In both of these chapters,
using LNT as a starting point for the data analysisrevealed the significance of an external
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network in all areasof the LPRSW qualification. For this reasonthesetwo factors which
are said to encourageinformal learning in the workplace are consideredin greaterdepth
below.

Heijden et al (2009) report that a number of theorists have demonstrateda link betweenthe
quality of supervision and an employees' learning behaviour in the workplace. As a result
of this connection they assumethat the supervisor's role in informal learning is positively
associatedwith the employee's employability. This was not testedin the casestudy;
however it is reasonableto speculatethat studentswho receive help and support for
learning in the workplace from their line managerswill have increasedemployability. A
similar link between individual informal learning and employability could be proposedwith
regardto the role of UNISON. With referenceto the relationship between networks,
informal learning and employability, Haijden et al (2009) argue:
New organisational forms imply a broadenedspanof control and an increased
workload for all parties involved, leading to a reducedavailability of time and less
motivation to provide assistanceand support for workers (Russell and Adams
1997). Given thesedevelopments,it is of utmost importanceto investigate the
predictive value of networking in the light of workers employability enhancement,
in order to prevent a further ignoranceof this factor. (p23)

Here the authorsrefer to the value of networking within and outside the organisation to
help employeesto find opportunities to enhancetheir employability. The case study has
shown the value for employeesof extendingtheir external network outside the social care
organisation.Joining a trade union enableda higher level of formal and informal learning
in their workplace, which in turn presumablyincreasedtheir employability. So while
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Heijden et al (2009) focus only on the value of informal learning to the individual, they do
highlight the importance of networks for informal learning and employability.

UNISON's role in the development of a learning organisation
The data discussedin this and the previous chapterhave provided a useful insight into the
role of UNISON in formal and informal workplace learning. Despite the conflict and
criticism surrounding the formal and informal learning concepts,making a distinction
betweenthem and analysing the datawith this in mind hasprovided a meansof exploring
the role of UNISON in social care organisational learning. It hasalso provided examplesof
where the interaction between formal and informal learning takes place in a social care
organisation. In addition to this, basedon the learning action theories of the LPR actors,
indicators of where this relationship could potentially be developedhavebeen identified.

Basedon the evidencepresentedin Chapters6 and 7I have establisheda link between the
UNISON's role in formal and informal learning and in increasingworkplace learning in the
casestudy organisation and its becominga successful learning organisation. This link is
revealed in Figure 7.2, below, which depictshow UNISON's relationship of trust with the
casestudy social care employer and a coherentnotion of the concept of a learning
organisation arguably enabledit to becomeinvolved in both formal and informal aspectsof
workplace learning. UNISON helped to initiate the LPRSW degree,and by engaging with
employeesat all levels of the organisationwas able to encouragean open learning
environment and an increasein learning resources.With reference to the social care
learning organisationresource(SCIE 2004) outlined in Appendix H, the involvement of
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UNISON in formal and informal learning and the learning climate presentsfeaturesof the
social care learning organisationcharacteristics.I usethe term `learning climate' as defined
in LNT as an expressionof the LPR casestudy's learning actors' learning action theories.
Figure 7.2: UNISON's role in increasing workplace learning in the case study social
care organisation to help it to become a successful learning organisation
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The evidencefrom the casestudy outlined in Chapters 5 and 6 can be correlatedwith the
following SCIE (2004) learning organisationcharacteristics(see Appendix H): in terms of
the organisational structure,the LPR was in itself evidenceof cross-organisationaland
collaborative working, and through widening participation in the social work degreeto
include employeeswho had not previously studied for higher educational qualification, the
caseorganisationwas making best useof theseemployees' skills, with encouragement
from UNISON.

In Chapter51 discussedthe importance of a clear and distinct notion of a learning
organisationto guide workplace learning. For SCIE (2004), an organisational culture based
on sharedbeliefs, values, goalsand objectives and an open learning environment are key
characteristicsof a successfulsocial care learning organisation. The UNISON LPR learning
actorsexpresseda more coherentand crystallised notion of the concept of a learning
organisation than the learning actors from the case study social care organisation.UNISON
also had a role in engaging with line managementto encourageworkplace learning
opportunities, bringing the concept to the attention of leadership.

This analysishas revealedthe role of UNISON in the SCIE (2004) key characteristics and
hashighlighted where UNISON's input in this learning network casestudy could be
improved. The case study findings highlighted a weaknessin UNISON's communications.
Several LPR learning actors from the social care organisation and the OU were unclear
about UNISON's role in the LPR. For SCIE (2004), another key characteristicof a social
care learning organisation is an effective internal and external information communication
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system.In future learning partnerships,UNISON hasthe potential to ensure effective
communication about its own role and the roles of eachorganisation involved and of
specific learning actors.

Theresearchfindingsprovidedin this chapterspeculateon futurepossibilitiesfor
interaction between formal and informal learning and the role that UNISON could have
within this. For example, trade unions and higher education institutions may be in a
position to make an impact on informal learning in social care organisationsthrough their
role in formal learning.

An additional approachto the analysis of this casestudy data would be to frame the
analysisin terms of the benefits that both the individual learning actorsand the
organisationsthey belong to, gain from the partnership. The casestudy data discussedin
this and the previous chaptershas alreadyrevealed a number of benefits of the LPR to
social work qualification. Organisationssuch as Unison benefit from increased
membership recruitment whilst individual social care employees,who had not previously
studied in higher education,benefit from widening participation to the social work
qualification.

In my analysisof the formal and informal learning action theories the studentperspective of
the LPR is not taken into account. The findings presentedbelow from the preliminary
researchstudy addressthis omission. This preliminary researchincluded 16 telephone
interviews; 7 with studentsstudying on the OU LPRSW and 9 with studentsstudying on
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the traditional route to social work degreewith the Open University (see appendix I for
studentinterview schedule).These findings are presentedby theme below:

All studentsindicated that they had received support from their employer. The types of
support listed by both the LPR and non LPR students included support from their employer
during the application processand a travel allowance. The LPR studentsadditionally listed
a book allowance and employer input at stakeholdermeetings:
The stakeholdermeetings happentwice a year. Here they look at the needsof
studentsand renegotiatea number of things such as study leave etc. (Student 2)
The non LPR studentsalso listed the support they received from their training department
and managers.

Over half of both samplesof studentswere found to be dissatisfied with the amountof
support they had received from their employer. Comments made indicate why the students
felt this way:
We were not given as much supportas I would have liked. I must confessthat when
I applied for this I really did expect that there'd be more support from our human
resourcedepartment,but basically there's nothing. I just expectedthere to be
perhapsa library resourceor information centre. (Student 11)
I don't think the employer hasbeen very supportive, the opposite in fact becausemy
managerwas doing the samequalification. (Student 6)

All of the non LPR studentsand five of the LPR students indicated that they had received
direct supportfrom the Open University. The types of support received from the Open
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University included support during the application process,student services,online support,
IT/ technical support and also support from a regional coordinator. A similar proportion of
the students from eachsample were found to be satisfied with the support they had received
(LPR 57%, non LPR 56%).

All students indicated that they had received support from their coursetutor. The types of
supportreceived by students in both sampleswas named as email correspondence,
assessmentfeedback and teaching. Over half of the non LPR studentsexpressed
satisfaction with the support they had received from their coursetutors:
The coursetutor hasbeen really good. (Student 12)
None of the LPR studentsexpressedfull satisfaction with supportthey had received from
their programmetutors. Five of the LPR studentsindicated that they were dissatisfied with
the supportthey had received from their coursetutors. Commentsmade included:
I think they're inadequateactually in terms of teaching ability. (Student 2)

The remaining two LPR studentsindicated a mixed level of satisfaction with support
provided by the course tutors. A high proportion of the non LPR student (7 students78%)
indicatedthat they were satisfied with the supportprovided by their programme tutor.

A high proportion of both the LPR and non LPR students namedtheir peers as a sourceof

supportwhich theydrew on duringthecourse(5 LPR 63%and 8 non LPR 80%).
Commentsmadeincluded:
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`That's beenthe most important thing really. I think the other studentshave been
really supportiveand that's what getsyou through'. (Student 9)
We're a little core that have been through lots together and that hasbeen really
positive. (Student 1)

Thefollowing aspectsof theprogrammewerenamedby bothLPR andnon LPR students
as being the most successful:
(2
-A well planned/ organisedprogramme LPR, 4 non LPR students)
I think it is good becauseeverything that you need is there and you don't have to go
and searchout the books and things. (Student 13)
4
LPR students)
-A work basedqualification (4 LPR, non
The fact that you've got the opportunity to work and study at the sametime makes
you a much more rounded practitioner. (Student 8)
I'm very shockedto find that actually a lot of people are coming into social work
with no social care backgroundwhatsoever. They're doing two placementsand then
going out to work as a social worker. I think this [work baseddegreequalification]
is a much better becauseeven if somebody's coming in with no experiencethey're
getting all of that experienceover three years. (Student 6)
-The course material (2 LPR, 5 non LPR students)
I do feel that the books and everything the OU provide with the coursesare very
well written, very easyto understand.(Student 11)

The LPR students additionally listed the strengths of having bridging workshops (2
students)and the financial advantagesof working whilst studying (1 student).
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The difficulty in combining work and study is named by both LPR and non LPR students
as being the least successfulaspectof the social work programme which they were
following. The LPR studentsalso listed the timing of deadlines(1 student)and the heavy
workload on placement(1 student)as the least successfulaspectsof the programme. The
non LPR studentsalso listed the teething problems with the new degree(3 students)and
lack of support from their employer as the least successfulaspectsof the degree
programme.

Two LPR and two non LPR studentssuggestedthat reducing their workload would
improve the programme. The LPR studentsalso suggestedrearranging deadline timings (1
student),informing colleaguesof the programme requirements(2 students)and improving
the teaching quality (1 student).One of the LPR studentssuggestedthat they didn't feel any
improvementsto the programmewere necessary.
No I don't think so it's pretty well planned out. I think with the stakeholders
meeting they are trying to tailor the course to the needsof the studentsand
organisation.I think it's a good way of working. (Student 6)
The non LPR studentssuggestedimproving the explanation given with the records of
practice (2 students),separatingthe IT componentsinto one course(4 students),increasing
the number of study days (1 student)and increasingthe contact with their programme tutor
(I student)as stepsthat could be taken to improve their learning experience.

All nine non LPR studentsindicated that they would recommendthe social work
programme to another employee.In contrast, only one of the sevenLPR studentsindicated
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that they would recommendthe programme,four of the LPR students indicated that they
would not recommendthe programme and another appearedunsure.

The majority of the LPR and non LPR studentdid not expressany concerns about
completing the programme (6 LPR students' 86% and 8 non LPR students89%). The
studentswere askedwhether they felt their placementshad met the variety and quality of
experienceto meet their learning needs.All nine of the non LPR studentsand six of the
seven studentsLPR studentsexpressedthat the placementshad meet this criteria.

The studentswere asked whether they felt work based learning was the most effective route
to social work qualification. Four of the sevenLPR students(57%) and sevenof the nine
non LPR students (78%) indicated that they felt work basedlearning to be the most
effective route. Two of the LPR studentsand only one of the non LPR students indicated
that they felt that work basedlearning was not the most effective route to social work
qualification.
I think it's a really difficult route to social work, bearing in mind that there is
another alternative that's being introduced on within this organisation. People are
being secondedto the local university for the master's qualification. It's probably a
more manageablecourse.(Student 3)
I think it would be better if people got time out of work andjust studied for a while
and then went back to work. Social work is such a stressfuljob and with a high staff
turnover it can out you off before you even started.(Student 12)
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All sevenLPR studentsand eight of the nine non LPR studentsindicated that they had a
two year tie post qualification to work for their sponsoringemployer. One LPR student
indicated that they in fact had a three year tie in. Six of the seven LPR studentsand five of
the nine non LPR students indicated that they were happy with this post qualification tie.
The other students (I LPR and 3 non LPR students)indicated that they were unsureas to
whether they were happy with this tie.

Whilst five of the nine non LPR studentsindicated their desireto leave their employer at
the end of the contractual tie, none of the LPR students indicated definite intentions to
leave. Only one non LPR studentexpressedan explicit intention to stay with their
sponsoringemployer post qualification.

The preliminary study revealedfew differences between the experiencesof the LPR and
non LPR studentsstudying for the social work degree.The key benefit to the LPRSW
students identified from these findings is the widening of participation of the social work
degreequalification to thesework basedstudentsthrough the OU programme. Additional
benefits of the programme for both sets of students interviewed included what they
describedas the most successfulaspects,namely that the qualification is work based
allowing them to gain a qualification without having to take time out from work. The well
written course material and well planned degreeprogramme were also highlighted as being
someof the most successfulaspectsof the programme run by the OU. The LPR students
additionally listed the bridging workshops (a learning experiencewhich the non-LPR
studentsdid not receive) as strengthof their experienceas a student. Both setsof students
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expresseddissatisfaction with the amount of support they had received from their
employer. However when asked if they intended to stay with their sponsoringemployer
following completion of the qualification, no LPR studentindicated that they had an
intention of leaving, whilst someof the non LPR studentsstateda clear intention to leave
following fulfilment of their contractualtie.

Overall these findings reveal few differences between the levels of satisfaction felt by
studentsexperiencing either route to the social work qualification being offered by the OU.
It can be noted, however, that it was the explicit intention of a number of non LPR students
to leave their employer post qualification. The responsesfrom the LPR studentssuggested
that they were happier with their employer, possibly as a result of studying on the enhanced
LPR route, although this is not a conclusion that can be verified with this data.

What is also clear from this presentationof the findings from the preliminary study with
studentsis that the diverse positions of the respondentswithin the LPR learning network,
clearly gave them different perspectiveson the LPRSW. For example the LPR student's
satisfactionwith their experiencewas not found to differ substantially from those students
studying on the traditional route to social work qualification. These studentshad not
received the perceived added benefits outlined by the LPR learning actors from UNISON
and the OU, such as the book allowanceand bridging workshops.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter hasexplored the interaction between formal and informal learning in the LPR
learning network. This analysisis important, as clearly learning in the LPR learning
network was not limited to formal learning. The evidencefrom the casestudy's learning
actors was outlined and discussedin relation to their feedback on informal learning in the
LPR to addressresearchobjectives 2(c) and 3. The LPR learning action theories on
informal learning were describedand discussed,and from this the LPR informal learning
network emerged.Some relationshipsbetween social work students' formal learning and
informal learning in the workplace were identified and discussed.The evidence from
Chapters6 and 7 was then combined to consider the exact nature of UNISON's role in
workplace learning and its link to the creation of a successful learning organisation. Further
limitations of LNT were revealed.In the next chapterthese limitations, alongsidethose
identified earlier in Chapters5 and 6, are describedand examined.Following this a number
of modifications to LNT are proposed.
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8. Enhancing Learning Network Theory
In this chapter the analysis in Chapters4,5,6 and 7 are drawn together to consider the benefits
and limitations of LNT and somesubstantial modifications to the theory are outlined.
Following this somealternatives to the theory are consideredwhich enhancethe interpretation
of the case study data.

The criticisms, describedin the previous chapters that emerged from the analysis of the case
study data needto be factored into the LPR learning network. Firstly, with referenceto the
discussionsin Chapter 5 about the nature of the learning network as an interpretative
framework, the position of learning actors in the learning network was a key point raised early
in the analysis.Poell et al (2000) postulate that:
the heart of eachlearning network are the learning actors,that is, those engagedin
...at
organizing learning...They are referred to as learning actors, becausethey are regarded
as stakeholderswho act deliberately on the basis of their own theories and interests
with respectto work-related learning. (p33)

However, as shown in Figure 5.1 (p117), which details the LNT, actors are not positioned at
the heart of the network. A new model should incorporate the criticism outlined earlier in
terms of what was learnt about the flow between the three components to reposition the
learning actors at the heart of the network.

Figure 8.1, below, is a reworked model of the learning network expressingthe componentsin
light of reflections made following its application to the LPR casestudy. This revised figure
learning network. In Poell
repositions the learning actorsat the heart of the
et al's (2000)
original learning network the flow between componentstravels from the learning structures to
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the learning actors, then to the learning processes and back to the learning structures. The new
figure imposes no such restrictions, allowing for a variety of interactions between components.
Here the learning climate, represented by the outer circle, is repositioned outside the learning
structures, encapsulating all the other learning components.

Figure 8.1: The learning network of an organisation (adapted from Poell et al
2000)

Learning Actors

Learning
Processes &
Structures

Learning Climate

Below I take each component of the network and reflect on how it is used as an interpretative
framework for analysis of the case study data, and then consider the strengths and limitations
description of the modifications needed to make
of the theory in greater detail. This leads to a
LNT applicable to the social care context, first to discover the value of the theory for
understanding how UNISON can help to establish and support organisational learning in
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social care organizations, and secondto achieve the social care organisation's target of
becoming a successfullearning organisationwith a predominant learning culture.

Learning Network Theory: Conceptual Problems with Learning Actors
A key point arising from the application of the interpretative framework of LNT to the LPR is
Poell et al's (2000) wide definition of what they term the learning actor in the learning
network. They give examples of relevant learning actors which include not only individuals
but also whole organisations. This definition of a learning actor presented problems in the
application of LNT as an interpretative framework for my case study. If the LPR learning
network interpretation was to be focused on the relevant actors, then to suggest that UNISON,
an organisation, was an actor may have to led to the misunderstanding that all individuals at
UNISON were involved in the learning network; this was not true.

Another criticism that can directed at the learning network theorists' view of what constitutes
a learning actor is, as they themselvesargue,that learning actors hold very diverse learning
action theories. They suggestthat this warrants further research.Thus it is more appropriate to
define learning actors as individuals. This is important, given the diversity of learning action
theories, as becameevident from the individual learning actors in the LPR casestudy, even
where they belonged to the sameorganisation.A good example is provided in the application
of the learning network theory in Chapter 5, where learning actors from the social care
organisation provided conflicting action theories in relation to their conceptsof a learning
organisation. For example, when askedwhat s/heunderstood a learning organisationto be,
Participant 0 (below) describedaspectsof practice learning and its benefits:
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So they are still in practice, but they're still then offering their expertise. Not just
one
but
in
be
on one,
a much more structured way, to
able to give and pass onto the next
generation of social work students. So it begins to embed a sort of notion of what I see
as a learning organisation that is using our learning. (Participant 0, Social Work
Development Officer, social care organisation)

In contrast, Participant Q provided a different notion of what enablessocial care organisations
to become learning organisations,speakingat length about the role of knowledge management
to ensureeffective communication:
I am a huge advocateof any organisationbecoming a learning organisation. my own
..
observation is that organisationsare very poor at thinking about their knowledge
managementin terms of what happenswhen individuals move on and things change.
There isn't a framework for that sort of successionplanning-what happensis there is a
total loss of key knowledge-there were too many changesin key managementto take
seriously the notion of a learning organisation. (Participant Q, Head of Learning and
Development, social care organisation)

Learning Network Theory: Conceptual Problems with Learning Processes
In Chapter 4 the learning processesof the LPR learning network were identified in line with
the componentsof LNT. The interpretative analysisrevealed anothercrucial problem with
LNT, as describedby Poell et al (2000) and illustrated in Figure 5.1 (page 117). Earlier in this
chapteran alternative figure describing the learning network of an organisation was proposed
(seeFigure 8.1). Evidence from the learning processesof the LPR learning network supports
an alternative flow betweenthe components.
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The illustration provided by the learning networks theorists (Figure 5.1, p117) appears to
suggest that the flow from learning processes to learning structures occurs more directly than
that between the learning structures to the learning processes. In figure 3 the learning actors
and their action theories are shown to exert an influence between the flow of learning
structures such as the learning climate to the learning processes; but they do not have any

influence between the flow from learning processesback to structures.This suggeststhat the
learning processesof an organisationdirectly impact upon its learning structurewithout input
from the learning actors. Clearly, as detailed in Chapter 5, the learning actors applied the
learning climate values about widening participation to the organisation's learning policies.
After making the decision to run the LPRSW qualification they then had a role in planning the
learning activities (part of the content structure) and dividing the tasks and responsibilities of
the actorsinvolved in the LPR (the organisational structure).

Learning Network Theory: Conceptual Problems with Learning Action Theories
and the Learning Climate
The application of the interpretative framework provided evidence of and insight into a strong
relationship between the LPR learning actors' learning theories and the learning climate of the
LPR learning network. Poell and Krogt (2006) define learning action theoriesas the learning
actor's views on learning activities and the organisation of learning programs. This can be
contrastedwith the learning climate - part of the learning structure of the network - which is
defined as the norms and values about learning that are enclosedwithin the structureof a
learning network.
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In applying LNT to the case study data I analysed individual learning actors' views to try to
uncover the learning action theories and identify the learning climate. I looked at overarching
norms and values on learning in the social care organisation which could have arisen from
individual action theories or from the political and academic context in which the social care

organisationexists, for example the influences of social care governing institutions such as the
Social Care Institute of Excellence (SCIE) and the General Social CareCouncil (GSCC).

This analysisappearedto fit neatly with the learning network componentsas describedby the
learning network theorists (Krogt 1995,Poell et a! 2000). However, in Chapter 6's analysis of
the role of UNISON in formal learning activities in the LPR somethingdifferent to a learning
action theory or the learning climate, as defined by the Poell and Krogt, emerged.The research
and analysisrevealed the importance of trust in the learning network. The findings from this
casestudy and the identified role of UNISON in gaining the trust of employers and employees
to implement a formal learning program in the social care organisation highlight the link
between interpersonal trust, the learning culture and organisational commitment. Interpersonal
trust is a key factor here. It was the role of key UNISON representatives in building trust
through interpersonal relationships that enabled trust at an individual level and commitment to
learning at the organisational level.

Interpersonaltrust doesnot fit into the interpretative framework, as trust between key learning
actorsinvolved in the network may not stem from learning activities. Poell and Moorsel
(1996) argue that individual action theoriesrelating to learning activities and valuesand norms
regarding learning producethe learning climate of the organisation. This led to a problem in
interpreting the casestudy data: if the interpretation is restricted to the componentsof LNT
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then many important factors that are part of a learning network but do not fit into these

prescribedcomponentsmay be overlooked.

Hardin (2002) examines the concept of trust and argues that there is wide disagreement over
what trust really is, despite the attention of a considerable number of philosophers. He argues:
`For the understanding of trust relationships, however, it is fundamentally important to keep
real-world complications in view because they are the stuff of relationships' (p, xxi). Here,
and key to the LPR learning network case study analysis, is attention to trust relationships.
UNISON built trust through relationships at both the individual and the organisational level.
Hardin (2002) considers the encapsulated interest model of trust in great detail. In this model
the notion of a trust relationship relies on the proposition: `I trust you because your interest
encapsulates mine ... in addition, the richer an ongoing relationship and the more valuable it is
to us, the more trusting we are likely to be in that relationship' (p3). One element of the
encapsulated trust model outlined by Hardin (2002) which is important in the critique of
Learning Network Theory is that `trust is a cognitive notion' (p7).

If I subscribeto this encapsulatedmodel of trust relationships, a deep criticism of LNT is
unearthed.The LPR learning network was found to be establishedon trust relationships
between learning network actors. Poell and Krogt (2006: p71) argue that learning and
developmentare processeswhich occur `less systematically and less consciously than
assumed'.Their LNT was put forward as a frame of reference to describe and explain how
work-related learning projects are organized and focuseson behavior rather than cognition.
The LPR learning network, however, has been shown to be basedon relationships of trust, and
if trust is a cognitive notion how can cognition be so easily disregarded?
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Understanding the trust relationshipsin the LPR through the application of the encapsulated
model leads to the argument that UNISON, the OU and the social care organisation built trust
in one another basedupon common interests which included widening participation in social
work qualifications and improving workplace learning. However, the encapsulatedinterests do
not account for how trust develops in circumstanceswhere individuals in a relationship hold
both common and uncommon goals at the sametime. The LPR learning actors had their own
personal and employing organisational interests alongsidetheir common interests.
The organization, either as a whole or as individuals, may have had a firm belief in the
reliability, truth, ability or strength of the role of UNISON in the LPR. Trust for UNISON at
the individual learning actor level of the learning network appearsto have led to trust at an
organisational level, as UNISON was able to expand its role in the social care organisation
beyond its more traditional scopeto take on a role in the workplace learning. This flow
between learning actor and learning climate representsa different flow between the learning
network componentsto that describedby Poell (2006) and Krogt (1995).

The Learning Structures
The learning network theorists were not referring to mental operations by conceptssuch as the
learning processesand strategies;theseare rather seenas socio-organisational.Poell et al
(2000) state:
The learning network theory focuseson what happensbetweenpeople as they interact
...
socially, rather than on what takes place within a person's mind. (p34)
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For Poell et al (2000), LNT centres on behaviour rather than cognition. One distinct problem
uncovered through the use of LNT is that there appears to be a great leap between the three
elements of the interpretative frame and identifying theoretical types of learning network.
Following the description and outline of some of the structures, action theories and processes
of the case study, one could expect that uncovering the underlying theoretical type of learning
network would be straightforward. However, as shown later in this chapter and in Chapters 5
to 7, interpreting the type of learning network that the case study represented relied more
heavily on analysis of the very mental operations that the learning network theorists argue are
unnecessary.

The purposeof conducting interviews was consideredin depth in the methodology chapterand
is defined by Patton (1990) as being `to find out what is on someone'smind We interview
....
people to find out from them thosethings which we cannot directly observe'. This provides a
good explanation for one of the main reasonsthat interviews were employed as the key
researchmethod. The use of interviews as a researchmethod, however, conflicts with the
fundamentalprinciples of LNT. An alternative researchmethod which would have fit in with
LNT would have been observation.Using this researchmethod the learning processesin the
social care organisation could have been identified. However, observation would only have
explored and evidenced the current informal and formal learning in the organisation and it
would not have been possible to identify UNISON's role of in planning, implementing and
evaluating the social work programmes.Do the learning network theorists rely on continuous
observationof a learning network from start to finish in order to collect the necessarydata?
This would make the interpretative framework impractical and extremely challenging for
researchers.
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An additional criticism of LNT is that Poell et al (2000) arguethat learning structurescan be
observedin the content and organisational structuresand also the learning climate. The
learning climate, however, is defined as the norms and values regarding learning enclosed
within the structure of a learning network. Is it enough to just observenorms and values
regarding learning? In a typology of norms Morris (1956) postulatesthat:
individual or commonly sharedconceptionsof the desirable,i. e. what I
...values are
and/or others feel we justifiably want - what is felt proper to want. On the other hand,
norms are generally accepted,sanctionedprescriptions for or prohibitions against,
others' behaviour, belief or feeling...Values can be held by a single individual; norms
cannot. (p610)

If values can be held by a single individual, then surely Poell et al (2000) are missing
significant data in a learning network by focusing only `on what happensbetween people as
they interact socially, rather than on what happenswithin a person's mind' (p34).

Learning

Network

Theory:

Conceptual

Problems

with

Formative

and

Informative Learning
Reflecting on the evidencethat emergedon applying LNT to the casestudy has revealed a
number of limitations and strengthsof the LNT model of workplace learning. One key point
identified is that despite referenceto a distinction between informal and formal learning, the
differences betweenthe two are not incorporatedin the framework. The components the
actors,action theories,processesand structure- all enablean analysisof formal learning,
which, as defined by many academics,is learning that is preplanned and structured.The LNT
does not easily lend itself to the analysisof informal learning in the workplace, as many of the
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processes in the learning network are defined as the development of learning policies and

learning programmes,excluding unplanned and ad hoc learning activities.

The application of LNT to the LPR case study enabled an investigation of workplace learning
in the social care organisation through an analysis of formal and informal learning. Formal and

informal learning in this network are illustrated through the further developmentof LNT to
incorporateboth a formal and informal learning network, as illustrated in Figure 8.2, below.
This figure represents how these concepts could be incorporated into LNT based on evidence

from the LPR casestudy.

Figure 8.2: Formal and informal learning in the learning network of an
organisation

(adapted from Poell et al 2000)
Formal &
Informal
Learning Actors
Formal &
Informal
Learning
Processes
Structures

&

Formal &
Informal
Learning Climate
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Theoretical Types of Learning Network
Following analysis of the main componentsof the casestudy learning network in Chapter 5, it
was reasonableto assumethat the casestudy learning network could now be classified by
type. The findings from the casestudy data analysiswere comparedto the four learning
networks depicted by Poell et al (2000) (see Chapter 5). It would appearfrom the application
of the LNT interpretative framework that the learning partnership casestudy predominantly
comprisescharacteristicswhich fall into the the horizontal and external learning network
categories.However, this analysisdid not clarify which type of learning network would be
most beneficial for the social care organisationto work towards. As acknowledgedby Poell et
al (2000), it should not be assumedthat an organisation will neatly fit into one of the four
types of learning network.

The application of LNT to the LPR case study provided a useful insight into the role of
UNISON in formal and informal learning and in increasing workplace learning in the case
study organisation, helping it to becoming a successfullearning organisation. Finger and
Brand (1999) describe the learning organisation as an ideal towards which organisations
evolve. This is in line with the SCIE perspective,which highlights evidence-basedpractice
and informal decision making as key to social care organisations' becoming successful
learning organisations.

The SCIE (2004) learning organisationresource(see appendix H) refers to the types of
managerialstructuresthat enablethe involvement of employees,carers and serviceusers. For
a successfullearning organisational structure,they argue, structures should support strong
vertical but also lateral relations. The learning network theorists do not include lateral relations
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in their four types of learning network, yet the importance of theseis stressedin the
managementliterature (see Meer-Kooistra and Scapens2008). The LNT could be adaptedto
incorporatelateral structures,which exist where there is a minimal structure and where
relationships are formed primarily around cooperation and coordination, in contrast to
command and control (Meer-Kooristra and Scapens2008).

The evidence provided by the casestudy analysishas revealed the role of LNT in the
description of learning in an organisation, and the actors, processesand structureswhich this
involves. Uncovering the theoretical type of learning network in the casestudy extendedthe
theory further than simply describing the data. The learning network arguably allows for
analysis,through the four theoreticaltypes, of the key criteria that make up a learning
organisation. Further researchis neededto explore what type of learning network would be
most beneficial for social care and other types of organisation. I hypothesisethat different
types of learning networks benefit or limit different types of learning, for example formal and
informal learning.

Alternatives to LNT
It is evident from the application of LNT to the casestudy data that the learning partnership
does possessall the elementsof a learning network. Following analysis using this
interpretative framework, the structures,actors and processesinvolved have been identified
and explored. LNT has also enabledsome analysisand classification of the type of learning
network that the partnership illustrates. In applying LNT as an interpretative framework in this
chapterI did not strive to reach a conclusion or presenta full picture of learning in the case
study organisation. I have provided evidenceand an illustration of one way in which LNT can
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be applied to a real-life contemporary casestudy. In so doing, the action theories of the
interview participants relating directly to the concept of a learning organisation havebeen
uncoveredand linked to the structure and process components.

Any attempt at measurementor evaluation comesto a standstill here, even after a detailed
account of the componentsof the network. This limitation to LNT is acknowledgedby the
theorists themselves,who identify the theory as a descriptive and interpretative model of how
learning can be organisedrather than a prescription for how it should be organised.This is one
of the key differences between LNT and alternative theories, and the former appearsto
provide little more than a processoutline to those who employ it.

One alternative to employing the interpretative framework of LNT to the casestudy data
would have been to usethe restrictive versusexpansive continuum outlined by Fuller and
Unwin (2003) and further developedby Evans et al (2006) (seeAppendix A). This continuum
is prescriptive in that it outlines the characteristicsof restrictive and expansive learning
environments. Rainbird et al (2009) have applied the continuum to care work learning
environments in an attempt to assessinstitutional and organisational capacity for skill
developmentin social care. Through an analysis of institutional frameworks and thirteen case
studiesthey proposean expansive/restrictivecontinuum of learning environments in care work
(see Figure 8.3 below).
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Figure 8.3: The expansive/restrictive continuum of learning environments in care work
Restrictive

Expansive
Whole organisation approach

Reactive, compliance driven approach

Training, development & assessment

Training, development & assessment

incorporated into organisational practice
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Internal capacity for assessment and training

Organisational relies on external expertise

Moral/ideological commitment to improvement &

Lack of commitment to staff development

maximising staff potential

Employees see themselves as just a care

Employee-drivenlearning

worker'

Trust in competent employees

Staff treated as unskilled workers with little

autonomy
Source: Rainbird et al, 2009

Comparing the results of the application of the LPR case study with the characteristics of the
continuum, several points can be made. First, this continuum indicates that reliance on
external expertise represents a restrictive learning environment. The planning and execution of
the LPR in the case study organisation relied on external expertise from UNISON and the OU.
While the terms `expansive' and `restrictive', as used in the continuum, could be seen as
representative of good and bad learning environments, respectively, Unwin (2004: p6),
outlines that `It is important to stress that the model should be seen as a continuum and not as
a rigid polarisation of `good' (expansive) and `bad' (restrictive) practice. There will be
occasions when, for various reasons, organisations have to move more towards the restrictive

endof thecontinuum'.

The secondpoint is that trust in competentemployees is identified as necessaryin the
expansive/restrictivecontinuum for an expansive learning environment. The results of the
LPR learning network case study supportthis key role of trust. The importance of trust in
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establishing the LPRSW qualification was identified and discussedin Chapter 6. Trust in an
expansive learning environment needsto be extendedhere to include employeesoutside the
organisation.

The expansive/restrictive continuum is for application to specific workplaces and learning
environments in one organisation and doesnot easily lend itself to analysis of a partnership
learning network involving more than one organisation. It may be possible for each
organisation's learning environment to be placed along the continuum; however, the case
study data do not provide enoughdetailed evidenceto addresseach of the featuresof the
learning environment outlined. With further researchit would be possible to explore which of
the continuums featuresare or are not presentin the social care organisation and to highlight
the expansiveand restrictive areasof this learning environment. Perhapswhat would be most
useful to the field of workplace learning, which involves the exploration of learning
partnerships,is a continuum that encompassesmore than a singular learning environment and
can assessa learning network such as the learning partnership investigatedin this thesis.

Despite these criticisms of LNT, which were made after reflecting on the relationships
between the components of the LPR teaming network, the theory proved a useful tool for
interpreting the case study data. In Chapter 2, the literature review, a number of different
approaches to learning organisations and workplace learning were identified. Many of these
approaches have predominantly been applied to organisations in the private sector to provide
detailed accounts of what constitute forms of organisational learning, learning organisations,
workplace learning and a teaming climate. Examples of this are the emergence of the concept
of organisational learning in 1978 (Argyris) and the seminal work completed by Senge in the
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1990son the learning organisation.More recently, Ortenblad (2007) concluded his writings
on the learning organisationby suggestingthat there are as many as thirty different adaptations
of the learning organisation. The literature review looked at the conceptsof the learning
organisation and organisational learning and the abundanceof interpretationsled to
investigation of the more current researchinto learning in the workplace and more detailed
contributions focusing on formal and informal learning. This provided a direction for how best
to analysethe LPR casestudy data.

Applying LNT as an interpretative framework has enabledan analysis in which the nature of
learning activities and the roles of the learning actors involved was not predetermined.This
allowed the unique role of UNISON in this social care case study to be identified and
describedat length. Other models of workplace learning also prescribe the best environment in
which learning can take place in an organisation and the types of learning activity and
organisational characteristicsthat meet theseaims. From the outset, the researchobjectives
were about exploring conceptsof learning in social care from the point of view of the actors
involved in the LPR. The learning network provided a satisfactory basis from which this
investigation could begin.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter the analysis in Chapters4,5,6 and 7 were drawn together and the benefits and
limitations of LNT reflected upon. Conceptual problems with the learning processes,learning
action theories and learning structuresand with the theoretical types of learning network were
outlined. A modified figure was proposedto enhanceLNT, basedon evidence from the LPR
casestudy, which expressesthe componentsin light of its application to the LPR casestudy.
This revised figure repositions the learning actors at the heart of the learning network. In
contrast to the learning network proposedby Poell et al (2000), the flow between components
is not restricted. In the original learning network the flow between componentstravels from
the learning structuresto the learning actors,then to the learning processesand back to the
learning structures.The new figure places no restrictions on the direction of flow, allowing for
a variety of interactions between components.Following this, an alternative theory, the
expansive-restrictive framework (Fuller and Unwin 2003) was consideredas an alternative to
the application of LNT.
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9. Conclusions
This thesis begins by examining the generalcontext for trade unions as participants within
learning organisations.This was a backdrop to featuring UNISON as an actor within a
learning organisation,operating in the field of social care. A review of the current literature
pertaining to work basedlearning uncovered a need to further explore the role of trade unions
in work basedlearning partnershipswith social care organisations.Whilst a number of authors
havedetailed the role of trade unions in work basedlearning partnershipswith public sector
organisations,including social care (for example Sutherlandand Rainbird 2000), there is a
shortageof academicliterature relating specifically to their role in informal learning in these
organisations.

The thesishasexamined through a casestudy methodology - the Learning Partnership Route
(LPR) within the Open University Social Work Degree- that required both UNISON and
employer participation in supporting the study of employees. I asked specific questionsat the
outset basedon gapsin the existing literature and the casestudy presentedhere has
illuminated somepossible answers.

I aimed to investigate the nature of workplace learning and the nature of learning in the
organisation in the following ways. That is;

1. Identify andexploretheconceptof a learningorganisationfrom theviewpoint of the
actors involved in the LPR using the SCIE learning organisation resource(2004).
2. Investigatethe role of UNISON in workplace learning through the LPRSW degree:
a. explore ways in which UNISON can support and help to implement a learning
organisationand culture in social work organisations;
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b. investigate the role of UNISON in formal learning through the LPRSW
degree;
c. investigate the role of UNISON in informal learning through the LPRSW
degree;
3. Contribute to and increaseunderstandingof social care workplace learning theory
and researchmethods.

The main focus of this thesis is the natureof workplace learning in social care and the role of
one trade union in a learning partnershipwith a social care organisationand the Open
University. This is achievedthrough the developmentof Learning Network Theory. The
literature review provided a background to the empirical researchpresented.The learning
opportunities studied through this partnership casestudy call for a complex integration of
academic literature from a number of areasincluding current and historic industrial relations
in the United Kingdom, widening participation, the emergenceof literature pertaining to the
concept of the learning organisationand workplace learning, in particular informal and formal
learning. In addition to this literature,the work of Poell et al (2000) on the Learning Network
Theory was critically analysedbefore being used to further understandthe dynamics of the
casestudy partnership in question. The current political perspective on skills and learning
were firstly addressedand the role of trade unions is then discussedin relation to learning
opportunities and the Learning PartnershipRoute (LPR) case study. Literature on the concepts
of the `learning organisation' and `organisationallearning', workplace learning and the
Learning Network Theory were then outlined and reviewed.
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Chapter three describedand examinedthe methodological choices which have been made to
addressthe researchaims and objectives outlined in the introduction. The philosophical basis
of the methodology employed being critical realism, was outlined. Following this the case
study researchmethod, units of data analysis,sourcesof evidence,measures,sampling
strategies,participants and ethical implications were defined andjustified. Lastly
consideration was given to the data analysis.

In chapterfour the context surroundingthe Learning PartnershipRoute initiative is described
and analysedin greaterdepth. The first part of this chapterexplored the developmentof trade
union involvement in workplace learning, through an analysis of the educationaland political
context, leading to the introduction of the Learning PartnershipRoute (LPR). The casestudy
social care context was then looked at in greater detail to support an understandingof the LPR
implementation and to increasein understandingof why the initiative was taken forward. This
is achieved through an insight of the employer'sapproachto training and development and the
impact of the wider regulatory framework on the organisation.Lastly, drawing on evidence
from the casestudy research,details are provided about when the partnership with the
employer was first set up and how this initiative built on the trust that was establishedthrough
earlier programmesdelivered through the partnership.

A number of approachesand theoriespertaining to learning in organisations were identified in
the literature review. The first part of chapterfive explored LNT in greater detail to support
and increaseunderstandingof the theory in the data analysis/ discussion chapters.In the
secondpart of chapterfive the theory was then applied to the Learning PartnershipRoute
(LPR) in order to describe the actors,processesand structure of this learning partnership.
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Evidencewas incorporated from both the interview data and the documentary evidence
gatheredduring the case study research.In the final part of this chapterthe type of learning
network which the LPR casestudy constituteswas examined.The application of the Learning
Network Theory and interpretative framework to the casestudy data uncovered the learning
actors' actions theoriesrelating to the learning organisation and the SCIE characteristics.In
doing so a number of problems with the Learning Network Theory were identified and these
are elaboratedupon in chaptereight of this thesis.

The focus chaptersix was solely on the formal learning aspectsof the Learning Partnership
Route (LPR) learning network and in particular the role that UNISON has had in this process,
in order to addressthe researchobjective 2b: to investigate the role of UNISON in formal
learning through the learning partnership route to social work degree. A number of themes
were identified relating to the role of UNISON in formal learning in the learning partnership
network: the function of UNISON in the partnership, the strengthsof UNISON's involvement
in formal learning, the weaknessesor problems resulting from UNISON's involvement,
benefits to UNISON resulting from the learning partnership and lastly, the future of UNISON
sponsoredformal learning in social care organisations.These themeswere discussedalongside
excerpts from the interview transcripts.Following this, the evidence from the researchdata
was usedto explore somethingwhich I term a formal learning network and to also identify
what type of learning network this representsbasedon the descriptions from Poell et al (2000)
which were outlined in chapter five.

It is an aim of the researchto not only uncover the formal learning, but also the informal
learning which occurs as a part of this network. Both types of learning are considered
as
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important in the SCIE learning characteristicsand by the learning network theorists
themselves.Poell (2006) stateda learning program `can take place in a formalised training
setting organisedby HRD professionals,but learning is also brought about informally by the
employeesthemselvesin their everyday work situation' (p153). A more thorough analysis of
the nature of informal learning in social work and the interaction between formal and informal
is made in chapter sevenof the thesis.

In chapterseven the interaction betweenformal and informal learning in the LPR learning
network have been explored. This analysiswas important as clearly learning in the LPR
learning network was not limited to formal learning. The case study researchevidencefrom
the learning actors was outlined and discussedin relation to their feedback on informal
learning in the LPR in order to addressthe researchobjectives 2(c) and 3. The LPR learning
action theories on informal learning were firstly describedand discussedand from this the
LPR informal learning network was uncovered. Somerelationships between formal learning
and informal learning in the workplace for the social work studentshas been identified and
discussed.The evidence from chapterssix and seven was then combined to consider the exact
nature of UNISON's role in workplace learning and its link to creating a successfullearning
organisation. Further limitations of the Learning Network Theory were revealed.

In chaptereight the analysis from chaptersfour, five, six and sevenwere drawn together and
reflected upon to consider the benefits and limitations of the Learning Network Theory.
Conceptualproblems with the learning processes,learning action theories, learning structures
and the theoreticaltypes of learning network were outlined. A modified figure was proposed
to enhancethe theory basedon the evidence from the Learning PartnershipRoute casestudy,
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expressingthe componentsin light of the reflections which were made from its application to
the LPR casestudy. This revised figure repositions the learning actorsto the heart of the
learning network. In contrastto the learning network proposedby Poell et al (2000), the flow
between componentsis not restricted. In the original learning network, the flow between
componentstravels from the learning structuresto the learning actorsthen to the learning
processesand back to the learning structures. The new figure placesno such restriction,
allowing for a variety of interaction betweencomponents. Following this an alternative
theory, the expansive-restrictive framework (Fuller and Unwin 2003, Unwin 2004) was
consideredas an alternative to the application of LNT.

Key Conclusions
The key conclusions from this casestudy researchwill now be outlined. Applying the learning
network interpretative framework to the casestudy interview data hasenabledan investigation
into the action theories held by the key actors on the concept and idea of a learning
organisation. This provided evidencein responseto researchobjective 1, to identify and
explore the concept of a learning organisationfrom the viewpoint of the actors involved in the
Learning PartnershipRoute. What this hasrevealed is that the knowledge and theory differs
not only betweenthe organisations involved, but also between actors from the same
organisation. Responsesfrom the interview participants differed extremely, revealing that
whilst the actorsare constrainedby the organisation in terms of what learning actions they are
able to employ, their action theories aroundthe concept of a learning organisation and culture
are fluid and not somethingfor which they all have a crystallised set of norms and ideas.
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In starting out with the fieldwork the participants were not directly askedto define the
concept
of the learning organisation as it was not an expectation that all participants would be familiar
with or usethe concept. However during the fieldwork it was uncoveredthat someof the
actors in this learning network were familiar with the concept and had ideas,norms and rules
about how this concept canwork in practice.

These findings also provide support for the role of Unison in social care workplace learning, in
responseto researchobjective 2(a), to explore the ways in which Unison can support and help
implement a learning organisationand culture within social work organisations.Whilst the
interview participants from the social care organisation gaveconflicting action theories in
relation to the learning organisation, in contrast the participants from Unison provided clearer
and distinct action theories of learning in organisations. One can conclude from this finding
that Unison is well placed to assistsocial care organisations in achieving their goal of
becoming a learning organisation or increasingorganisational learning.

The Unison partnership actors gavedifferent, but clear action theorieson the learning
organisation. They were all consistent in appearingto have a clear and crystallised idea of
what the concept of a learning organisationmeans.Most often this definition encompassedthe
role of Unison in this being achievedin a social care organisation and the impact which the
LPR students have in this process.The Learning Partnership Route learning actors from the
Open University portrayed clear notions of the learning organisation as a concept and usedit
as did the Unison learning actors in relation to the role that studentscan have in leading the
social care organisationtowards the goal of a learning organisation. The LPR learning actors
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from the social care organisation, however, appearedconfused about what this concept
represents.

Poell et al (2000) contend that norms and ideas can `explicitly guide and legitimise people's
actions' (p33). If this is correct then this may explain why Unison has been successfulas a
force in learning in social care organisationsduring the last twenty years.It is also possible to
suggestthat to achieve the goal of becoming a successfullearning organisation,social care
employeesneedto possessclear and non-conflicting ideas about this concept.

Next, I addressthe conclusions that can be drawn in responseto the researchobjective; to
summarisethe role that UNISON was found to have in workplace learning through the LPR
learning network. Sutherlandand Rainbird (2000) identified three major stakeholdersin the
workplace; namely government,employers and employees. In the LPR learning network,
however, the trade union, UNISON is consideredto be a key learning actor and the role of
governmentis confined to being a part of the policies and programmeswhich led to the
planning and execution of the LPR. UNISON was identified as having played a number of
roles in the LPR learning network, including a key role engagingthe employer and employees
in the LPR. UNISON's relationship with the case study social care employer and their more
coherentnotion of the concept of a learning organisation, enabledthem to becomeinvolved in
both formal and informal aspectsof workplace learning (refer to figure 7.2, page 197).
UNISON helpedto initiate the LPRSW and through engaging with employees,they were able
to encouragean open learning environment and an increasein learning resources.
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For example, one key role was in widening participation to the social work degree.Evidence
from the casestudy interviews revealedhow they ensuredthat all employeesenrolled on the
LPR met the widening participation criteria outlined in the LPR route guide (The Open
University 2006). As noted earlier in the summary of findings, HEFCE (2006) outlined their
aim to increasethe numbersof higher educationparticipants from the workforce. In order to
achievethis they suggestedan increasein partnership work, but made no specific referenceto
the role of trade unions as partners.The evidence from the LPR casestudy highlights the
impact that UNISON can havein encouragingemployers to widen participation to social work
education.

One key theme to emerge from the casestudy researchfindings is the way in which UNISON
were able to build a trusting relationship with the casestudy social care organisation. In
addition to the role of Unison in establishingrelationships with learning actorsat a
managementlevel, the role that Unison had in engaging with the employeesand potential
studentsis described.Unison communicateswith the social care employeeson a wide set of
issuesand their role is not limited to learning. Through this wider role they havebeen able to
establisha greater level of trust from the employer. The need for a trusting relationship in the
developmentof partnershipsis also highlighted in Rainbird et al's (2003) exploration of
employeevoice and training at work through NHS and other casestudies, looking at learning
partnershipsbetween managersand union representatives.

Social care learning partnershipactors indicated that they believe that Unison had a successful
partnershipwith educationalproviders such as the Open University and it may well be on this
basis and evidence from previous successfulcollaborations, that encouragedthe employer

to
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run the LPR to social work qualification (refer to the discussionsin chapter4). Interpersonal
trust is somethingwhich is currently receiving attention in the academicliterature on Human
ResourcesDevelopment (HRD). Songet al (2009) explore the effect of learning organisational
culture on the relationship betweeninterpersonaltrust and organisational commitment and
their results indicatedthat learning organisation culture acts as a mediating variable to explain
the link betweeninterpersonal trust and organisational commitment, thus providing a clear
link between learning organisationculture and interpersonal trust. Song et al (2009) suggest
that whilst the impact of a learning culture haspreviously been explored as to its effect on
performancerelated variables such asjob satisfaction, `interpersonaltrust is one of the basic
componentsfor enhancingthe learning organisation culture that hasnot been studied by HRD
researchers'(p l48). They conclude that the interaction betweenthe constructsof interpersonal
trust, learning organisation culture and organisational commitment should be consideredin the
planning of HRD interventions and programmes.

The findings from this casestudy researchand the identified role of Unison in gaining the trust
of employers and employeesto implement a formal learning program in the social care
organisation,again highlight the link between interpersonal trust, learning culture and
organisational commitment. Interpersonaltrust is a key construct here. It is the role of key
representativesfrom Unison who built trust through interpersonal relationships that enable a
level of trust at an individual level and commitment to learning at an organisational level. This
Learning PartnershipRoute casestudy provides a different take on the interaction between the
three constructsthan that provided by Song et at (2009). In contrastto assertingthe effect of
learning organisationculture on the link between interpersonal trust and organisational
commitment, the case study evidenceprovides a different picture. In the LPR learning
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network trust is believed to haveenabled organisational commitment to the provision of
formal learning for employees.

Following the outcome of the recent political changesin the UK, it is unclear how this will
impact on workplace learning in generaland in particular, to the role of trade unions in social
care organisationworkplace learning. The results of the 2010 generalelection lead to the
formation of the coalition Conservativeand Liberal Democratic government,replacing
Labour. This new Coalition governmentis facing economic challenges in terms of reducing
the country's deficit and debt and hasoutlined plans to make six billion of savingsthis year
(Cameron28'x'May 2010). In a letter to all university Vice Chancellorsand Principals, Vince
Cable and David Willetts statedthat `This Government strongly believes in the value of
education, training and skills. As our Coalition Agreement makes clear, we will continue to
invest in further and higher education.But of course further and higher educationcannot be
exempt from the wider need for reductionsin public spending' (Department for Business
Innovation and Skills 26THMay 2010). More recently in a speechon the economy, David
Cameron outlined the intended cut in public spending to cut Britain's economic deficit
(Cameron 7t' June2010).

Whilst the size of the public sectorhasgot way out of stepwith the size of the private
sector...We're going to have to get it back in line... We will carry out Britain's
unavoidable deficit reduction plan in a way that strengthensand unites the country. We
are not doing this becausewe want to, driven by theory or ideology. We are doing this
becausewe have to, driven by the urgent truth that unless we do, people will suffer
and
our national interest will suffer. But this government will not cut this deficit in a way
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that hurts thosewe most need to help that divides the country or that underminesthe
spirit and ethosof our public services.

In reaction to this speech,Dave Prentis the UNISON General Secretaryhascondemnedthese
cuts and argued that `This was a chilling attach on the public sector,public sectorworkers, the
poor, to the sick and the vulnerable...it is a complete nonsenseto claim that you can cut tensof
billions of poundsfrom public spendingand still protect `front-line' services' (Prentis 2010).
These cuts will inevitably presenta challengeto social care workforces and impact upon
spending on learning and training. However, in addition to resisting the planned cut back,
UNISON remains committed to encouraginglearning opportunities in the workplace. In
February2010 they signed a Memorandumof Understanding with the National Institute of
Adult Continuing Education (NIACE), which is a commitment to a shared support of an
increasein the number of adults engagedin both formal and informal learning and a further
commitment to widening participation to underrepresentedgroups (NIACE 2010). The future
of learning partnershipslike the LPRSW, however, cannot yet be fully assessed.

Finally, I addressthe findings which relate to the researchobjective 3; to outline the ways in
which the findings from this casestudy researchcontribute to and further understandingof
social care workplace learning theory and researchmethods.Through the application of
Learning Network Theory to the LPR casestudy, not only are the roles of UNISON in
workplace learning uncovered,but also in addition to this, a number of conceptualproblems
with the theory itself are identified. They include problems with the application of the term
learning actors,the learning processes,learning action theories and learning climate, the
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conceptsof formative and informative learning and the learning structures.A number of
suggestionshave been madeto improve the Learning Network Theory and its application to
social care learning partnerships. These include the extension of the theory to consider the
conceptsof formal and informal learning more thoroughly and developing the theoretical
types of learning network, to incorporate the notion of a learning organisation. Uncovering the
theoretical type of learning network in the casestudy extendedthe theory further than simply
describing the data. The learning network arguably allows for analysisof the key criteria
which make up a learning organisation,analysedthrough the four theoretical types. The LNT
can be adaptedto analysethe successof learning in an organisation, building upon the
theoretical types of network and with background information, such as that describedin the
SCIE (2004) learning organisationresource.

The LNT outlined in this thesiscould be adoptedfor useas a tool for data analysisby
researchersinvestigating workplace learning partnerships in other types of public sectorand
private sector organisations.The LNT provides a model through which workplace learning
partnershipcan be describedand analysed.

Alternative approaches to the case study
Not only did the learning network theorists describe and explain the learning network, they
also addressedwhat they called the labour network and depicted the relationship between the
two. The labour network illustrates the way in which work is organised. The interpretative
framework applied to the casestudy data was limited to the application of the learning
network. The casestudy researchwas not however conducted with the aims and objectives of
uncovering the social care organisationslabour network or its connection to learning.
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One alternative to employing the interpretative framework of the Learning Network Theory
(LNT) to the casestudy data would be to employ the restrictive versus expansivecontinuum
outlined by Evans et al in 2006. This continuum is prescriptive in that it outlines the
characteristicsof restrictive and expansivelearning environments.This theory is used in the
itself to
application to specific workplaces and learning environments and doesnot easily lend
application to a partnership learning network which involves more than one organisation.It
may be possible for eachorganisation's learning environment to be placed along the
continuum; however the casestudy data doesnot provide enoughdetailed evidenceto address
all the featuresof learning environment outlined.

Despite the criticisms of the Learning Network Theory, which were made after reflecting on
the relationship between the componentsof the LPR learning network, the theory proved a
useful tool to interpret the casestudy data. In chaptertwo, the literature review, a number of
different approachesto learning organisationsand workplace learning were identified. Many
been applied to organisations in the private sector and
of theseapproacheshave predominantly
have provided many detailed accountsof what constitutes forms of organisational learning,
learning organisation, workplace learning and a learning climate. Applying the interpretative
framework of the Learning Network Theory enabled an analysis in which the nature of
learning activities and the roles of the learning actors involved was not already pre-subscribed.
This enabled the unique role of UNISON in this social care casestudy to be identified and
describedat length. From the outsetthe researchobjectives were about exploring conceptsof
learning in a social care organisation from the point of view of the actors involved in the LPR.
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The Learning Network Theory provided a satisfactory basis from which this investigation
could begin.

As a critical realist a number of researchmethods were available and could be usedto address
the researchobjectives. As the learning partnership has alreadybeen underway for a number
of yearsthe method by which it was investigatedwas limited to non action or experimental
methods and neededto be met by in depth qualitative researchto addressthe `why' and `how'
questions. Whilst it provides an in depth naturalistic account, ethnographywould not have
been practical. The researchobjectives call for not only an investigation of the current learning
situation but also a reflection and description of the partnershipover the last seven years.
Whilst using a method such as direct observation would have provided an insight into current
informal and formal learning in the organisation it would not have been possible to look at the
role of UNISON in this process.The very nature of the partnership involves threeseparate
organisationsand a whole host of individual actors, in different geographicallocations,
therefore observationwould be difficult to achieve.

Another method which would haveprovided evidence on learning in the social care
organisation would have beenpotentially to survey the partnership actors and social care
organisationemployees.However this would not have allowed for in depth and reflective
accountson the role of UNISON. Whilst a survey could have been employed to quantify the
learning opportunities available to the social care employees,this may not have uncovered
informal learning opportunities. In the literature a number of characteristicsand activities
which are believed to lead to informal learning (Marsick and Watkins 2001) are identified.
However to have utilised informal learning theory and survey the employeeswould have
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meant an assumptionof what activities or processesled to informal learning in the social care
organisation. An in depth qualitative account was employed to explore informal learning
practiceswithout placing any preconceived ideas on what thesemay be.

A longitudinal study could be adoptedto further investigate the extent to which the role of
UNISON in the LPR learning network encouragedboth formal and informal learning in the
case study learning actors and workplace. This could focus, in particular, on the learning
experiencesof the LPR studentsin the yearsfollowing qualification.

Suggestions for additional research
The findings from the casestudy researchand subsequentapplication of LNT to analysethe
data haveprovided evidencehighlighting a number of problems with the practical application
be conducted into the relationship between informal
of this theory. Further researchneedsto
and formal learning in social care organisationsor indeed other organisationsbefore a new
theory or tool for assessingworkplace learning can be completed. This theory would need to
build on the work on the Learning Network Theorists, but also addressthe limitations of the
LNT theory which have been outlined in this thesis. Application of the Learning Network
Theory (LNT) allowed an investigation of LPR workplace without any presubscribednotion
of what constitutes successfulworkplace learning. If the results which can be gained from the
application of the theory are to be of benefit, then the criteria of successfuland unsuccessful
learning organisations needto be further defined. For example criteria that are comparable
with those describedby Evans et al (2006), and also build on the four types of learning
network which are describedby Poell et al (2000).
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Researchis neededto ascertainthe optimum relationship between formal and informal
learning required by organisationsto achievesuccessfulworkplace learning. This will enable
organisationsto advanceto the highest level of the learning pyramid describedby Mumford
(2006, p7), and thus becomea learning organisation.

The casestudy researchhasalso shown the value for employeesin extending their external
network outside of the social care organisationand the benefits of a partnership with UNISON
and the Open University. The researchfindings revealed a whole host of ways in which
UNISON are able to positively contribute to workplace learning, including their help in
enabling a higher level of formal and informal learning in their workplace. This work could be
extendedto advanceresearchinto the relationship between learning in the workplace,
Learning Network Theory, and the creation of learning organisations.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapterthe all the thesis chaptersare summarised.This is followed by an outline of the
key conclusions drawn from the LPR learning network casestudy research.Alternatives to the
casestudy method employed in this researchare then considered.Proposalsfor additional
researchthat would contribute and further progressin this academicareaare then outlined.
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